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Piecing It All

Together
When looking back on one's high

school years, no one event represents the

high school experience. Instead, it is a

conglomeration of many events: sports

games, that great English class sophomore

year, school dances, and simply spending

time with friends. For some, it is what happens

outside of school that defines their high

school years. Staying up all night, bonding

with friends, going to movies and concerts,

these are the important things. It is also the

teachers who influence us, who teach us how

to learn, and who mold us during high school.

No one forgets the high school experience,

and when looking back, piecing all the

memories together only invigorates good

feelings.

Written by Marissa Branson, Elly Khait, Ross

Levine, Maya Prokupets and Lindsey Weber
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For the freshmen, the first day of school starts off with

less anxiety than they had anticipated. Arriving three and a half

hours before the rest of the school, the freshmen began to learn

the labyrinthine hallways of South and the names of their

teachers. By eleven o'clock the sophomores, juniors and seniors

arrive, abruptly ending the freshmen's peace. Their quiet

introduction to South had been shattered. Sophomores arrived

feeling better than the year before, knowing they are not the

youngest anymore. Juniors drive to school, parking miles away

from the actual building but still feeling cool.

Sept. 4th, 2003
Seniors claim the senior lot, spray painting names and

catch phrases on the parking lot they had waited to own for four

years. Senior year undoubtedly contains stress and uncertainty,

but at the same time, the Seniors walk through the hallways of

South with confidence, knowing it is their chance to rule the

school. Despite the obvious differences among grades, South

students share a common bond: we would all rather be eating,

sleeping, and relaxing.

Written by the Yearbook Staff





oWhile no one loves being in school, it is easy t

forget that one is in the drab building when they are

hanging out with friends in the cafeteria or in the

commons rooms. Student life at Newton South involves

stress, but apart from that, one cannot help but

smile while sitting next to their friend who

is drooling through math class)

or when using the

for

first

Students

pottery

time

living

together in the Newton South

community bond at sports games and

school dances. Although it is easy to associate stress

with Newton South, it is impossible to forget the times

spent being with friends who all experience the same

thing, trying to get to the next phase in life.

Written by Marissa Branson

"Dandy-lions"
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School Spirit
South pride is always fashionable, so even Newton

South's most fashion-conscious students put away their

designer duds this year to show a little spirit, whether it be

orange and blue at the basketball game, or face paint at the

lacrosse game. But fans aren't the only ones with spirit;

teams and clubs have come up with endless ways for

showing their commitment and pride as well. Whether a

player is "dressed-up" for the traditional home game attire

or dressed in Red Sox gear, celebrating the team's recent

trimuphs, there are endless ways to show team spirit

at South. Spirit doesn't only apply to sports. Actors

in the latest musical are often the most spirited with

crazy fashions, such as dressing up as farmers,

rainbows, in pajamas, or 80's clothing. They not only

get psyched but also show South pride. So remember,

show a little South spirit, do the orange and blue!

Written by Sara Radin
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Our Friends
Whether it's a quick hello in the

allway or somebody to grab lunch with, it's

always nice to see a friendly lace at South.

Friends are what get us through a seemingly

endless day of classes. With all of the pressure

high school adds to our lives, it helps to know

that there is always someone there to live

through it with you: friends who will stay on

the phone with you for hours so you both can

procrastinate writing the huge English paper

due the next day. When looking back on our

years at Newton South, il helps to remember

the friends who were with us when we were

partying or when we were just simply hanging

out. It's friends like these that shape 0U1 high

school expei tence.

"Some people come Into our lives ami quit Aft go

others stayfor a while arid leave footprints '»/

our hearts. And we are never, ever, the same "

-Anonynu tus

Written by ( ic Potter
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Where We Work
After a long day of learning, many of

us head out for an even longer afternoon of

working an after school job. Whether it be

Village Kids, Cingular, Siagel Productions,

Whole Foods or various restaurants such as

Sweet Tomatoes or Pizza Palooza, South

students can be found working all over

Newton. Those who can't find time in their

busy afternoons, filled with sports, clubs

and other activities, spend their long-

awaited weekends working instead. All the

work pays off when the check comes later

in the week. Extra cash is a necessity for

students, especially for free block trips

to Bob's and Starbucks, where prices can

add up quickly. Working provides a good
source of income and a sense of

independence for many students.

Written by Stephanie Meyer
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"The Dance
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South's Siblings
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Look-A-Likes
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Lunchtime on the Streets of

Newton...
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GOURMET WOK
CHINESE RESTAURANT
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Clubs and
Organizations



Community Service Club

Asian Student
Organization



Gay-Straight Alliance



Anime Club

Spanish Club



Tertullia Club
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Ping Pong Club

Martial Arts Club



Newton Educational

Workshops

Outing Club



Step Squad



Breast Cancer Club

Israel Advocacy Club



BSU

French Club



Mock Trial
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One to One
One to One is one of the most beneficial and unique opportunities available to juniors

and seniors at both North and South. Needy children in the community are given the

chance to interact and spend time with the big brothers and sisters, and are really able to

develop relationships.

After a two-month training session, students are matched with a little brother or

sister whom they meet with each week for a few hours. Whether they go to the movies, go

out to eat, play catch or just hang out, the time spent together is valuable for both the child

and the mentor.

Also, there are two big events that take place during the course of the year in which

everyone involved in the program participates. This year's trips include a gym/pool day at

North, an end-of-the-year picnic, and possibly a trip to a professional sporting venue.

Yikes! One to One is indeed time-consuming, but it's worth it in the end to see the look on

the "little guy!" (or girl)'s respective face, and know you have had an impact.

-By Robbie Gordon andSam M. Lewis

Amanda Gross, Alex Tun, Emily Paret, Nancy Holczer, Nicole Landa, Krishna Reed, Jared

Bristol, Jenny Westbrook, Keith Agoada, Gabe Sterne, Noah Strangio.
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Step Squad
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South Senate
The South Senate is a recent phenomenon here at Newton South and the school has benefited

from it tremendously. The students elected to the senate represent not only their respective grades,

but all the students in the school. These representatives lobby for students' rights and privileges.

They help to restructure the end of term testing schedules and make sure teachers don't give too

much homework.

Not only do students meet in the South Senate session, but teachers do as well, helping to

make Newton South a unified community. This helps to erase the customary division between

students and teachers.

The South Senate has been a revolutionary tool in the school and will continue to make South

a better place for everyone for years to come.
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Senior Class

Officers

Maya Prokupets , Ava Shapiro and Lisa Gordon

Jeremy Phillips, Jeff Sutelman and Jordan Lee



Sophomore Class Officers
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Junior Class Officers
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Saturday, October 25, 2003

CITY YEAR
Serve-A-Thon

As soon *

as you feel

the sweat

above your lip, you

o.j „ , . „_ „„„„_ know there's no going back.
Saturday, October 25, 2003s?

CITY YEAR SERVE-A-THON
You're making changes here today "

'
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www.cityyear.org/serueathon

phone: 617.927-2300
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* Denebola*
For forty-three years Denebola has been the newspaper of the Newton South Community. This

year has been one of changes for Denebola as it changed its dimensions, became multi-sectioned, and

added color to its pages. Very little of this would have been possible if it weren't for seniors Mike Stehle

and Jeff Sutelman. It was through their efforts that nothing was done and thus the staff had to work extra

hard and be twice as motivated to succeed in order to reach the goals ahead. Thanks guys.

With a war in Iraq and the flailing American economy, the editors of the Denebola did everything in

their power to give up-to-the month breaking news about these incidences. Even more important in the

large scheme of things was the opening of the new Cafeteria and the Field house in which the class of

2004 was the first class to graduate. Denebola kept the entire school community updated on these events

and plans to do so during the opening of every new part of the school.

Perhaps the most essential aspect to Denebola's content is its monthly book review. Without it, it

almost seems as if the world would collapse. "I can hardly sleep the night before Denebola comes out,"

senior Dion Benjamin said. "I cannot concentrate until I read that book review. It's addictive." There have

been several problems the staff has faced over the past year. The most disturbing of which took place

when a young reporter named Jason Blair supposedly sensationalized stories. There were some claims of

insubordination, some anarchy, but the paper never missed a deadline, and never has in its 43 years of

publication. -By Jon Scherr

edited by Nate Randall
if

m
Jon Scherr. Ally Cherny. Robbie Gordon, Emily Concannon, Kristi Panduku. Al Friedman. Adam
Connor-Simons. Andrew Dickerman. Gabi Merlin, Vanessa Friedman. Leigh Soares. Nina Gold.

Rebecca Fortgang, and Nate Randall.

Editors in Chief

Adam Connor-

Simons

Jon Scherr

News Editors: Maya
Tsukemik, Niki Gerber,

Dan Loeterman

Managing Editors

Emily Concannon

Andew Dickerman

Kristi Panduku

Nate Randall

Arts & Entertainment:

Nina Gold, Ben

Offenberg, Evan

Schaefer, Mike Stehle

Senior Business Manager

Ally Cherny

Robbie Gordon

Centerfold: Lenny Dosoretz,

Vanessa Friedman, Leigh Soares

Photography: Gabi Merlin, Zach

Rubin

Opinion Editors: Jackln Elfland. Becky Forgang,

David Gassko, Jeff Sutelman

Features Editors: Stephanie Lapidus. Emily

Mitchell, Amanda Oriel.

Sports Editors: Tom Holtz, Andy Kitto, Alex

Linsky.

Book Review: Talia Golijov, Jenna Schwartz

Graphics: Nicole Landa, Paz Swissa

Editorial Comptroller: Al Friedman

Typography Editor: Nicole Landa

Distribution: Noah Strangio, Adam Weisman

Copy: Ben Offenberg, Jesse Husid
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The Lions Roar

Put 100+ driven people in a room together

for three weeks, mix in some sweat and blood,

insanity and late nights, and just a smidgen of

David Urman, and out pops The Lion's Roar. The

Roar turned up the heat this year when it made a

decision to produce a paper 33 percent larger in

33 percent less time.

The four memebers of Senior Staff, the 19

section editors, and a slew of over 80 writers,

photographers, and other staffers came together

this year in a way The Roar has never experienced

before, in their history of bringing recent news to

the South community. And the future is only

'ooking brighter.

-By Michael Winter, Jonathan

Liu, Dan Poster
The Lions Roar Staff

Haha

Editors in Chief Managing Editors Deputy Managing Editor

Jonathan Liu Dan Poster David Wittenberg

Michael Winter David Urman

Section Editors Section Editors Section Editors Sports
News Arts Sarah Tucker

Danielle Goldie Sarah Allar Gideon Martin

Chiraag Mundhe Marissa Branson Gen Moran
Steve Trask Lindsay Garces Mark Perlman-Price

Julie Kessler Emily Wolfe

-"acuity Advisors Brian Baron and Lisa Ahcino.

*hoto Managers: John Chow. Katya Jarrell.

Senior Internet Editor: Dan Hazony

jraphics Editor: Tone Leigh

Justness Manager: Jennifer Wu
ienior Internet Engineer: Robert Gens

Business Staff; Ben Winter, Adam Phillips. Came
Kncgcr

Layout Staff: Richard Speyer, Jeremy Miller. Jon

Bishop

Senior Copy Editors: Sara Radin. Stephanie Meyer

Copy Flow Manager: Alex Belyi

Chiraag smiles for the camera and forgets the

punch line.

Boredom leads Jon and Mike into a

duel.

Editor Mike keep his staff in line.
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Regulus
We were hardly aware of the amount of stress and pressure that was

involved in creating the yearbook, but that didn't stop us from working hard to

produce a yearbook that would make everyone proud. Countless hours were
spent in the stuffy, extremely hot closet-like yearbook office. Trips to Walgreens
to pick up pictures and snack runs keep us motivated during the tough times spent

cropping and laying out.

After a few months, it was not just about the yearbook, it was about doing
something different, keeping traditions and starting new ones. We didn't want
to make a standard yearbook, we wanted to leave our mark. It was a learning

experience for all of us and we can all say that we have made a yearbook that

will make people happy when they look back on it in thirty years.

-By Regulus Editors

Yearbook editors love the yearbook.
"Look

!

BabY Sabrina!" Maya calls every mem
Team

.
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Reflections
Under the dynamic enthusiasm and ruthless leadership of the five editors, the stafff, and Mrs.

Taube, Reflections set high expectations this year. Fundraising and meeting goals were all met and

surpassed as well as the number of pieces submitted to the yearbook. The Reflections committee met

every thursday throughout the year, not only enjoying each other's company, but discussing literature and

art. The school literary magazine received numerous student creations including music, art, and literary

Dieces. After a year of hard work, the magazines are on sale now! Talk to one of Regulus' many
members for information about the school's creative magazine.

-By Jeremy Philips

A Limerick

There once was a mag called Reflections

Each week they read different selections.

Vote yes, no, abstain,

Then do it again,

Please don't let this be a rejection.

-Ben Mahnke
From Reflections Winter 88-89

Kyle Brodie
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Styles of The Times...

Max shows off his refurbished car... to get all the girls. Sophomore girls never leave home with out their Louis.
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Regulus....
-Who wants to call John?

-Always being the last ones to leave the school

-Ordering pizza from supplement money (JUST

KIDDING)
-Our board of shame/fame/Jon Scherr

-Always being the last to know when school is cancelled

(the really really cold day...)

-Idealism followed by laziness

-"Drop it like it's hot" ... "Crop it like it's hot"

-"Crop till you drop" etc. etc. etc.

-Ross's NUMBER ONE PHOTOGRAPHER
-Charles Bandes Photography

-Our never-ending criticism...

-Never making our deadlines...ever
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Thank
to...

-Thank you Mrs. Peterson for bringing our stuff to

the post office, offering advice and solace,

and leaving us with candy for all-night sugar highs.

-Thank you to Lions Roar staff and Mr. Baron for

providing us with ideas, materials and company at

8 PM.
-Thank you to John and Herff Jones for putting up
with all our late deadlines.

-Thank you to the small dedicated staff that came
back even when we told you to go away.

-Thank you to our favorite caption editors: Ryan
Moore, Alex Honnet, and Craig Durham for your

sick humor.

-Thank you to the Custodial Staff for letting us back

into the office when we were locked out.

-Thank you to Walgreens, CVS, and Maya's digital

camera.

-THANK YOU AVA SHAPIRO !!!

you !
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Dan and Will smile at Ross (the photographers) open fly. Director Jon Colby and Musical Director Jon Heilman

Alex "quick draw" Honnet and Robin. "It's good to be alive." DeRuzzio and LaPorta.



(generation

The big performance is only moments away. Little Weinstein and Skyler engage in some extra curricular activities.
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Newton South put out all the stops with their 2004 production of Cabaret. Directed by Jeff Knoedler, the

show featured dancing, singing, and tremendous acting by all those involved. Although they tackled a difficult

subject, the cast convincingly portrayed the era with flawless accents that included French, German, and English.

Robin Amendola played a Sally Bowles comparable to Liza Minnelli in the film version. Jon Colby played the

perfect straight-man as Clifford Bradshaw, the American writer.

The flamboyant emcee was played by the talent Jon Heilman, who hit every mark and every high note

perfectly. Tickets sold out for the show days before its opening. The production of Cabaret ran for three nights,

playing to packed houses, who loved every minute of the play. The talent of the cast and crew of the show attest to

the tremendous abilities of South's Drama Department. With this show under their belt, there can only be better ones

to come.

-By Lindsey Weber and Marissa Branson

Alex needs ,i little more blush. Her smile is obviously the first thine to look at.
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Creative Hands
Getting four art credits to earn your diploma was

the easy part; not spending all your free blocks and study

halls in one of the four extremely populated art rooms was
where it got a little tougher. You were either hooked to the

funky smells of the kiln, the blasting music in ceramics, or

the rotating door in photo since freshman year. Whatever

brought out your creative side was waiting right there for

you in those small, cozy, air tight rooms that brought you

so much happiness. Free popcorn, passes to get out of

study hall, and easy going teachers were always there to

make those restricted days of high school seem less like

an academically based civilization.

Having pizza delivered to Mr. Wixon's room became
a weekly ritual. You have painted at least one chair in Mrs.

Glass's room and watched as others contributed to the

Totem Pole with Mrs. Salabini-Jonash. Mr. Bouchal never

ran out of things to talk about and you were always there

to listen. Come what may, there is nothing that will stop

you from visiting the art department of Newton South High

School.

By Linnea Sage '06
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WhatisinyourCDplayer?

"Anti-flag, I love punk rock" "Phish, it makes me feel free..."

-Alex Honnet, '04



"Anything that I can play my
guitar to."

-Avi David, '04

"Justin, Outkast, Beyonce,
Prince, 50 cent...and everyone

else at the Grammys."
-Ally Cherny, '04

"I make my own music."

-David Urman, '04
"Russian Techno."

-Kevin Bogdansky, '04
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Girls Volleyball
Entering the gym, you see an amazing sight:

Bleachers crowded with loud cheering fans and girls

diving and rolling on the floor. This is volleyball life.

Live it. Love it. With the complete support of the

South volleyball program, the girls varsity squad had a

very successful season even impressing team manager,

senior Dan Ancheta. "They had an awesome season

and they're an amazing group of girls," says Ancheta

about his time spent with the girl's volleyball team.

The team was led by captains Julia Puretz and

Nicole Landa, and aided by seniors Laura Kalin, Inna

Baron, Jolie Ohwoso and Yian Xiao, who made this

season one of the most successful and fun seasons in

South history. "The team came together and worked

well together," says Xiao. The team's terrific work ethic

made Coach Kennedy very proud of the girls.

The season was definitely a unique one, with

captains Puretz and Landa planning oppurtunities for

all volleyball players to form bonds with one another.

The captains even went so far as to have the team adopt

freshmen sisters, which proved to be a valuable exercise

in team bonding. Everyone stepped it up throughout

the season and put 1 10% into every practice. This team

should be a model for all future volleyball teams at

South.

m

Top row: Katie Cresceilus. Yian Xiao. Laura Kalin. and Dana Shulsinger

Middle row: Sonia Step, Kaitlyn McCarthy. Inna Baran. and Jolie Ohwoso

Bottom row: Julia Puretz and Nicole Landa

fa* ZlJ Jl
Who wears short shorts' 1

19 *9i

Yian jumps for the set. Volleyball girls get psyched for the game! Captains Julia Puretz and Nicole Landa
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Field Hockey

Lindsav Broughel makes the soal.

The 2003 Newton South Field Hockey team had an

exciting and enjoyable season. Although our record was not

very favorable, it is hardly an indication of the extreme

dedication and effort put forth by all of the players.

Led by head coach Tonya Mezzanotte and tri-captains

Jamie Penn, Lindsay Broughel, and Madeleine Outman, the

team sustained its momentum throughout the season with the

determination to work hard and have fun. The team worked

well together throughout the season, scoring twice as many
goals as last year.

The strong win against Brookline allowed the team to

stay positive and continue putting forth 100% of their effort

every game. Although it was not a winning season, it was

definitely a fun and memorable one.

By Jamie Penn, Lindsay Broughel,

and Madeleine Outman
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Football
Newton South Lions Football team had a phenomenal year. The boys began practicing early in August.

Led by captains Jon Wilcon, Dion Benjamin, and Jesse Husid, the team was passing, running, hitting and

learning their plays to kick off the season with their "new/old" Coach Quigley. They began the season with a

game at Boston College. The fans were thrilled to see the powerful team go to victory. Every Friday evening

and Saturday afternoon, the Gridiron appeared on the football fields wearing their blue, white and orange with

serious looks on their faces. They displayed their skills and talent on both offense and defense. The Seniors

helped to lead the team, showing passion and joy during the wins and discretion and valor during the losses.

Each week the fans came out to cheer the team regardless of the cold and rain, and win or loss. When
Thanksgiving rolled around, their record was 5-5 with Lincoln-Sudbury in second place with a strong record

of 8-2. The team came out to battle the Warriors at our George Winkler Stadium and gave their fans the best

game in Newton South history. The final score of 33-27 didn't reflect the sweat and tears put into the 2003

Football Season. The varsity football team gave Newton South a year to remember.

By Derek George

Matthew Baum. Dan Poutas, Eric Jonash, Felix Borukhov*, Loren Scott, Harold Kasper, Sam Frank, Matt Starr, Christopher Munsell, Dan Gollinger. Jon Wilcon. Michael

Pellegrino, Jesse Husid*. Peter Jarowey, Dion Benjamin*. Adam Sayles, Evans Joseph. Joe Frank, David Sokoll, Divad McCoy. Derek George, Ted Swartz, Brian Norcross.

John Huang, James Wright-Chase, Arlen Plotkin, Tyler Brewer, Noah Schuettge, Jeffrey Huang. Konstantin Chernikov, Conor Somerville, Joshua Kadis. Rashawin Destine.

Brandon White, Brandon Novak, Micah Gefland, Phillip Wong, Shervin Poor, Zachary Rubin. James Housman. Simon Cambell. Penn Shelton, Kenneth Jones, Andrew

Cutright, Evan Wallace. Sam Michel, Dennis Geary, Alan Wong, Keegan O'Brien. Ben Gowdy-Chase, Sam Grossack, Coach Quigley, Coach Dalicandro, Coach Bograd

Captains Dion Benjamin, Jesse Husid. Felix Borukhov and Jon Wilcon
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Golf
Led by senior captains Sam "Nyquil" Levy and Dan Shani,

the 2003 golf team captured the heart of the South community with

its improbable run to the state tournament for the first time in five

years, finishing with a record of 8-8. Late in its campaign, the golf

team defeated DCL front runners Wayland and Lincoln Sudbury,

which all but assured the squad a trip to the postseason. Following

this glorious victory, the team indulged in some lucious pizza pies,

and according to Levy, "a good time was had by all."

Seniors David Urman, Geordy Adams, Andy Kitto and

sophmore sensation Ben "Bobo" Stehle were also instrumental to

the team's road to the state tournament. Adams, after a disappointing

start to the season, overcame adversity and became the golfer all of

the players and media expected him to be. It was also noted by coach

Robert Travers Jr. that Adams* maturity improved by leaps and

bounds.

"This season was a triumph for the South golf team, the high

school, and mankind," said Kitto, who was voted the team's "Most

Improved Player."

By David Urman

Captains Daniel Shani and Sam Levy

I'd be more inclined to buy the golf carf if his shirt was o
Dan Shani. Same Levy. Geordy Adams. Atuh Kitto. Da\ id I mi. in .md

Craie Durham
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Boys Soccer
What began as a promising season for the Boys Varsity Soccer

Team again ended in disappointment, as the team failed to qualify for the

state tournament for the fourth consecutive season. Led by new varsity

coach Henry George, a highly qualified and experienced soccer instructor

and player, the team endured a rigorous two-week preseason schedule

that conditioned the team both physically and mentally for the long season

in the competitive Dual County League.

Senior captains Nate Randall, Ben Jabbawy, and Ben Ashbrook

were determined to change the losing trend of previous seasons. This

positive attitude from the team's seniors, combined with the fiery spirit of

Coach George, led to a strong start for the team in league play. The positive

start to the season was highlighted by a 4-2 victory over defending state

champion Lincoln- Sudbury at Weeks Field. However, the team sustained

several injuries and struggled to maintain momentum as the season

progressed. Losing consecutive home games by a narrow one-goal margin,

the team was emotionally and physically drained.

The Boys Soccer team was unable to gain any spark thereafter

and gradually fell in the DCL standings. Strong play from the sophomore

class makes next year look promising for the Lions and Coach George as

they hope to build on the foundation from the 2003 season. Despite the

lack of success on the field, the large number of seniors that made up the

core of the team will undoubtedly remember their soccer experience as a

positive one.

By Ross Levine

NS A3 wq
8 . 11 v
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Top: Ben Ashbrook*. Andrew Kuo, Sasha Grossman, Ben Jabbawy*, Inn Seol, Neil Spiro, Jed Talvacchia, Ada

Phillips, Kristi Panduku .Brad Pruente, Ross Levine

Bottom: Eric Contente. Jonathan Gillick, Phil Cimino, Nate Randall*. Robbie Gordon, Sawyer Emmer. Lenny

Dosoretz, Jacob Kann, John Warren, Jeffrey Shocket, Joe Weinograd, Alex Rabkin

.jaw!
i ±.mu

NS
8 10

Captains Ben Ashbrook, Nate Randall, Ben Jabbawy

Opponent

Gillick breaks for the izoal.
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Soccer
South soccer was dirrrrrty this year. The team enjoyed a

continuation of success this season with a record of 15-4-1 , never losing

on their home field. With the most points that a girls soccer team has ever

accumulated at South, the team came within one point of tying for league

championship with Lincoln Sudbury. South won their last eight league

games, including a huge win against eventual state champions L.S . Moving

on to the state tournament for the third straight year, the team defeated a

tough Sandwich team—we ate 'em up. A heartbreaking one nothing loss to

Oliver Ames left the South team hungry for a tournament run in '04.

A strong junior class will take over for the seven seniors graduating.

Arguably one of the most spirited teams at South, the soccer team is starting

to earn a reputation for becoming a cult. All the success that the team

earned only added to the great team camaraderie.

From Warren's "Oh yes" to Sammy's "Stop Drop Kaboom," the

season was filled with plenty of laughter. It was not always easy being the

best girls soccer team in Newton, but we did it with style. So now, just

one last time, "How bout them lions"- McCarthy, Owen, Som Bon, Mads.

Dropkin, Collins, Gunslinger, Miller, TBag, Rosco, Juls, Cars, TP! , Butts,

James, JV, Peck, LBJ, lil Emma, Anj, D, IHARA, Loo, Jiffy, Lodi, JR.

and Moo. I can feel it coming in the air tonight— carry it on next year

girls!

By Tanya Rosbash and Liza Rothschild
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Boys Cross Country
With one of the largest and youngest teams

in Newton South history, the Boys Cross Country

team exceeded all expectations this season.

Dedication, spirit, and soul are only a few words to

describe this year's talented group of runners led

by captains Jeff Wehrwein and Nate Farber.

Nothing stood in the way for the boys cross

country team, which accounts for their numerous

victories. With numerous sophomores and juniors,

the team has a promising future in store, though they

will miss their all-star senior runners.

The team was nothing short of brilliant this

year and did a great job maintaining the victorious

record of Newton South Cross Country. The team

looks to another victorious year for the 2004 season.
Top: Adam Cohen, Nate Farber*. DavePlotkin, Gabi Merlin, Maxime Guillaume. Judah

Landzberg, Alex Rindler. Steve Tabb, Alex Gladstone, Sam Donovan, Nicholas Abele. Jonah

Leshin, Kelton Finch. Andrew Greenspon

Bottom: Jeff Wehrwein*, Martin Varady. Dan Lau, Scott Wehrwein. Brenden Olson. Robert

Ruttenberg, Igor Dombrovsky. Nicholas Lawrence. Ben Paret, Dan Jih. James Vance, Jon

Lopatin

Keep running Runners stretch before practice.
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Girls Cross Country
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"Bavwatch: Newton South"

Led by co-captains Theresa Hare and Liz Bacon,

the girls cross country team had an extremely successful

season this year. With an experienced team and immense

spirit to fuel them, the Girls Cross Country team had no

problem competing in the DCL, known throughout America

as the league of Doom.

Perhaps one of the best teams in years, co-coaches

Steven and Marianne McChensey trained the enthusiastic

team tirelessly. Despite their dedication, the team still had

a fun season. Other highlights of the season, besides

winning, were team get-togethers and dinners, where the

girls bonded.

Although many of the prized members of the team

will be graduating this year, the girls look forward to a

promising season next year, with many more wins and fun

experiences.
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Girls Football
Powderpuff11/26/03

The junior and senior girls went head to head this year, continuing

the annual South tradition of the Powderpuff game the day before

Thanksgiving. As the senior girls entered the pep rally ready for victory,

the juniors entered looking for an upset. Both teams chanted and cheered

to show their support for the South football team, cheerleaders and step

squad. Students, teachers, parents and South alumni filled the stadium

to watch the game, and snack on pizza and hot chocolate served at the

concession stand.

Despite a commendable effort by the juniors, the seniors proved

that they were the dominant team, coming off of a 14-14 tie last year,

with a 18-20 win. However, the game was not without distractions:

during half time a freshman male, sporting only a jock strap and the

words "Go '04" on his chest, showed his spirit by sprinting around the

field. He was caught by South authorities soon after his illustrious run-

but his run gave some much appreciated support to the senior girls on

the field. Better luck next year '05!

Elly and Maya are psyched about the senior girls'

victory.

Liza scores a touchdown, even with a broken

pinky.

The juniors rally before the game. Go Seniors! inya gives the girls a gameplan.
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Girls Ice Hockey
As much as we hated those 5:30 am practices, the team had a

great year. Actually, it was those morning practices that motivated us

to go to school and made us excited to play hockey first thing in the

morning. This season, the team welcomed ten new members, who
were tremendous assets to the team. Every hilarious bus ride allowed

for the team to bond and get excited for the games. Afterschool

practices, were places for the team to have fun, eating breakfast at

Dunkin Donuts.

Although the hockey team is still and club and not recognized

as a team, the team was extremely professional. Captains Amanda
Dropkin and Pouneh Haghayeghi promoted spirit among team members

and brought the team a long way this season. The team will miss the

graduating who seniors who added so much to the team, but look

forward to future successes.

-By Heather Fong and Lizzie Jiang

Number 21 is ready for brawlin"

Samantha Ben-Simon. Hannah Bolotin. Alyson Brown. Samantha Carver, Gladys Cheung, Vanessa Davidson, Amanda
Dropkin*. Alison Egdahl. Melody Fermin, Lorna Fermin. Heather Fong, Elizabeth Gargas. Ellen Geary, Pouneh Haghayeghi*

Lizzie Jiang, Kamelia Keo. Ksusha "Sushi" Kravtchenko. Alex Legocki. Naomi Martin, Hayley Shi, Claire Sommers, Jenny

Tai. Leish Torie.

Amanda and Pouneh are suited up.

The girls hype up for the game.
Defense!
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Boys Ice Hockey

Rackin' up the points.

The boys hockey team had a very exciting season, which

coincided perfectly with the excitement of the many feet of snow that

fell this winter. Seniors, Bryan Bloom andAdam Greenstein, led their

team to many victories this year. As a relatively new sport to South,

the boys hockey team had no problem proving their talent and skills as

serious sports players. With long games that tended to be far away, the

team never lost hope nor their conviction to win. This is what helped

them fulfill all their goals of winning this year. No one was disappointed

with the team's effort, not even coaches Charles Rezzuti and Bobby

Mosca, who were very proud of their 2004 team. The team looks

forward to many more exciting and victorious seasons, although they

will miss their departing senior players, who were more than an asset

to the team.

Hockey players look onto the ice.

Jeffrey Block. Bryan Bloom*. Josh Buchholtz, Hans Eysenbach*. James Eysenbach. Erik Gerstner. Adam Greenstein \

Matthew Guariglia. Robert Kenney, Brian Norcross*. Dan Poutas, George Ramin, Josh Reisz. Benjamin Solon. Jeff Tocci.

Terry Westropp. Steven Mach, Nicholas Offenberg.

The boys hockey teams anticipates their free subs from Bobs after a big win. Captains Adam Greenstein, Hans Eysenbach. Brian Norcross. and Brian Bloom.
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Ski Team
When the ski season first began, many people including captains Nate Randall, Sabrina Chau, Jon Scherr, and

junior Jamie Webber had their doubts. The team had jumped from its comfortable size of less than twenty to more than

thirty, with nearly half of the team being composed of freshmen. New team jackets brought a visible unity to the team,

but creating the smaller environment that had existed in years past seemed nearly impossible. Coach Jeff Kraunz, had

his doubts about the team's success, and was unsure of the team's abilities. However, by the first race, the results had

proven that Newton South's new team had some skiers to be reckoned with. The boys were led by senior Ted Swartz

and his blue spandex GS suit in Giant Slalom and by co-captains Nate Randall and Jon Scherr in Slalom.

The girls finished the season with three racers in the top ten, more than any season in the past. Junior co-captain

Jamie Webber and sophomores Carrie Krieger and Samantha Rosenthal scored nearly 100 points combined each race.

On and off the slopes, the team was told of its enormous spirit, which created that sense of community so many had

feared would be lost. By the end of its season, the 2004 Newton South Ski Team had become much more than a group

that shared a love for skin-tight spandex, ice, and body protection— it had molded into a tightly knit unit of people who
share a love for skin-tight spandex, ice, and body protection.

-By Jon Scherr

Sabrina Chau*. Jamie Cohen*. Carrie Kreiger, Samantha Rosenthal, Jamie Webber*. Jen Wieczner. Jessica Willett. Dana Fabish.

Whiteney Muroff, Ben Bernstein. Ben Finn. David Finn. Michael Gerson. Adam Phillips. Nate Randall*. Jon Scherr*. Theodore

Swartz, Mark Delaney, Lucas Fine, Alexander Foniaro, Jack Garvey, Harrison. Goldberg. Spencer Jacobson. Alex Levin. Nitish

Mehta. Jared Orkin. Chris Reilly. Lior Sabag. Misha Safro, Jason Turesky. Douglas White. Sam Worth.

It's just another cold day for the ski team.

Captains Sabrina Chau, Jon Scherr, Jamie Webber, and Nate Randa

Jon shows off for the camera. Mr. Kraunz shows them how it's done.
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Swim Team
This year the NSHS swimming and diving team welcomed new coaches Rebecca Perkins, Michael Fishbein and

Eric Kling to the team. Ending the season strongly with two wins, including one at the final home meet, the girls team

looks forward to many future wins. The boys team also ended strongly and sent many swimmers on to the state meet.

With yet another completely new coaching staff, the boys and girls swimming and diving team began to build what will

be a highly successful team.

The coaches inspired motivation that has been lacking in the past and thus many swimmers reached their personal

bests at every meet. Although their DCL meet record was unbalanced, heavily weighted on the loss end, precipitous

drops in time show the promise that lies in this young team.

Strong leaders from the upper class set an example with experience and dedication and guided the young swimmers

at the beginning of the season. Eventually the late practices across town at North became routine and the team was able

to focus on training. Above all, the team had a great time, both in the pool and out.

-By Katxa Jarrel

Jeff looks good in goggles. Kat\u smiles in her bathing cap
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Girls Basketball
WELCOME TO THE DIRRRTY! This was an awesome season for the Newton South Girls Basketball team.

Only losing one player off last years roster, the returning eleven with the addition of freshman Jaclyn Renner and junior

Ashia Reese, eompetently battled some of the toughest teams in the Dual County League. Senior Tammy Sobers and

tri-captain Tanya Rosbash took on leadership roles being the only seniors, helping the young team continue the tradition

of an intense work ethic.

Helping to create the positive and reckless attitude the team exibited all season long were juniors Donna

DeVaughn, Shayna Darnell, Ashia Reese, and tri-captains Becca Norman and Emily Ross. The fab 5 sophomores,

Laura Gardner, Laura Barron, Emily Kessler, Danielle Saly and Jill Lenson,were awesome in their contributions and

leadership on the floor all throughout the winter. Lone frosh Jaclyn Renner stepped up to the challenge this season with

a group all older than she.

The Laura's were forces to be reckoned with down low alongside grandma Tarn, Becca and Donna. Meanwhile,

Em, Shay, Ashia, Kessler (Ihara), Dani, Jill and JR formed cohesive backcourt combinations. The special part about

this team was not how successful we were. Even though we did win numerous games and accomplish goals, it was

special because of the family atmosphere of this team. The friendships made will last many years into the future. Long

live the grandma jokes. Donna's tears of joy, Kessler's injuries, Shayna's nicknames, and that time Jill ripped off her

tear-away s and was only wearing underwear Oh the memories. Thanks also to Coach Q, who stuck with us through

thick and thin and always pushed the team to the max. It doesn't get much better than this at South— a competitive team

and a family for life.

-By Tanya Rosbash

Emily puts all her effort into stretchin Girls cheer on their teammates.
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Boys Basketball
The Newton South Varsity Basketball team came into the season

with high expectations. However, with multiple agonizing defeats, the

team's record was down from past years. Led by Senior co-captains, Mike

Stehle and Felix Bohrokov, the team squeezed out many DCL victories.

The most exciting ones were a buzzer beater in overtime by Andy Kuo to

beat Wayland and a last minute run to beat Lincoln-Sudbury at home. Not

all was lost from the season, as many juniors gained the experience and

the ability that will help the team make a tourney run next year.

Juniors, Andre Mcglaughlin, John Warren, Danny Killelea, Daniel

Gollinger, Aaron Salter, played hard for the squad, while seniors, Dion

Benjamin, Jesse Husid, Keith Agoada, JensonTelfort, and Max Rosenberg

brought hustle and leadership to the table. While the team was not a total

success from a record stand point, the team played hard and always gave

their 100%.

-By Keith Agoada

Keith Agoada, Dion Benjamin, Felix Borukhov*, Daniel Gollinger. Jesse Husid. Dan Killea.

Andrew Kuo, Andre McLaughlin, John Parad, Max Rosenberg, Aaron Salter. Michael

Stehle*, Jensen Telfort, John Warren.
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Boys Gymnastics
It was a sad year for the boys gymnastic team during the

2004 season . Lack of funding and enthusiasm has forced the team

to relocate to Newton North, where it will combine with their boys

gymnastics team.

Every member of the team improved this year, especially

all of the freshman members who will no doubt dazzle the Newton

community in years to come. Although it was not an extremely

victorious year for the boys, they did learn how to work as a team

and bond this year, which helped them with their scattered wins.

The team demonstrated many great skills this year and will continue

to improve. Newton South has no worries for the gymnastic team

in the future.

The boys gymnastics team always spots each other.

Just ignore the background...

They could stay up there for days.
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Girls Gymnastics
Although construction in gym B left them refugees in the home of cross-town rivals, fighting over practice time,

and forsaken by the athletic department, NSHS Girls Gymnastics prevailed. Senior tri-captains, spur-of-the-moment

all-arounder Lizzy Miller, floor and vault specialist Jenny Westbrook, and injured (so exclusively bars worker) Lisa

Radding, led their team to its best season ever, breaking 7 school records. The team finished second in the DCL, the

highest place South gymnastics has ever earned.

Together the girls set a new school record of 132.35 as a team and individual high score records on every event:

freshman Amy Radding on vault (8.65), junior Ali Rosenfeld on uneven bars (8.8), junior Katharine Penzo on floor

exercise (9.1), and freshman Amanda Cheung on balance beam (9.3). Sophomore Blair Carroll and freshman Kristina

Jennings consistently scored impressively on bars and floor while sophomore Rissy Levine started the team off strongly

on the beam every meet. "This team earned every record they set!" says manager Deb Laufer. A dedicated Coach Greg

Beaupre struggled to schedule meets (without a home gym), and his commitment to each of his gymnasts showed in

their winning performances.

Without the walls of a home gym to plaster with encouragement, the captains devised new ways to motivate the

team: traveling psych posters, meet MVP awards, and whole team floor routine dancing. The team set high goals for

skills, scores, and spirit, but they weren't anything without hard work and the ultimate threat of "50 push-ups!" couldn't

attain. In the spirit of NSHS gymnastics, when in doubt, roll out.

-By Lisa Radding

:

Frank,

3 Steve

Team members are always there to help you break your leg. Amy balances with ease.

The Team:
Blair Carroll, Amanda Cheung, Nicole

Dennett, Kristina Jennings, Marissa

Levine, Lizzy Miller, Katherine Penzo, Lisa

Radding, Alison Rosenfeld, Jenny
Westbrook.

Girls gymnastics team: always reaching for the top.
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Girls Indoor Track
The girls indoor track team had yet another impressive season this year. They finished the regular season

undefeated and continued to win the Dual County League championship. The seniors on the team can boast being

undefeated in the regular season for all of their four years - a rare occurrence in the DCL. The girls were also defending

Class B Champions from 2003 and look forward to continuing their title. This team was one of the most balanced girls

indoor track teams that Newton South has ever seen. There were at least 2, and as many as 8 state qualifiers in each

event, proving how deep the team's talent ran this season.

The wall of state qualifiers contains more people than ever, and many girls qualify in more than two events! This

season was amazing, and since only a few valuable seniors are graduating, the girls are eager to continue their success

next vear. -By Anna Coolex

Anna is proud of the underclassmen girls success in track

a a

The girls track team celebrates their DCL victory.
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Kli/abeth Bacon. Ayelet Brum. Emma Burrows. Katie Butts. Ariella Cohen. Anna Cooley. Melissa Forrow.

Molly Gardner. Elise Garrety. Anja Hergrueter, Megan Hughes. Juliann Kelley. Hayley Marcus, Caitlin

McDermott-Murphy, Ann Norris. Madeleine Outman. Emily Paret, Laura Preston. Trudi Pugatch. Jenny

Salerno. Devin Waldman, Shanell Coney, Molly Daffner. Anat Goldberg. Amanda Gross. Stephanie Huss.

Biz Herman. Rachel Levine, Hannah Lodi. Diane Mui, Irina Nesterenko. Alana 0"Brien, Rachel Rakoff,

Maya Reisz, Hallie Ruben, Lisa Salstein, Caitlin Sawyer. Dana Shulsinger, Stacy SooHoo. Lydia Treat.

Alexis Witkower. Pheobe Wood. Leah Zaharoff



Boys Indoor Track
The boys track team has been rebuilding their strength for the past two years. This season was one of great

improvement, despite their being the underdogs in many of the meets. Many underclassmen stepped up to fill events,

and rookies truly worked hard to let the team have a successful season. The boys team finished fourth at the Dual

County League Championship Meet, with many impressive performances. With so many underclassmen and rookies

stepping up, the boys team looks forward to next year's winter season!

-By Anna Cooley

Ben Ashbrook, Sam Cams, Wesley Chin, Adam Cohen, Luke Damroch, Sam Donovan.

Nate Farber, Derek George, Sam Grieb, Kenneth Hoshino, Eric Jonash, Ben Keyser. Dan

Lau. Jon Lopatin. Gabi Merlin, Brandon Muroff, Kristi Panduku, Alex Rindler, Sy Schotz.

Inn Wong Seol, Matt Starr, Marton Varady. Jeff Wehrwein, Scott Wehrwein, Nick Abele,

Justin Albert. Jon Bishop, Kelton Finch, Andy Greenspon, Algis Haney, Dan Jih, Daniel

Lee, Ben Paret, Tim Pian. Jared Pierce, Dave Plotkin, Neil Spiro.

Captain Kristi Panduku

llllllf

South Track always places

'.5

The boys are relieved to have finished their tournament. Matt. Inn. and Ben are up to speed.
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Cheerleading
The Cheerleading Squad added much needed spirit and

enthusiasm to the Newton South Community. Their cheering

and smiling faces made every game a more exciting event for all

those involved. Along with their dances and songs, the team's

gymnastic abilities improved this year too. Tumbles, somersaults,

and cartwheels added new elements to sports events.

Comprised of many seniors, the team welcomed new

members, who brought a freshness to the squad. A sporting

event wouldn't be the same without these valuable cheerleaders

and Newton South is proud to call this team their own.



Wrestling
After the graduation of three seniors, including one state

champion, the Newton South Wrestling Team was ready to redeem

themselves from a losing record and become one of the better

teams in the DCL. With the returning five state qualifiers

including Alex Kocher, Andrew Takahashi, Doug Horn, Dan
Turesky, and sophomore Abe Roseinfeld, the team planned on

sending many more wrestlers to the championships.

This had been the first year in thirteen years that the team

had beaten cross-town rivals Newton North. The wrestlers ended

their season with a record of 12-4. They will miss the two

graduating seniors, but look forward to an equally, if not more,

victorious season next year.

-Bv Alex Kocher

Top: Rostic Gorbatov. Kostn Chenkov, Loren Scott. Ben Gifford, Max Adelmen. Jeremy Boviard,

Mil Byrd. Ben DeRogatis, Al Rosenfeld.

Middle: Mike Deford. Abe Rosenfeld. Ross Chernin, Dan Turetsky, Dennis Geary. Eli Tsihivoi. Dan

jit tosa. Matt Baum. Harry Kasper
~j2

'

Where are the jumpsuits?

Jottom: Doug Horn, Andrew Takahashi*. Jan Milberg, Alex Kocher*. Ben Green. 97



'04 Bloopers. ..what happened here?

The look on Maya's face everytime she sees Ross Matt Kaplan... you rock our world! Sam do you need medication
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Freshmen
Class of 2008

r

I

Out with the old and in with the new, that is what this year was

all about! The class of '07 has arrived, and Newton South will never be

the same. With us comes a fresh new cafeteria and a brand new

fieldhouse. Amidst all the chaos that comes with construction and

change, the freshman have adjusted quite well. There were so many

things to get used to: an earlier wake up, a heavier workload, and so

many new people!

Some of us enjoyed our first high school fooball game, school

dance, or basketball game. Others took longer to get used to the new

high school life. Finding one of our friends in the clustered hallway has

never been so thrilling! All of these new things have made our very first

year of high school so exciting.

The freshmen of 2004 are the first class to enter the new era of

Newton South. As we emerge as sophomores, we are aware of the great

things of Newon South's past, but also have the ability to make its fresh

new future even better.
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Kathryn Adamo
Jesse Adelman

Diane Agulnick

Akinboye Akinwande

Delal Aktas

Justin Albert

Ayatt Almasi

Pamela Alvarez

Maxwell Anderson

Adam Armstrong

Alexander Ashavsky

Yassin Ashour

Julie Atmaca

David Attewell

Sean Attia

Kerry Aucoin

Orri Avraham

Houman Azemati

Charlotte Badler

Michelle Bae

Samuel Baiter

Christopher Barnewolt

Rachel Bauer

Sebastian Baverstam

Hisham Bedri

Carmen Bell

Peter Ben-Simon

Victoria Berdichevsky

Stephanie Bergman

Deborah Bernhard

Maya Bialik

Rachel Birnbaum

Jonathan Blaquere

Jeffrey Block

Hannah Bolotin

Tatiana Bonderman

Lauren Brandwein

Anton Brevde

Alan Brewer

Katherine Brodoff

Alison Brown

Adam Budovsky

Gisele Byamana

Andrew Camann

Erin Campbell

Ian Campbell

Alexander Canter

Yiliana Castellanos

Michelle Chan

Nathan Chan

Madeleine Chansky

Andrew Charkin

Michael Charkin

Nicola Chemei

Carra Cheslin

Amanda Cheung
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Jennifer Cheung

Jessica Chin ^^^^
Nicholas Chiumenti

Ron Clark

Miles Coe

Adam Cohen

Andrew Concannon

Eric Contente

Aidan Cook

Adam Coolidge

Michael Corey

Jeffrey Corrado

Benjamin Cotton

Andrew Coukos

Sandra Crossman

Grace Curley

Molly Daffner

Jennine Dearolf

Mark Delaney

Jessica Dennett

Allison Diamond

John Dixon

Samuel Donovan

Noah Drori

What do you miss
about Middle

School?

"My sense of
dignity."

- Anonymous
'o7

"Gym instead of

wellness"
- Brett Weisman

4o?

Having my pick

ofthe younger
Chicks."

-Nicky Offenberg
'07
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Jessica Duarte-Cherrie

Jonathan Dublin

Rawley Dworetz

Allison Egdahl

Oren Eilam

Jessica Elman

Rachel Elmore

Karen Elterman

James Eysenbach

Dana Faibish

Eileen Fairley

Eric Farber

David Feig

Simon Filshtinskiy

Adam Fischer

Brittany Fitzgibbon

Juliana Fogel

Kiernan Folz-Donahue

Alexander Fornaro

Melissa Forrow

Sergio Franco

David Frankel

Sabrina Freiberg-Dale

Adam Freniere

Elon Gaffin-Cahn

Alison Gallagher

Amanda Garces

Samantha Garde

Molly Gardner

Elizabeth Gargas

Gregory Garmil

David Garson

Martin Garvey Iv

Ellen Geary

Benjamin Gersten

Julia Gladstone

Jeremy Glissen-Brown

Christopher Godino, Jr.

Ariel Gold

Carly Gold

Anat Goldberg

Harrison Goldberg
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Nicole Goldberg

Jenna Goldfine

Ksenia Golovkina

Michael Gordon

Lily Gordon-Koven

Alyssa Gosman

Yana Go/man

Jason Greenberg

Andrew Greenspon

Lucas Griswold

Daniel Groob

Skylar Grossman

Jacob Gruber

Matthew Guariglia

Dalia Guberman

Vivian Haime

Raviva Hanser

Robert Hass

Melanie Hill

David Hipp

Jacob Hirsch

Evan Hoffman

Didd Hooker

Daniel Hoshino

Jeffrey Huberman

Sara Israel

Renata Ivnitskaya

Darryl Jackson

Samuel Jackson

Sheldon Jackson. Jr.

Spencer Jacobson

Alexander Jarowey

Kristina Jennings

Amanda Jiang

Daniel Jih

Stephanie Joe

Caleb Johannes

Andrew Jolley

Jenna Kaplan

Rebecca Karpovsky

Sarah Karten

George Katsevman

Amy Kaufman

Juliann Kelley

Robert Kenney

Diana Keselman

Zoya Khatuntseva

Jatechan Khiaophan

Ryan Killilea

Maia Kipman
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Graham Knirk

Kyle Kramer-Zamcheck

Sally Kreimendahl

David Krinsky

Emma Krosschel]

Ilia Kudryavtsev

Calvin Kuo

Rachel Landa

Evan Lank

Samantha Lappin

Sarah Laski

Jamison Lau

Robert Leaster

Lucy Lee

Stephanie Lee

Su Lee

Shashana Lefevre

Raviv Legmann

Jennie Leikin

Hannah Lejfer

Jennifer Leland

Elizabeth Lepie

Adrienne Lerner

Edwin Leung

Alexander Levin

Roni Levy

Benjamin Lieberman

Samuel Light

Alexandra Lobodan-Ghita

Hannah Lodi

Theresa Lopes

David Loudon

Matthew Lui

Amanda Lundquist

Margot Lurie

Melissa Madden

Nicole Magliozzi

Jeffrey Mandeau

Benjamin March

Naomi Martin

Emily Mason

Diana Massimo

Ella Mataev

Shanice Maxwell

Divonne McCoy
k.tikt McDaniel
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Christian McLaughlin

Ashley Melanson

Monica Melton

Noah Merlin

Seth Mermelstein

Royi Metser

Ashley Michael

Ian Miller

Ryan Minihan

Carrie Mintzer

Anna Mitkevicius

Robert Monestime

William Momingstar

Daniel Mountain

Whitney Murot'f

Jonathan Naor

Julia Nary

Irina Nesterenko

Stephanie Newton

Brandon Ng
Ashley Norman

Ann Norris

Jonathan Norris

Jessica Nurse

Nicholas Nutu

Alexander Oleysker

Bijan Olia

Andrew Orislio

Marie Otsuka

Alana CTbrien

David Palmer

Benjamin Paret

Julia Pashall

Samuel Pashall

Sara Pellegrom

Amanda Pensack

Elizabeth Pezza

Adam Pilat

Guy Piatt

Elias Pogany

Elana Polivy

Tess Primack

Bradley Pruente

Amy Radding

Daniel Radin

Marisa Ramos

Alessandra Ranelli

Lauren Reibstein

Keith Reis

Gabrielle Reisz

Joshua Reisz

Jaclyn Renner

Jonathan Ringvald

Daniel Robins

Nicole Rodriguez

Kei Rone

KB \

^ fa ifa fa
j
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Daniel Rosa

Eli Rosenberg

Emma Rosenberg

Rachel Rothendler

Daniel Rozenson

Marc Ruch

Elizabeth Rudegeair

Emma Rudie

Kathleen Russell

Gillian Sabbagh

Karina Saez

Dana Salend

Susan Salgan

Scott Sanroma

Sondra Saporta

Caitlin Sawyer

John Scheer

Arielle Schwartz

Lucas Schwartz

Elana Scudder

Sara Segal

Sherry Seibel

Lisa Seidenberg

Viriato Sena

Kornsuda Seniwongse

Tamar Shabani

Yael Shabani

Payal Sharma

Abigail Shaw

Yinan Shi

Karen Shmelev

Emily Shuster

Emily Siagel

Rachel Sklar

Natalya Slepneva

Timothy Smillie

Elizabeth Snow

Tom Soker

Sara Sokolove

Garhett Solomon

Molly Sonner

Stacey Soohoo

Abbey Steffens

Nathaniel Stein

Jet Striar

Adam Swerling

Samantha Tagerman

Timothy Te

Margaux Teicholz

Jessica Temnorod

Tova Teperow

Daniel Testa

Sara Tian

Alisa Timashpolsky

Stephen Tocci

Brian Trail



Kara Trail

Benjamin Truppin-Brow a

Kaming Tso

Helen Tsykinovskaya

Chingis Tsytsik

Daniel Udry

Carl Valbrun

Sarah Vanaman

James Vance

Anthony Vashevko

Anna Vernon-Melzer

James Vidito

Jonathan Vinal

Joanna Vinick

Hailey Virusso

Marissa Walion

Noah Walker

Jessica Weinstein

Brett Weisman

Ezra Weller

Robert Wheeler III

Emily Whistler

Jeremy White

Vincent White

Andrew Whitmore

Alexis Witkower

Ariel Wittenberg

David Wolberg

Benjamin Wolfson

Samuel Worth

Benjamin Wu
Jonathan Wu

Rachel Yanofsky

Peter Yao

Yuan Yao

Donna Yee

Lynda Yong

Alexandra Young

Kathryn Young

Jin Yu

Jacob Yuhas

Joshua Zager

Sydney Zelinka

Maria Zilberberg

Joseph Zissman
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Not Pictured:

Melanie Augustyn, Hilary Baker-Jennings, Joshua Binus, Rotem Bitron, Caroline Brooks, Calvin

Chan, Andrew Chen, Chen Jie, Christine Chu, Karen Dahl, Catherine Dobbin, Sarah Ebstein,

Peter Gelzhinsky, Juan Gonzalez, Mayra Griffiths, Eduard Grigoryants, Brett Groper, Daniel

Hatten, Abigail Kaplan, Sae Hun Kim, Justin Levine, Edward Li, Robert Moray, Asya Mosyak,

Jacob Mozes-Reisman, Fedor Musiyenko, Vasily Pekurovsky, Maria Perdomo, David Plotkin,

William Polo Jr., Christopher Reilly, David Roop-Kharasch, Mihails Safro, Jared Schy, Nicholas

Offenberg, Gene Serebryany, Thomas Shea, David Silverstein, Emily Tai, Go Tanaka, Joseph

Treff, Christos Viris, Anastasia Voskresenskaya, Mike Wang, Yin Wong, Spencer Wright, Tim
Xia, Sam Yang, Yi Yang, Peter Yao, Ming Yi
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Sophomores
Class of 2007

'06: Holla Back! If you hear this phrase in the busy halls of

South, you know there must be a sophomore nearby. We may have only

learner's permits and study hall passes to call our own, but we will soon

be the top dogs of Newton South. Even if we are stuck in the middle of

nowhere with only the freshmen to make fun of, we're soon headed for

bigger and better things.

This year the work, along with the expectations, has been raised

to a higher level, but we are all up to the challenge. It's been a long two

years, but we are now ready to be juniors, to be upperclassmen with

some responsibility.

Sophomore sleepover was the first of many great bonding

experiences for the class of '06. As we continue to connect as a class,

school can only get better from here.

1 1 4
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Nicholas Abele

James Abramson

Michael Ackerstein

Kennett Altidor

Wesley Ancheta

William Anderson

Jared Arnold

Matthew Aten

Nadiya Atmaca

Janay Banks

Kiel Banks

Laura Barron

Rebecca Baumwoll

Rachel Bavley

Daniel Beaser

Ryan Beck

Emily Bellush

Masha Belyi

Daniel Ben-Ayun

Tanya Bergelson

Benjamin Bernstein

Alison Bluestein

Mary Boomer

Nicole Borden

Allie Bossman

Tyler Brewer

Sacha Bridi

Ayelet Brum

Andrew Brody

Nili Brosh

Benjamin Brown

Elizabeth Brown

Molly Brown

Nicole Brown

Rebecca Broyles

Richard Buccacio

Jessica Buchenholz

Emma Burrows

William Byrd

Rebecca Caine

Simon Campbell

Caitlyn Carpenter

Blair Carroll

Samuel Carus

Alex Chaloff

Simon Chan

Anderson Chang

Daniel Chapsky

Lilia Chau

Jaequelyn Cheng

Allan Chesarone

Gladys Cheung

Alexander Chin

Jade Chin



Jason Chin

Rffanj Chung

Phillip Cmiino

Axiella Cohen

Jamie Cohen

Melanie Cohn

Tracy Corris

Timothy Cronin

Andrew Cutrmhi

Michael Delaney

Rashawn Destine

Gianni Dicarlo

Joseph Diggs

Igor Dombrovsky

Maxim Doubenski

Andrea Dropkin

Hannah Durschlag

Samantha Dworkin

Taylor Dwyer

Jennifer D'angelo

Gregory D' arcy

Knstina Eldrenkamp

Laura Ennis

Jacob Erlich

r
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What's your
favorite kid's toy?

"Bob the Builder
because I like men

in uniform."
-Lindsey Peck '06

"Light Brite
because I like to
play in the dark."
-Emily Kessler '06

"Barbie."
-Jessica Klapman

<o6
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Miriam Fagan

Anna Filshtinsky

Kelton Finch

Corey Fine

Shoshanna Fine

Zvi Finklestein

Aaron Fisher

Alyssa Fogel

Heather Fong

Rebecca Fortgang

Vanessa Friedman

Sari Fromson

Laura Gardner

David Gassko

Jennifer Gelda

Nicole Gerber

Benjamin Gifford

Mark Giglio

Nathaniel Gold

Michelle Goldberg

Ariella Goldman

Brent Goldman

Talia Golijov

Olea Golovanova

Molly Goodman
Benjamin Green

Stacy Greenberg

Samuel Grieb

Samuel Grossack

Ariell Grossman

Jesse Gubb

Hallie Gundilovich

Sarah Haber

Lianna Hamilton

Mitali Hariawala

Pippa Harriman

Rachel Harrison

Tal Hartstein

Stephanie Hass

Anja Hergrueter

Elizabeth Herman

Hannah Herman

Michael Hill

Elizabeth Hoberman

Michael Hoffman

Amber Holtzclaw

Nathaniel Horowitz

Kassandra Horta
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James Housman

Clare Howard

Jeffrey Huang

Megan Hughes

Michael lancovici

Sophia Igusa

Katenna Iliades

Bi i. in Kselbaehei

Emily Jaeobson

kimherly James

Rebecca Jeyaraj

Elisabeth Jiang

Joseph Jolley

Arielle Jones

Shayla Jordan

Rebecca Kaganov

Eric Kaitz

Wesley Kaplan

Tatsufumi Kasai

Eric Katz

Natasha Kellawav

Sara Kellaway

Kamellia Keo

Igor Keselman

Michael Keselman

Emily Kessler

Benjamin Keyser

Annika Kieman

Christopher Kim
Colin Knirk

Nicholas Korsantia

Inna Kraner

Ksusha Kravtchenko

Carrie Krieger

Maria Lambrianidis

Judah Landzberg

Ting Ting Lau

Abigail Laufer

Jenna Leavitt

Elisabeth Lee

Agatha Legocki

Jillian Lenson

Margot Leonard

Miriam Leshin

Jessica Levin

Marissa Levine

Rachel Levine

Nicole Lewis

Jasmine Li

Yilun Li

Samuel Lilienfeld

Caleb Lim

Jonathan Lopatin

Alon Lupo

Steven Maeh

Zachary Marble

1 18
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Hay ley Marcus

Kyle Marcy

Ana Matiaudes

Christopher Mau/y

Samantha McDonald

Moira McKee
Samantha McQuaid

Olivia Medvedow
Nitish Mehta

Dolev Melamed

Tamar Melman

Samuel Michel

Jan Milberg

Ji Minwoo

Shine Mizrahi

Caroline Monahon

Zachary Morris

Ernest Moy
Diane Mui

Kenya Murray

Cho Namsuk

Noor Narula

Alexander Ng
David Ng
Ayelet Niv

Andrew Nordstrom

Mark Nordstrom

Brandon Novack

Laura Ogburn

Brenden Olson

Jared Orkin

Jason Orrick

Mark Oshry

Emily Ostrow

Spencer Owhoso

Anjali Panse

Jillian Pape

Matthew Pappo

Sean Pears

Lindsey Peck

Adam Phillips

Jared Pierce

Nathan Pierre

Mariah Pique

Shervin Poor

Shira Porath

Riley Poster

Georgios Pothoulakis

Daniel Poutas

Eric Pressberg

Inna Prokupets

Gregory Purdv

Jeremy Putnam

Leah Rabin

Rebecca Rabino

Rachel Rakoff

1 19



i icorge Ramin

Naomi Ratner

Emmy Raviv

Antwon Reese

Andrea Riee

Gabriel Richarde

Ana Rodrigue2

; i,

> << HI
Victor Rosario

Benjamin Rosenbaum

Max Rosenblatt

Abraham Rosenfeld

Samantha Rosenthal

Kasey Rothkopf

Hallie Ruben II Li
Adam Rubin

Zachary Rubin-Rattet

Zaehary Rubin-Rattet

Kster Rubinov

David Rustin

Linnea Sage

Jennifer Salerno Mm
Danielle Saly

Alessandra Sangiolo

Adam Sayles

Sy Schotz

Jenna Schwartz

Aaron Sciore

Loren Scott

I* : . ... 1 '

- J I^Sr^^ i win
Misha Semenov

Inn Seol

Paulo SepUlveda

Cameron Shahbazian

Jason Shaip

Penn Shelton

Hayley Shi

A. '
-

Jeffrey Shocket

Beata Shuster

Gabriel Sikarov

Lily Silverstein

Jonathan Singer

Sara Sinicropi-Yao*™M Iff HH
Leigh Soares

Connor Somerville

Claire Sommers

Steven Speyer

Daniel Spiegel

James Spinner

Georgia Stavropoulos
N

^ . i

^b^. ^-^-Vn r n #1
Benjamin Stehle

Seron Szeto

Jenny Tai

Linda Tarn

Tal Tchwella

Jory Telfort

Michael Thau it
A
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Michael Trachtenberg

Lydia Treat

Samantha Trilling

Iliya Tsinovoi

Jason Turesky

Chelsea Valenzano

Julia Varady

Anastasia Vashkevich

John Veytsman

Megan Violi

Alexander Vrouvlianis

Evan Wallace

Emily Ware

Scott Wehrwein

Rebecca Westbrook

Katherine Whistler

Brandon White

Jessica Willett

Lewis Wilson

Alexander Winter

Emily Wolfe

Daniel Wong
Philip Wong
Amanda Wood
Joanna Wood
Phoebe Wood
Elaine Wu
Edward Yau

Catherine Yee

Timothy Yee

Leah Zaharoff

Alex Zaltsman

Hannah Zhang

Michelle Zielinski

Emma Zoloth

Not Pictured

Aliah Allen, Akliah Alleyne, Daniel Bake, Nam Suk Cho, Lacey Cram,

Jennifer D'Angelo, Gregory D'Arcy, Jonathan Deutsch, Eduard Drizik, Julien du

Plessis, Daniel Edelsberg, Harold Emery, Ian Eskot, PeterFiorentino, Chamith

Foneska, Giovanni Francis, Philip Garfinkle, Evan Gelfand, Micah Gelfland,

Michael Gerson, Nick Golikov, Benjamin Gowdy-Chase, Justin Gurevitch, Jorge

Hernandez, Evan Hill,Amy Hwang, Michael Ivancovci, Mohamed Izzat, Min Woo
Ji, Shaney Johnson, Laura Kalatina, Michelle Kellaway, Sae Hong Kim. Zackary

Kitzis, Jessica Klapman, Zachariah Klausner, Tanya Korunsky, Christopher

Krobo- Edusei, Sophia Lau, Danel Lee, Lee Levin, Alexios Lignadis, Daniel

Loeterman, Kesia Matiaudes, Benjamin Mcintosh, Yonathan Meital, Andrew
Mountain, Anatoliy Musiyenko, Yury Olshanksy, Christian Pepicelli, Timothy

Pian, Rachel Rakoff, Nathan Richardson, Vincent Rowan, Lior Sabag, Daniel

Schmidt, Anna Semenova, Rosalym Shkolnikov, Michael Shifter, Benjamin Sieff,

Masha Sverdlov, Jessica Teicher, Bellina Tse, David Webber, David Weber,

Patrick Westropp, Benjamin Winter, So-Yeon Yoo, Thomas Young, Yang Yu,
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Juniors
Class of 2005

Although this year's Junior Class is the smallest in the school,

the class of 2005 excels in academics, athletics, drama, and many other

activities. The excitement of getting our licenses has increased the

quality of life dramatically. It has also made weekends more exciting

because now we can all drive to McDonalds and Store 24. With the

new privelege of off-campus, we can all go out to lunch instead of

sitting in the cafeteria. The talk of college begins, and SATs, GPAs, and

NCAAs begin to be the focal point of conversation, especially in

March. Powder Puff was a showdown. The Junior girls didn't win, but

that will change next year. The Juniors had a great year and look

forward to being the seniors of 2005.
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Nicole Abrahamson

Max Adelman

Alessi Adorno

Renato Apostoli

Samira Ashour

Elizabeth Bacon

Julia Balkema

Deborah Bamel

Melissa Bardin

Jennifer Barocci

Katharine Barron

Matthew Baum
Indeya Beepath

Darya Belozerova

Alexander Belyi

Asaf Ben-Gai

Eric Berlin

Stephanie Bernhard

Nicholas Bestor

Jonathan Bishop

Christine Boecke

Daniel Boldyrev

Benjamin Boogers

Olivia Bordiuk

Blake Boris-Schacter

Jeremy Boviard

Caitlin Boyce

Ariana Breckner

Robert Brown

Kathleen Butts

Erica Carter

William Chase

Danielle Chelminsky

Mikhail Chernikkov

Ross Chernin

Jessica Chin

Matthew Chin

Julius Chiumenti

Christopher Coderre

Edan Cohen

Shanell Coney

Jennifer Coukos

Katherine Crecelius

Samuel Cutter

Shayna Darnell

Elijah Dear

Michael Deford

Nicole Dennett

Benjamin Derogatis
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Donna Devaughn

Emily Distel

Benjamin Dublei

Gregory Dunker

Kerren Edelsberg

Jessica Einhorn

Samantha Esher

Alex Estrin

Hans Eysenbach

Michael Faherty

Michael Faibish

Jill Federschneider

Emily Feuerman

Benjamin Finn

David Finn

Rebecca Freedman

Kari Fund

Dennis Geary

Robert Gens

Iosif Gershteyn

Jonathan Gillick

Alexander Gladstone

Nina Gold

Benjamin Goldberg

What about i

Senior Year
are you
looking

forward to?

1

"S.L.U.M.P:

Seniors Lying
Under My Pillow."

-Anonymous '05

No more physical

education class!"

- Jenna Barocci '05

"The Senior Lot!"

- Ben Dubler '05

'The Younger Girls."

- Brian Norcross '05

i

i
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Jessica Goldstone

Daniel Gollinger

Rostic Gorbatov

Kerry Gordon

Rachel Greenberg

Samantha Greenberg

Matthew Greenstein

Amanda Gross

Kristina Grossman

Maxime Guillaume

Jessica Gusman

Ellen Gutowski

Brendan Hadcock

Algis Haney

Adar Hascal

Daniel Hazony

Elena Helman

Jennifer Hermes

Jill Hoffstein

Thomas Holtz

Douglas Horn

Kristina Horta

Connie Huang

John Huang

David Hurwitz

Beeta Jahedi

Peter Jarowey

Eric Jonash

Evans Joseph

Josh Kadis

Elena Kandror

Jacob Kann

Nicole Kaplan

Negah Karimi





Ian Moskowitz

Marjon Moulai

Rebecca Mushlin

Nicole Ng
Brian Norcross

Rebecca Norman

Elizabeth Nurse

Amanda Oriel

Keegan O'brien

Katherine Pape

Renee Pastel

Lauren Peck

Michael Pellegrino

Katharine Penzo

Mikhail Pevzner

Adam Plumley

Sarah Podolsky

Joanne Polo

Laura Preston

Trudi Pugatch

Tony Quan

Maria Quinn

Maximilian Radji

Michael Raybman

Hila Raz

Ashia Reese

Alex Rindler

Taylor Robart

Julia Robbins

Amy Rogozinski

Alexandra Rosenfeld

David Ross

Emily Ross

Ruchi Ruparel

David Sabbagh

Lisa Salstein

Aaron Salter

Liat Sandbank

Anna Schapiro

Rachel Schlaff

Leah Schneider

Noah Schuettge

Mark Schwartz

Max Seid

Calli Shapiro

Benjamin Sharton

Bryan Sheehan

Alison Shmerling

Olga Shnayder

Dana Shulsinger

Michael Shum

Lays Silva

Moriah Silver

Luke Smith

Resean Smith

David Sokoll



Gemma Sole

Lucy Sole

Benjamin Solon

Derek Sommers

Lily Sonner

Kathleen Spellman

Richard Speyer

Matthew Spier

Neil Spiro

Matthew Starr

Olubunmi Staveley

Dimitri Steblovsky

Sonia Step

Ian Stern

Samantha Stumpo

Lindy Su

Svetlana Surgay

Randall Swartz

Paz Swissa

Vincent Szeto

Steven Tabb

Mio Takenaka

Neda Talebzadeh

Noosha Talebzadeh

Austin Tansantisuk

Courtney Taylor

Katherine Thomas

Jeffrey Tocci

Ellen Tracy

Stephen Trask

Bair Tsytsik

Carson Tucker

Sarah Tucker

Daniel Turetsky

Ilona Tuzman

Emily Vanderburg

Boris Verbitsky

Ashley Wallace

John Warren

Alexander Wayne

Jamie Webber

Jason Weisberg

Jennifer Wieczner

Maxwell Wise

David Wittenberg

Kelly Wolberg

Benjamin Wortham

Samantha You

Tiffany Young



|

Not Pictured:

lizabeth Baker-Jennings, David Batuner, Omer Blume, Ezra Brooks, Julian Fader, Rob
erragamo, William Fisher, Dana Ford, Elise Garrity, Erik Gerstner, Omri Geva, Min Gi, Egreis

jergiani, Crystal Gosselin, Nicholas Govan, Wazir Gray, Ethan Hathaway, Kenneth Jones,

achel Kagan, Adam Kohrman, Hide Kondo, Gabriel Lefkowitz, Boris Lipchin, Laura Look,

ynzie Lowe, Anton Lysenko, Arianna Mataev, Sabina Medvinsky, Jeremy Miller, George Mu,
hiraag Mundhe, Kenya Murray, Joshua Orlandino, Jonathan Patinkin, Steven Pirrello, Carrie

otter, Roman Rassin, Sarah Rifai, Daniel Rosenblatt, Steven Rousseau, Janet Ruttenberg, Samuel

chwab, Andrew Siroka, Daniel Solomon, Joshua Stein, Emily Tabas, Alexander Tagerman,

latthew Toomey, Yvette Vasilyev, Hyla Vershbow, Zi Wang, Terrence Westropp, Chen Yu Zeng,

Ian Yu Zhu
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Faculty

Michael Welch

Principal

Edward Jackson Gina Healy Kathryn Daviau

Cutler Housemaster Goodwin Housemaster Wheeler Housemaster
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Sandra Alexander

Guidance Counselor

Dana Arnaboldi

Endish

Photo

Not

H vailadle

Edmond Beades

Custodial Staff

Melissa Block

Southside

Barbara Brown
ICollege Career Counselor

Photo

Nor

Available

Don Chandler

ead Night Custodian

Photo

Not

Available

Photo

Not

Available

Lisa Alicino

Enalish/Cluster Program

Carol Alimenti

Mathematics

Daniel Anderson
Speech & Language Pathologist

Christopher Antonellis

Compass

Lauren Atkinson

Nurserv School

Kathryn Balaschak

Enelish

Brian Baron

English (& Lion's Roar)

Peter Bates

History and SS- Assist.

Housemaster

Photo

Not

Available

Gregory Beaupre

SPED/Learning Center

Joyce Bocci

Cafeteria Staff

Robert Boucha

Art

Stephanie Breen

World Language/Spanish

Matthew Briggs

Technical Education/Departme

Judith Antonellis

SPED Aide

Susan Batler

Guidance Counselor

Photo

Not

Available

Ben Blacker

ISS

Photo

Not

Available

Andrea Brodin

Jennifer Brubaker

World Language/Spanish

John Cascino

Mathematics

Barbara Castoldi

Wellness Secretary

Richard Catrambone
Intervention Prevention Counselor

Lauren Caulfield

SPED

Photo

Not

Available

Alan Chaney
History and SS/Cluster Program

Jill Christensen

Spanish

Alyssa Cifuni

Science

Valerie Clancy

SPED Aide (Inclusion)
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Photo

Nor

Available

Jeff Cook

SPED Teacher

Michelle Coppol

Wellness

V/
Valmond Cyr

Mathematics

Theodore Dalicandro

SPED/Tuniaround

Chris DeMarco

Science Teacher

Angela DeRubeis
Goodwin House Secretary

Susan Donnellan

Nursery School Aide

Ethel Downey

Library

Lily Eng

History and SS

Jessica Engel

History and SS

Keven Coster

SPED/Turnaround

Photo

Nol

Available

Kathryn Daviau

Family & Consumer Sci ./

Hi luscmastei

David Deutsch

Mathematics

Photo

Not

Available

Michael Drain

SPED Aide

William Fagen

Wellness

Mark Coughlin

World Language/Latin

Mmmmti
Carlos Covarrubias

Science

Lucia Curran
hnglish World Language Sec

Photo

Not

Available

Photo

Not

Available

Nina Davis

One to One

Jodie Daynard

English

-
Jason Deeks

SPED Aide Southside

Photo

Not

Available

Photo

Not

Available

Photo

Not

Available

Alison Devaney

Job Coach (Inclusion)

Paula Diggs

METCO Counselor

Judy Dolan

Mathematics

Betty Earle

Language Department

Lise Elkind

World Language/Spanish

Todd Elwel

Wellness

Photo

Not

Available

Pamela Falaguerra

Athletic Trainer

Roberta Farina

Cafeteria Manager

Carol Favreau

Bursar
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Steve Feinberg

Southside Director

Phoro

Nor

Available

Russell Frechette

Custodian

Phoro

Nor

Available

Robert Goggin

English

Steven Hage

History and SS

Helen Hegblom

Mathematics

Brian Finn

Physics

Michael Fishbein

Science/Cluster Program

Phoro

Not

Available

Phoro

Not

Available

Mark French

Science Lab Aide

Carol Fucci

Cafeteria

Photo

Not

Available

Miriam Goldberg

Psychologist

Joseph Goldins

English

Melissa Hammel
Family and Consumer Science/

Department Head

Barbara Harkins

Learning Center

Merrily Herring

Mathematics

MM
Jeremiah Hill

English

a- J*1 '

Kevin Flynn

SPED

Dorothy Gonson

English

Photo

Not

Available

Beverly Hartford

Registrar/Records Office

Photo

Not

Available

Nancy Holczer

One to One

Photo

Available

Phyllis Follett Kevin Fox

World Language/French Youth Outreach Program

Photo

Not

Available

Doreen Glennon

Cafeteria

Elliott Glicker

ISS

Photo

Not

Available

Donna Gordon
Enrichment Coord ./Asst. Principa

John Griffin

Custodian

David Hartnett

ISS

Jennifer Hee

Spanish

Carrie Hollingsworth

Mathematics

1 clis. i I lone\ man
Mathematics/Speech Team

James Honeyman
iglish/Director of Theatre Art:

Donna Honnold

SPED/Learning Program

Charles Hurwitz

Science/Chemistry

Christopher Jackson

World Language/Spanis

Robert Jamp
En»hsh/Assist. House Histon and SS
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Photo

Nor

Available

Phofo

Nor

Available

Kristen Kamerik

Southside

Stacey Keegan

SPED Aide

Judith Kelleher

Medical Aide

Andrew Kelly

SPED Aide

Judith Kennedy

Wellness

Elizabeth Kershaw

SPED Aide

Barbara Kerstein Eileen Kestenbaum Susan Keyes

SPED/Learning Center Technology integration Specialist World Language/French

Joanna Kim
Science/Chemistry

prioro

Nor

Available

prioro

Nor

Available

Jenni King

Guidance Dept. Head

Jeffrey Knoedler

English/Theatre

Charlotte Kopcke

Mathematics

Michael Kozuch

History and SS

Gail Kramer

Nurse

Jordan Kraus

Science/Biology

Alice Lanckton

World Laneuase/Latin

Ron Lanham

Athletic Director/Wellness

Anthony LaVerde

Psychologist

Tom Lee

Mathematics

Catherine Leone

SPED Aide (L.C.)

Lucinda Leveille

Russian and Spanish

Leonid Libenzon

Guidance Counselor

Photo

Nor

Available

Deborah Linder

History and Social Studies

Susan Kennedy

Library Aide

Jeffrey Kraunz

Guidance Counselor

Annie Leonard

History and SS

prioro

Nor

Available

Marilyn Loitherstein

ISS

Phoro

Nor

Available

Louise Lucchetti

Campus Aide

Christine Luciano

SPED Aide

Maria Luongo

Cafeteria

Bette Lupo
Executive Secretary to Principal

Christian Lyman

Campus Aide

Megan MacNeif

Turnaround Aide
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Carol McNally

Bilingual Aide

Rachael McNally
-hstorv and Social Studie

Dorothy McQuillan

Librarian

Joanne Melanson

Cafeteria

Javier Mendez

Mathematics

Sebastien Merle

World Language/French

Tonya Mezzanotte

amily & Consumer Sciences

Corinne Milley

English

Judy Mobilia

Records Office

Michael Mosbrooker

Mathematics

Frances Moyer

English Department Head

Martha Moyer

Mathematics

Thomas Murphy

History & Social Science

William Murray

Guidance Counselor

Charles Myette

Science/Physical Science

Douglas Neuman

Guidance Counselor

Carol Ober

Library/AV

Marcia Okun
History & Social Science

Kathleen Pannaggio

Cafeteria

Robert Parlin

History & Social Science

Jennifer Parris

SPED Aide

Ernest Peltier

Custodian
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Scott Perrin

SPED Teacher

Alicia Peterson

English/Yearbook

Lisa Petrizzi

Sex & Health

Brainerd Phillipson

English

Viviana Planine

World Language/Spanish

Gregory Poulos

Administrative Computer

Specialist

Jacqueline Price

Cafeteria

Mary Ann Price

World Language/Spanish

Anthony Principe

SPED/lntegrated Program

Supervisor

Pilar Quezzaire-Belle

ISS

Nancy Quigley

SPED/Learning Center

Eva Radding

Library' Aide

William Radomski

Science/Physics

Steven Rattendi

Mathematics Department Head

Alan Reinstein

English

Katie Reppert

Science/Biology

Tracy Rice

SPED
Dan Richards

Business/Dept.Head/Asst.

Photo

Not

Available

Photo

Not

Available

Kristen Rock
SPED/Cluster Program Supervisor

Jessica Ronalds

Turnaround

Sally Rosen

Science/Biology

Ellie Ross

Records Office

Katharine Ros

Campus Aide

Photo

Noi

Available

Photo

Not

Available

Photo

Not

Available

Marion Rouse

Learning Center Aide

lna Rubin Connie Schlotterbeck

World Language French Library/Department Head

Photo

Not

Available
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Senior Slump
Dance!

ready to SLUMP'
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Still Slumping. .

.
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Senior Superlatives

Most Likely To Get Married

Jed Talvacchia & Leora Feldstein

Most Artistic

Liz Hellman

Most Hyper
Becky Brown





Most Studious

Mike Winter & Rebecca Silverman

Class Clown Most Contagious Laughter

Lily Peck & Gabe Sterne Sarah Radin & Noah Strangio
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Most Involved Most Changed

Jeremy Phillips & Ava Shapiro Gevond Khglatian & Nina Foroutan
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Biggest Phish Heads
Evan Press, Craig Durham, James Sherman, Ben Offenberg, Gabe Sterne, Gabe Wilson, Zach Cohn,

Alex Honnet

Best Smile

Rachel Gordon

Most Unique
Marissa Branson

Best Smile

Andy Levin

Most Likely To Get Voted

Off Survivor

Matt Kaplan
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Best Musician

Mike Marmar

Best Actor and Actress

Jon Colby & Robin

Amendola

Funniest

Ryan Moore & Jeff Sutelman

Friendliest

Lindsay Broughel & Ben Jabbaway
Most Likely To Succeed

Yian Xiao & Jon Scherr
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Khalid Abdelmoneim

81 Johnswood Rd. 02131

April 12, 1986

"Do yo own thing player!!'

Daniel Abramowitz

31 Agawam Rd. 02468

January 17, 1986

0

Jessica Abele

79 Dickerman Rd. 02461

July 14, 1986

"And even though I know the river is wide,

I walk down every evening and stand by

the shore, and try to cross to the opposite

side. So I can finally find out what I've

been looking for." -Billy Joel

To everyone I love: Thank you and good

luck. Je t'adore.

George Adams
363 Brookline St. 02459

Feburary 3, 1986

Kate Alexandra Abernethy

136 Jackson St. 02459

September 4. 1986

"La dance c'est le mouvement et le

mouvement c'est la vie."Mom. Dad,+Nan-

you are my everything. I love you so

much . Thank you for all the gifts uve given

me. JKL-you girls are my world. I love

you more than I can say. Kate-those

Bermuda memories will last forever. Jess-

I love you babelmwa! To the class of

'04-Good luck! "When you get the chance

to sit it out or dance. I hope you dance."

Keith Aaron Agoada

16 Brookline St. 02467

December 13, 1985

Thanks Mom, Dad. and Joe for the support

and love through the high and low points

of life. GA, ED. Avoda, and the rest, not

enough can be said bout what you've done

for me . Thanks for the timeless memories

'04 best of luck

"Reflect upon your present blessing - of

which every man has many - not on your

past misfortunes, of which all men have

some." -Charles Dickens

Amanda Elizabeth Abraham
57 Roundhill St. 02130

May 13, 1986

Thanks & praises to God for his blessings.

To my mom, dad, & sis, thanks 4 ur

guidance & love. Syreeta. u r an

inspiration to me. Thanks 4 everything.

ILY very much! Christin, u r a gr8 friend.

Thanks for being my #1 comedian! ILY.

Victor, ILY babe Thanks for ur support

and unconditional love! To '04 girls &
boys, thanks 4 all the laughs & memories.

I'll miss u all. "Don't walk behind me, I

may not lead. Don't walk in front of me, I

may not follow. Just walk beside me and

be my friend."- Albert Camus

Henry Miguel Alarcon

357 Parker St. 02459

July 8. 1986
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Jacob Alexander Alber

41 1 Parker St . 02459

June 18, 1987

Sarah Governo Allar

28Cochituate Rd. 02461

April 20, 1986

"I wanted a perfect ending. Now I've

learned, the hard way life is about having

to change, taking the moment, and making

the best of it, without knowing what's

going to happen next."

-Gilda Radner.

Thank you to my family for showing me
the beauty of love, to my friends for

showing me the beauty of life, to Mr. B

for giving me a home, and to everyone for

believing in me. "If nothing ever changed,

there'd be no butterflies."

Yan Michael Alperin

64 Indian Ridge Rd. 02459

May 12, 1986

^^^^^
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Daniel Gregory Ancheta

36 Athelstane Rd. 02459

December 22, 1985

thanks Mom and Bub, i love u guys and

thanks 4 the support. Wes, I love u man.

life wouldn't be the same witout you. Man.

these have been the greatest yrs, a lot ot

memories that will always be with me,

4ever. ~S those ppl who made my day my
week my month, or even my year, thanks

so much i luv u. bailers, bball vball.

keep it real. wow. it flew by but "life goes

on"= - 2pac. aite, i'm out. []Peace

Benjamin Ashbrook

20 Locksley Rd. 02459

April 28, 1986

"Life is no brief candle to me. It is a sort

of splendid torch which I have got a hold

of for the moment, and I want to make it

burn as brightly as possible before handing

it on to future generations"

-George Bernard Shaw

To all my boys - Thx so much for all the

great times. Moving on but more 2 come.

LOTR-RISK-MEN SG.NSAW -Love it!

BJ-DTD baby. JP, I'll never forget. Pi
always be there, I Love You. M. D, D. L-
I love you guys. Thx for everything.

Devin Ashe

171 Longley Rd. 02459

July 25. 1986

"what"

Robin Joy Amendola

3 Pond Ave. 02458

If there is one thing that is constant in this

world, it is the power of music." ~ Josh

Groban

Love and kisses to Mom, Dad, Chrissy,

Mike, and Grammy for being my biggest

fans! I also extend the tightest hug I can

offer to my incredible support system of

friends (esp JH, JC, LG, AM, EV, SE, JE.

EK, JT, MM and so many more!!) 143!!!

RIP Grumpy. I love you.

Kathleen Elizabeth Aucoin

32 Indiana Terr. 02464

August 20. 1986

"You are you and I am I. you do your thing

and I'll do mine .and if in the end we meet

up together.its beautiful" Mom+Dad-ily

more than words thnk u.kerry.eddie+chris-

i made it easy4u.enjoy it. 2THEGRLZ of

04- even if UR not on my mind u'll b in

my heart 4ever,memories will alwa\ s staj

2myboyz-u made me laugh.u never made

me cry, but u ALWAYS made me drink.

ILYG. J-ilyw/almyhrt. tnk-im just being

honest .<3KT.PACE!



Ruth Aufiero

30 Broadway 02460

July 25, 1982

Hi Mom and Dad and my family. I am
graduating this year with all the Seniors

and we are all moving to the fieldhouse

for the new gym, and I am getting my
yearbook to share my moment.

Bye,

Ruth Aufiero

Sunil Bobby Beepath

46 Roundhill St. 02130

January 27. 1986

I just wanna say thanks to everyone these

past four years have been a milestone in

my life. Now I await for what the future

has in store for me. Good luck to everyone

and GODSPEED 04

"With great Power comes great

Responsibility."

-Sunil-

Inna Baran

7 Van Wart Path 02459

May 14, 1986

Mara Bartek

32 FerncroftRd. 02468

January 16, 1986

First thx to my family: Mom+Dad ILY.

Thx for supporting + guiding me to where

I am today. I couldnt have asked for better.

Matt ure the best big brother a sister could

hope for. Thx for the advice, times + love.

ILY. And to my special girls: JP, JE, LG +

AC. Thx for the laughs, tears + amazing

memories. W/o u I wouldn't have

survived.We did it.ILY forever. Rob- 1 love

you. You kept me laughing + smiling.

Congrats + good luck '04.

Casey Beal

73 Puritan Rd. 02468

July 8, 1986

Mom and Dad - 1 love you, thanks for

not having another child...

My friends- you are incredible, no matter

what happened-thanks for being there...

Class of '04- "be the change you wish to

see in the world" (Ghandi)

We've got the best of times ahead. Good

luck!

Jonathan Ben-Ayun

54 Maria Cir. 02459

December 3, 1986

"Stick to the woods, stay off the paths."

Thanks mom. dad, and friends.

I'll miss you South.

Samantha Ben-Simon

49 Osborne Path 02459

February 4, 1986

MDAL-thnx for it all.mwah.Petey-keep

on truckn.NS Soccer&Softball#21,dirrty

South. Bad mouf.Good times.[MBM.
JB,SC,PH-DA CREW:we left a scar size

xtra lrge.."I bet ur sad, this is the best time

we ever had." We be tighter than

spandexJ"Swing thru sadness.tears ofjoy/

Drink the madness.smoke so coy/Like an

angel with 2 broken wings.reach the sky

again/Like a devil.meant for better

things.I'll find my place on high."good

luck 04...

Dion Benjamin

1 73 Oak St. 02464

March 16. 1985

wuts thedizzle my nizzle. street fight. bay root,

anchorman. caps, kaplanshouse. the point. 24.

Mcdonalds. james basement, sam&joes

basement, gevensbasement. andrews KG.

Hull, the lounge. LC. cafe, the lot. the back

seat of my car. tatters, say word, pop in the

face, parking lot incident.football. #41.

basketball. 1 7-0 ,#2 1 . track, tellem. kyle donk>

butt and them big oh legs,jh.X frank the tank,

k-dirty, c-mac. kev, JS. AH. ZC, EP. AL, ziti.

BA.RM.DG.BB. JTHLK. Beastmode. jetter.

ED.GA
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James Conrad Bergdorf

65 Ellis St. 02464

January 5, 1986

/.'

Carlin Blount

150 Concord St. 02462

February II. 1986

"Look around and choose your own
ground.

For long as you live and high you fly,

And smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry.

And all you touch and all you see,

Is all your life will ever be."

-Pink Floyd

Danielle Maris Berger

83 Larchmont Ave. 02468

July 4, 1986

Mom & Dad, I can't even say how much

u mean to me. I love u.To my friends, I'm

so lucky to have you all; you're such

unbelievable people. I love you not only

for who you are but for who I am when

I'm with u. You will all have a place in my
heart forever. Rachel-IbfJ've learned a lot

from u. Good luck '04! Take ur time, think

a lot, think of everything u've got; for you

will still be here tomorrow, but your dreams

may not. -Cat Stevens

Stefanie Block

7Avalon Rd. 02468

February 1 1, 1986

I've realized that there is no way not to

make this quote not sound dumb, cheesy,

or regrettable later, but maybe that's what

high school is , so I'll just make it short and

sweet. These four years have definitely

been the most stressful years of my life,

but I'm glad that I met some great people,

and had some fun times. I know next year

will be great for everyone.

Bryan Bloom

59 Philbrick Rd. 02459

October 22, 1986

Always remember this: It don't matter how

many, awards, ribbons, diplomas, or

degrees u have . The education that matters

the most is the one you gain from just living

life... What we will all remember are those

late nights we spent out together... The

memories of these four years will stay with

me always. No matter how much time we

spend apart, or how many miles are

between us, I will always remember you

because you're my friends. i
at.

Kevin Bogdansky

22 Broadlawn Dr. 02467

May 13, 1986

Vincent Bonnette

1 990 Colombus Ave . 02 1 1

9

December 3, 1985

First off. I just wanna say thanx to all those

who helped me get thru these past 4 years.

To all those who doubted me. Ya'll kno

how I feel bout ya. I made it. Now WHAT!?
Shouts to all my heads reppin forTha Bean.

I'm not gon list all tha names but if ur

reaL.U already know who u are. Much luv

to my fam, my block and all othas who are

wit me. 2-00-4 Holla at tha Kid I'm cff

that ~oNe~

Tara Bornstein

24 Samoset Rd. 02468

April 5, 1985
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Svetlana Borochin

55 Saco St. 02464

April 13th. 1985

And now for something completely

different... - Monty Python

DON'T PANIC - Douglas Adams
Thanks Mom, Dad. Hugo, and all the rest

of my family.

A giant Harry Potter, sushi, chocolate,

Newbury Comics hug to all my friends that

made these four years better than they had

any right to be. And an especially big hug

to Jenny, with whom I could share all the

inside jokes that were too inappropriate to

make it to this page.

Felix Borukhov

6 Great Meadow Rd. 02459

September 20. 1985

"The game of life is a lot like football. You

have to tackle your problems, block your

fears, and score your points when you get

the opportunity." Big thanks goes out to

my mother.father, brother and sister for

getting me through my tough times.Shout

Outs: The Crew:M.S.,B.J.,B.S., L.F. Can't

forget: M.S.K.. M.R., S.B.JVI.M.P.H.,and

S.P.C. forever. Thank you Coaches from

all sports. #80 4 life.

^ - £2fc y.

Nathaniel Brevard

44 Ridge Ave. 02459

Feburary 4, 1986

Thank you to my family, my friends and

everyone who has helped me thus far.

Jared Michael Bristol

22 Palmer Rd. 02468

August 14, 1985

"I hid in the clouded wrath

of the crowd.

But when they said sit down

I stood up.

Ooh-ooh growin' up."

Thanks Mom. Dad and Elyssa,

I think I finally hit my stride.

"Someday we'll look back on this

And it will all seem funny."
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Marissa Branson

41 June Lane 02459

March 30, 1986

Eternal nothingness is fine ifyou happen

to be dressed for it.

-Woody Allen

Besos.

Amy Brauer

21 Esty Farm Rd. 02459

October 25. 1986

G+P: Thanx for always being there 4 me.

1 could not have done it without you. I love

you. Mommy: you've been my support and

strength. I am who I am because of you. I

love you. J: Thanx for leading the way. I'll

always look up to you. No better sister than

you. ILY "Whatever tears at us, whatever

holds us down. If nothing can be done,

we'll make the best of what's around." Its

been fun. Good luck '04

Kyle Brodie

16Knowles St. 02459

August 30, 1986

Life is but a sweet juicy apple, all you must

do to enjoy it is to pick it from the tree and

take a big bite and let the juice drip down

your chin. And if anyone asks for a ladder,

by all means give it to them so that they

may pick their apple and maybe even give

you a bite.

My favorite type of apple is Honey Crisp.

Lindsay Broughel

32Verndale Rd. 02461

May 26. 1986

"Time it was, and what a time it was.

it was... a time of innocence, a time of

confidences. Long ago. . .it must be. ..I have

a photograph. Preserve your memories:

they're all that's left you."

-Paul Simon

Well, we finally made it '04! Thanks: M+D
for always being so supportive. I love you.

T+J You two have taught me so much. I

love you guys. To all my friends: 1 couldn't

have made it without you. thanks for

always being there I love you all!
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Rehekah Kli/.uheth Brown
49 Pearl St. 02458

April 15, 1986

wwweeeeeeeeeeeeeeee! ! ! ! %Y I'M

DONE! GOOD BYE SOUTH!!!! "Leaves

are tailing all around. It's time I was on my
way. Thanks to you, I'm much obliged for

such a pleasant stay. But now it's time for me
togo."-LZ Alright here are some memories

|

for those of you that like that sort of

thing. OTAAACK!!! <- i will always love

you, Dar Dar Dar gonads in the lightning! i

love you both, you know! Je suis tous

seul! Late nights with C, and most of all

Cheers to the page! IUM
HERE'S TO THE FUTURE! ! ! ! !

!

Daniel H. Broyles

71 Neshobe Rd. 02468

February 6, 1985

Speechies - keep reaching for that mother

pheasant. Thanks to all classmates and

teachers who made these four years what

they were.

"This is not the end. It is not even

the beginning of the end. But it is,

perhaps, the end of the beginning."

-Winston Churchill

Joshua Buchholtz

6 Glastonbury Oval 02468

September 30, 1986

Thanks to my friends for making these four

years sweet. Mom, Fa. kate—thanks for

putting up with me . THE CREW !!!!!!! '04

--Live fast, die FUN...

Meka Buchman
1364 Commonwealth Ave. 02465

November 10. 1986

To my fam - I admire your patience.

Thanks for putting up with me. ILY. To all

my friends - "We might be laughing a bit

too loud, but that never hurt no one." -Billy

Joel.

Thanks for always making me laugh and

for knowing how to have fun. I'll never

forget the memories we've made. ILY.

"In this great future, you can't forget your

past." -Bob Marley. '04 this is just the

beginning.

Zachary Camann
1 866 Beacon St. 02468

December 26. 1985

'Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop

and look around once in a while you

could miss it." -Ferris Bueller

Jessica Cardona (Maria)

5 Andria Rd. 02136

January 4, 1986

Da end is hea & wat a happy day it is.

I'ma make this simple. I wanna give headz

up to peapz who I was koo wit da main Is

-SM ,BS .CT.VB JW-CXEasy everyone in

da junior, sophomore & senior class,

kisses to my one and only for being my
backbone te amo mucho! Oh yea & to all

da hatas I don't like, now dat I'm leavin

you can stop sniffin! Jamaica. Honduras

& Puerto Rico holla at ya gurl!!! I'm off

dis - - Baby Angel 4-lyfe

Samantha Carver

5 Dudley Rd. 02459

August 12, 1986

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope

for tomorrow." Thanks for your support

Mom Dad Steph and Ca I love you all.

PSMJF. you guys made school worth it.

FB everything remembered with love,

infinity. Make historv 2004.

Maggie Chan

1 100 Boylston St. 02461

April 16, 1987

Now that we're all leavingJ know our 4

years will always remain with me. I want

to thank my peers, all of u that made me

laugh.Everyone made South a little less

stressful and a lot more fun. I wish u all

the best 2 frendz:Al, Cho. Lauren.

Maddie. Janice Ari. Beth. CP LP.DL.TL,

Hr peepz Thanx 4 making life so

interesting. I know we will remain frendz

for a long time. 2 hunnie:I <3 U. you've

always stood by me Thru everything

Thanx 4 ur luv + support.
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Sabrina Chau
126 Evelyn Rd. 02468

July 14, 1986

IUM has survived! Elly, Maya, Becky,

Carlin - I love you! You are all amazing

and I'll never forget the (p) fun times we've

had. Dan - see you at the reunion!

stratego- Mommy, Daddy and D, thanks

for the support ~ I've met some great

friends at NSHS and I'll never forget you

~ Remember what's important to you

because it is easy to lose your way. First

shot goes to The Page - Cheers!

Allyson Jill Cherny

15 Country Club Rd. 02459

May 1, 1986

JEIG JP.MB- "When ur scared 21ook

behind u.&ur afraid 21ook ahead.u can

look beside u ,&ur best friends will b there"

girls-thanx for 7 years of cherished

memories&endless friendship L. Mike-

we've only bcome closer, thanx 4giving

me somel 21ook up2 L M&D- I don't

know where I'd b w/out u&ur constant

love & support.ILY "And I'll take w/me

the memories 2b my sunshine after the

rain. its so hard 2 say goodbye 2 yesterday."

Wesley James Chin

40 June Lane 02459

November 2. 1985

Thanks M&D for always being there.

And to L & L for being the best sisters a

bro could ever ask for. To all my friends

and lil dudes, thanks for making south

worth my time. To my xc buddies, run hard

and remember, nsxc#l. And to my boys,

never forget the good times we had. thanks

guys. "It's something unpredictable but

in the end its right. I hope you had the time

of your life." Gluck '04. It only gets better

from here.

John Chow
90 Beacon St. 02467

October 22, 1985

Stephen Cimino

12 Bontempo Rd. 02459

January 31, 1986

Thanx to all the faculty and my parents

who helped me get through these 4 years.

Britny.N I'll always remember the love we
had. 9/10 good times.

Janet Cleary

25 Old Orchard Rd. 02467

February 15, 1986

"The future belongs to those who believe

in the beauty of their dreams." M.D.B.

thanks for your love and constant support,

u guys mean the world to me. RP- the

memories are endless, ily. To my friends

who made the past four years

unforgettable: sm, bn, gh, sr, mk - it turns

out not where but who you're with that

really matters, I love you guys. To the class

of '04 - good luck!

Emily Cho
756 Boylston St. 02461

December 30, 1985

"I hope my exit is joyful, and I hope never

to return." ~ Frida. When we r old +

grumpy we will remember these yrs. ILY-

MC-keep shppin, AL-ur innocence

inspires, KJ-Bertucci's FOOD. MO-squeak

squeak. 2 many good tymz. 2 my
swimmers- keep splashin. Thks 2 evryl

who was there for me, I couldn't have done

it w/out you! NSHS thks + g'nite!

2 da class of 2004- WE DID IT!

Adam Franklin Cohen

66 Vine St. 02467

January 15, 1986
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Adriana Cohen

37 Fox Hill Rd. 02459

December 10, 1986

Life isnot about keeping uGPA; it's not

about how many friends you have or

how accepted you are. It's not about how

many plans you will have this weekend

or if you're alone.Life is not about whom
you hang out with, or who is your date.

But life is about whom you love &
whom you hurt. It's about whom you

make happy and whom you make sad.

Life is about true friendships!

GRACIAS A TODOS QUIENES HICIERON

ESTOS ANOS INOLVIDABLES! GIR4!

Zachary Cohn
682 Chestnut St. 02468

July 20, 1986

"Its hard to stay mad when theres so much

beauty in the world. Sometimes I feel like

I'm seeing it all at once and it's too much.

My heart fills up like a balloon thats about

to burst, and then I remember to relax and

stop trying to hold on to it, and then it flows

through me like rain and I can't feel

anything but gratitude" -American Beauty

Jonathan Colby

180 Winchester St. 02461

May 30, 1986

"Something is stirring, shifting ground, its

just begun. Edges are blurring all around,

and yesterday is done. Feel the flow, hear

whats happening, we're whats happening.

Don't you know, we're the movers and

we're the shapers, we're the names in

tomorrow's papers , up to us , man . to show

'em. -Stephen Sondheim "Merrily We Roll

Along"

"Anything you do, let it come from you,

then it will be new. Give us more to see."

-Stephen Sondheim "Sunday in the Park

With George"

Sara Elizabeth Collins

61 Druid Hill Rd. 02461

August 1, 1986

"There are only two ways to live your life.

One is though nothing is a miracle. The

other is as though everything is a miracle."

To all my friends, you know who you are,

thanks for making the last four years

memorable.

Emily Maria Concannon

151 Plymouth Rd. 02461

March 7. 1986

"I am not afraid of storms, for I am learning

how to sail my ship." - Louisa MayMcott

Mom and Daddy - I love you! Thanks for

making my world so splendid. Andrew -

my little dude: You truly rock. . . ily mucho.

(& Sox!) The phenomenal crew - thanks

for the love, laughs & lifetime of thrills.

"Then magnificently we will float into the

mystic..." - Van Morrison

*Here's looking at you kid...*

Adam Michael Conner-Simons

51 Shornecliffe Rd. 02458

November 9. 1986

"I leave here tomorrow, would you still

remember me? I must be traveling on now.

there's just too many places I've got to see"

-Skynyrd

Much thanx to Mom. Dad. Chris. Emily,

and all of my friends and teachers for

their love and support. I will miss and

remember you all. Many memories, but

many more to come!

"There is a good reason they call these

ceremonies commencement exercises.

"Graduation is not the end; it's the

beginning." ~Orrin Hatch

Rachel Margaret Collins

61 Druid Hill Rd. 02461

August 1, 1986

Thanks to everyone who made my years

at South an awesome experience and one I

will never forget.

"In the beginning the dream makes the

person, but in the end the person makes

the dream." -John Maxwell

Greg Contente

15 Bow Rd. 02459

March 18, 1986

Mom and Dad. thank you for pushing me

to do my best. E - "Don't make the same

mistakes I did. You'll have too much fun.

To The Porch Crew: "It was the best of

times, it was the worst of times." And we

were together through it all.
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Anna Elizabeth Cooley

34 Oak Terr. 02461

August 25, 1986

To my family and friends - thanks for

helping me along and making me smile . I

love you. mom + dad, Kat - an amazing

sister, ridiculous Coniston summers. I'll

miss this.

"Know what's weird? Day by day

nothing seems to change, but pretty

soon, everything's different."

-Calvin & Hobbes

Christin R. Copeland-Cummings

12McLellanSt.02121

November 26. 1985

I would like to thank my mom. I luv u.

Lexus & Dazz , best cats . Luv u guy s . Aunt

M. Dodson.A.Copeland.A. Knight, Kane,

Ray, u all have been very supportive. Luv

u. Thanks 2 my savior. Grandma C's. Luv

u. 2 my ppl. at school, 1st Syreeta W. &
Amanda Abraham, I luv u guys forever.

Thanks 2 ED. CT. BJ, AL, AF, SC. KS,

HD, KA, LG. MB(Lax). DB. Jollie,

Franks. Kaplan, Stehle. Stem. & Justin. I'll

luv and miss u all. Remember good times.

-This drink is 4 u guys!- Christin

Edward Crecelius

57 Cragmore Rd. 02464

March 19, 1986

'Follow your impulses and let the work

go where it wants to go."

Ian Datz

181 Parker St. 02459

Febuary 21, 1986

Finally we are outta here. I wish all my friends

the best. To all my enemies you were just

another bump in the road, but I wish you the

best too. Now it's time for the Real World!

To the crew Dan, Jon, Josh, Ezra, Nate, James,

Amanda, Lisa. Chelsea and anyone i forgot...

i'm always here for u guys. Oh yea if anyone

wants to get in touch with me someday, check

the phone book. 2pac's words sum my feelings

up best. "Dxreamin of riches, in a position of

makin a difference Politicians and hypocrites,

they don't wanna listen If I'm insane, it's the

fame made a brother change It wasn't nuttin

like the game It's just me against the world."

Avi David

60 Rokeby Rd. 02468

August 11th, 1986

What a journey it's been. JJ-the best ever.

MD-you've shown me the way. To the

porch crew, the jazz cats, the nicaraguans-

I wouldn't have survived w/o the laughs,

the endless nights, the jam sessions, the

concerts, etc. I couldn't have asked for

more, I love u all. "Flee from hate, mischief

and jealousy. Don't bury your thoughts, put

your vision to reality. Wake Up and Live!"

-Bob Marley '04- Go out and chase

tornadoes, live life to the max and have

fun.

Matthew Delaney

150 Moffat Rd. 02468

October 15, 1986

"I'd walk through hell in a gasoline suit

to keep playing baseball."

- Pete Rose

Thanks Mom and Dad for everything you

have helped me through during these

important four years. I couldn't have done

it with out you, I love you. And to all my
friends, new and old. thank you for making

these past years unforgettable. I appreciate

your support through the good times as

well as the bad times and I love all of you

from the bottom of my heart.

Hannah Deustch

23 Oxford Rd. 02459

July 13, 1986

Thank U '04 for all the crazy times and

great memories.Bee Brown, Jollie. Drob.

Lilia, Katie, ChrisTAN, Sammy, Polina.

Carlin,+ yes even Tea,+ 2 my boyz,S+J

Frank ,my best friend Andrew. Dion. Stem.

Geordy, Mike, Green+Jeff , all the rest, you

are all so much fun. Thanx for always

being there for me. Remember to enjoy

yourself b/c these are the good times you

are going to miss in the years ahead. Good

luck everyone! I'll miss you '04 SDChill.

Justin Dick

99 Needham St. 02461

September 7. 1984

"If basketball is my religion. ..then gym is

my church. ..I am at church". ..143 Rachel

Ann...You are my ray of sunshine...The

original D block. ..Chip McNeely...The

year of the cowboy. ..Dream-team

selection. ..Shafted for Manny Ramirez.

Mark Wahlberg and Johnny Knoxville?
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Andrew Dickerman

124 Deborah Rd. 02459

September 18, 1986

"Some people dream of worthy

accomplishments, while others stay awake

and do them."

"There never has been one like me before,

there will never be one like me again."

-Howard Cosell

To my friends MK, GA, BM, MS, SV -

you're crazy. ..you're crazy. Jess ur the best

sister. Mom + Dad - thank u for everything!

Samuel Dionne

199 Jackson St. 02459

June 3, 1986

'Be kind, man - don't be mankind.

-Captain Beefheart

Leonardo Martin Dosoretz

275 Dudley Rd. 02459

December 10. 1985

You've got to trust your instinct

And let go of regret

You've got to bet on yourself star

'Cause that's your best bet

-311

To my friends, you know who you are,

thank you for being there and sharing fun

times together. Friends are my life and my
life is good. Lastly to my family, you are

my life and I love you so much words

cannot due justice. Un Beso a todos, te

quiero muchisimo!

Kristina Drobkova

20 Elliot PI. 02464

June 14, 1985

mom: words can't express how much u

mean 2 me; you've made me the person I

am today, I love you beyond belief. G,S.D:

thanx 4 always being there 4 me & pushing

me 2 do my best. Julia: your my inspiration

& my other half I don't know what I'll do

w/o u. 2 my girls you know who u are: I'll

never 4get all the good laughs, the cries,

the smiles and the unforgettable memories

we've shared, ILY always and 4ever. '04

its been a blast I'll miss you all good luck!

mwah
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Amanda Dropkin

24 Deborah Rd. 02459

November 19. 1985

"Do not anticipate trouble, or worry about

what may never happen. Keep in the

sunlight." -Benjamin Franklin.

For us, life is only just beginning. Don'

have any regrets. Thanks Mom, Dad and

A for everything. To everyone else, thank

you. That's all there is to it. Today is the

first day of the rest of our lives. Make the

most of it. and you can do anything you

set your mind to.

Leigh Drori

18Audobon Dr. 02467

May 5, 1986

Imma/Abba Tal Noah & Olie. I love youl

Thank u for everything! Polina ur my bf,

love you. our lives are just beginning!

Einat-at nishmati, ST, AS. Shana habi

beyerushalaim habnuya!

Craig Durham
32 Amherst Rd. 02468

April 4, 1986

"That's my momma!!!"

Ksenia Dvnkin

7 Beecher St. 02459

May 7, 1986

"Everything is so strange that even this

possible."
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Jaclyn Kim Elfland

45 Oak Hill St. 02459

January 19. 1986

To my beautiful ladies "some people come

into our lives and quickly go.some stay a

while and leave footprints on our hearts and

we are never the same." LAG- my 2nd sister,

JP-"the best mirror is an old friend" AC-
my"couz".my crutch my family, MB-my
darkest days you always make me smile. Til

love you girls forever. ILY to my boyz-fhanx

for the goodtimes,never change ,S- a best

friend I'll never lose.M+D-l'd be lost without

you.fhanx for the love and support. "If life's

one big joke then I don't get it—but im lovin'

the ride."

Natalie Elman
37 BotsfordRd. 02467

November 21. 1986

"Treat each second as if it's your last."

Sawyer Franklin Emmer
44 Rolling Lane 02467

July 18, 1986

"We wander thirsty in the rain

"

To all my boys and my girl, graciela. The

crew - stay true. M D and D ily.

kagamusha?

Alexander Michael Friedman

27 Mechanic St. 02464

October 17, 1985

"It eluded us then, but that's no matter-

tomorrow we will run faster, stretch out

our arms farther....And one fine

morning" -FSF.

Mom and Dud I can't express my gratitude,

thanks for always believing in me, I know

you won't ever stop~love. To all of you

who made our years

together unforgettable, I'll remember the

times with more in focus.

"Then magnificently we will float into the

mystic"-VM.

Sarah Elmiligy

lllOBoylston St. 02464

July 25, 1986

"Good night, good night. Parting is such

sweet sorrow." Mom and Dad, thank you

for everything, I couldn't have done it

without you. Loly and Dody my little

angels, you have brightened up my days,

ILY. Thanks to all my teachers for helping

me make it. To all my friends, I will miss

the wonderful times we had together. FS,

KP. RH, PH, RW. JF. you will always be

in my heart. It's been four crazy years but

we survived. GL '04!

Sofia Embid
60Cloverdale Rd. 02461

December 18. 1985

"I'm a connoisseur of roads. I've been

tasting roads my whole life. This road

will never end. It probably goes all around

the world..." - My Own Private Idaho

Anna Farber

322 Hartman Rd. 02459

December 5. 1986

"I have reached the end of your book and

there are so many questions that I need to

ask you. Sometimes I am afraid of what

you might tell me. Sometimes I am afraid

this is not a work of fiction. I can only hope

that the answers will come to me in my
sleep. I hope that when the world comes

to an end. I can breathe a sigh of relief,

because there will be so much to look

forward to."

-DD

Nathan Farber

212 Greenwood St. 02459

August 22, 1986

"Oh no, it's the government. Run. ET!

Run!"
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Emily Feig

646 Grove St. 02462

April 17. 1986

"The picture's far too big to look at kid.

Your eyes won't open wide enough and

you are constantly surrounded by that

swirling stream of what is and what was.

Well, we've all made our predictions hut

the truth still isn't out. So if you want to

see the future, go stare into a cloud."

NSGWT 1 <3 you all. 41 club fo' lyfe.

Holla, my best friend always. <3. M D&D,
thanks for always being there.

~Disappear into the sun-

Leora Feldstein

2 1 Clark St. 02459

November 26, 1986

To Mom, Pop, and Jules- Thank you for

your everlasting love and support. To all

of my amazing friends- "No friendship can

cross the path of our destiny without

leaving some mark on it forever." Thank

you for making your mark. Jill- Thousands

of miles apart, and I can wave, knowing

you will be waving right back. G&JYou
are the brothers I never had. Thank you

for it all.

Julimara Paula Felix

99 Winter St . 01702

April 15, 1986

Tkx 2 Mom and Stanley 4 guiding me 2

all the teachers who made senior yr.

special. 2 all my friends u know who u

are. Saint'clair - bjs p/vc! Tkx 2 all who

helped me throughout my 4yrs. of HS. I'll

miss U all. GOOD LUCK CLASS OF
2004! "You'll learn from your mistakes,

so make lots of them!"

Ari Fertig

26 Dorcar Rd. 02467

January 13. 1986

Shout out to my homies: FDR, HST. JFK,

MLK, LBJ, RFK, JC. WJC thank u

4everything!!! NIRA & OSHA u know u

ma grrls. PEACE AND LOVE 4EVA !

!

Alfonzo Sean Figueroa

112 Warren St. 02459

March 10. 1986

Luke Fine

60 Moffat Rd. 02468

May 23. 1986

To the fam: u guys mean every thing to me
thanks for being so patient. To all my
friends: you have been there for me when

no one else was. We have had the best

times in the world and I know that we'll

always keep in touch. Class of '04: all of

you have had such an affect on my life

you have aaught me more than any amount

of

teachers ever could. I wish you the best in

the future. Celebrate we will cuz life is

short but sweet for certain-DMB

Lee Fogel

43 Newbrook Cir. 02467

August 28. 1986

"I took a moment from my day

and wrapped it up in things you say

mailed it off to your address

you'll get it pretty soon unless

the packaging begins to break

and all the points i tried to make

i toss the thoughts into a bin

time leaks out. my life leaks in

you won t find moments in a box

and someone else will set your clocks

i took a moment from my day

and wrapped it up in things you say

and mailed it off to you..."

Bethany "b-rock" Fong

368 Elliot St. 02464

September 19. 1986

Dream as if you'll live forever. Live as if
'

you'll die today. - James Dean

To all my friends: You rock m\ world.

l*heart*you guys. 41 fo shizzle. MDH- 1
|

am so lucky to have a cool family.Thanx

for everything-I<3you. This picture is

goofy.

'Cause it's all been done + it's all been

said/we're the coolest kids + we take what

we can get - Brand New
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Nina Foroutan

303 Hartman Rd. 02459

October 15, 1986

"Sumtimes u cannot believe wat u see.u must

believe wat u feel." Mom&dad, u stood by

me through it all. and never let me give up. u

r not only my parents but my guiding lite. D-

u are by far the best bro a grl could have, i

luv u and gdluck. 2my grls- "Truly great

friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and

impossible to forget", u'll be 4ever in my
heart.2the boys-thanx 4 keeping me laughing.

"Turns out its not where u are, but who ur

with that really matters ."ily.class of '04. ..live

w/no excuses, luv w/no regrets.tnk-im just

being honest.

Andrew Frank

1126 Chestnut St. 02464

June 16. 1986

This one goes out to the Newton South

Football team and athletic director Ron

Lanham; Mr. Lanham you're a class act.

Best of luck to all you in the future. Have

fun playing at BC next year, Wa-ter-town!

I'm glad to have helped your prestigious

program.

Joseph Adam Frank

40 Caroline Park 02468

January 25, 1986

Thanx mom + dad for putting up w/ me 4

18years. Remember S-HAPPENS, Give me
that donkey butt and them big o legs. Manias

checking in my bed room I aint there. Me and

the captain can make it happen. 5 finger

Discount, sammy, I LOVE HORSES . CAPS

,

BAYROOT, l/4s, POWER HOUR, FLIP

CUP, HIGH LOW, THE BILLYMADISON
GAME, HULL BALL, CASE RASE.DUCK
TAPE+ 40S + HANDS, lots of luv to Jack,

JimBean. King Cobra, BeckyBrown + JoJo

lizard., LC4Life, SpED, THE FORT,
APOLLO. PRINCESS R I P, snake.

Samuel Evan Frank

40 Caroline Park 02468

January 25, 1986

I want 2 thank my parents for not kicking

me out of the house, thanx campus aids 4

always being there 4 me. U dont do much

in this school but we still luv U. street fight,

splatter some batter on them tatters,

mambo king. 30 stones 4 12 bones, silver

bulletJoey, REB .AG , J THLK .titties , DG

,

LF, Christine , KS , AF, RM , CM , CN , DB

,

G-UNIT, Candyman, MK, EK. Sigga, SC,

DS.TS, Crazy. SPED. LC.The franks are

tanked, goodnight cindy. To all those great

nights and harsh mornings TIT

Brendan Gage

259 Varick Rd. 02468

January 17. 1986

In the words of David Lee Roth:

"It's been a stellar production."

Lindsay Juliana Garces

247 Brookline St. 02459

October 21, 1986

There is no happiness where there is no

wisdom.-Sophocles. Best of luck '04.

Among those I like or admire. I can find

no common denominator, but among those

I love, I can: all of them make me laugh.

-

Auden. Thank you to my friends-all of

you-you make me laugh. All those photos

up on the walls with love.-SS. MJ3+A: I

love you and owe you every thing. Uds son

mi vida. We know what we are, but we
know not what we may be. -Shakespeare

Jacquelyn Geilfuss

30 High St. 02461

September 4. 1986

To the *southgirls*, thank you for being

the greatest 4 1 friends that I could ever ask

for. I love you guys with all my heart.

MomDad+Jim. thank you for everything.

You never gave up on me. I love you.

"they love me like I was a brother

they protect me, listen to me
they dug me my very own garden

gave me sunshine, made me happy."

Elizabeth Gelda

45 Alban Rd. 02468

April 21. 1986

Mom and Dad- Thank you so much for all

of your love and support. I could not have

done it without you two. Jenny- You are

the best sister I could ever ask for. You are

awesome and 1 want you to know that I

am always here for you whenever and for

anything. To my Angier girls- we have

stuck together throughout it all . No matter

how far away we end up. may w e remain

friends forever. Congratulations Class of

2004!
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Derek George

4 Broadlawn Dr. 02467

January 2, l

l>Nr>

"Life Sucks and Then you Die."

Shauna George

4 Broadlawn Dr. 02467

January 2, 1986

These past four years will be unforgettable.

There are times I will look back on and

laugh while others I will cry. I am gonna

miss so many people over the years to come.

There are so many of you that I love and

will miss with a passion, you all know who

you are. "20 years from no you will be more

disapointed by the things you didn't do then

by the ones you did do. So throw off the

bowline. Sail away from the safe harbor

Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore.

Dream. Discover." -Mark Twain. I hope

everyone has a gret time outside of South

and you all live by these words.

Jeff Gershman

423B Dedham St. 02459

November 9. 1985

"The World Is Yours"

1 would like to thank my parents and

family for supporting me. To my friends

for the past 4 years. I'll see you on the other

side. To my guys AR. KB. BB. DP. and

RM. To my girls AK, DR, EC, KJ.

KR, FS, V, IT, and JB. My wishes go out

to the Newton South Swim Team.

Don't mess with Redheads

Ezra Gish

10 Walter St. 02459

Febuary 3, 1986

Thank you to all of my friends and family. All

of those I've come to know over the past 1 3 years

have contributed to the person I've become. Oh
man, I hope I'm smart enough not to ruin that

and keep going in the years to come. JN NB SD
DA JBA MM SB AT the last four years was a

great time, may the next four be even better.

Good luck.

"The wide world is all about you: you can fence

yourselves in. but you cannot forever fence it

out." J.R.R. Tolkien Lord ofthe Rings

"This is your life and it's ending one minute at a

time" Edward Norton Fight Club

Katharine Bower Glover

14Meigh Rd. 02467

October 24, 1986

"The future belongs to those who believe

in the beauty of their dreams." M.D and

all who have helped and believed in me
through the years- thanks! I couldn't have

done it w/out your love and support. "Some

people come into our lives and quickly go,

others stay for awhile, leaving foot-prints

on our hearts and we are never quite the

same." Bermuda girls-we've had some

incredible times & will have many more.

Best wishes to you all!

Tea Gojak

674 Sawmill Brook Prkwy 02459

January 20, 1986

"A farewell is necessary before we can

meet again, and meeting again, after

moments or a lifetime is certain for those

who are friends." Mom and Dad -you

have given me all I could ever ask for ,

but most of all , you have given me the

courage to stand alone. I love you. Sandra

-good luck , make me proud. Kamily-

thanx for leading the way. To my girls

,thanx 4 the laughter, tears& support , u

made my life a little more interesting-ILY

! tnk- I 'm just being honest!

Danielle Goldie

179 Greenwood St. 02459

July 26, 1986

"The future belongs to those who believe

in the beauty of their dreams..."

-Eleanor Roosevelt.

We have all made it so far and we have so

much to look forward to in the future!

Even if you slept through all your days at

South, remember this: Never forget your

dreams, and always aim for the stars.

Good luck to all of us — THE CLASS
OF 2004!!!

Elena Goldstein

87 Beecher PI. 02459

April 23, 1985

Thanx 2 my family, friends and teachers

for making NSHS a great experience.

Mom+dad. thanx for always pushing me

to do better + believ ing in me Olgish- ur

da GREATEST! Rachel- you're sushirific

2! To all my other buddies, u know who u

r...u guys r awesome! And since I have to

put "life lessons" into this...

"IMPOSSIBLE is a word to be found only

in the dictionary of fools"

"The secret of success is to start from

scratch and keep on scratching"



Lisa Gordon
72 Redwood Rd. 02459

June 23. 1986

"I remember all the times, all the laughter

&the tears/special little moments through all

the yrs.never dreamed we've come this

far.guess we've been guided by a lucky star,

my Fab 5 JE JPAC MB .U mean the world 2

me.Our yrs 2gether are un4getable.

"Now &4ever u r apart of me." I<3u. 2 my
boys-thnx 4 the memories.D&K-thnx 4

leading the way& always being there. Nana-

4ever in my<3. M&D-I couldn't have done

it w/out u & ur constant love and support, I

owe it all to you.

Rachel Gray

71 Walnut St. 02461

March 25, 1986

To Amanda and Carlin ILY The Gold's

Gym crew is the shiznit! Elena you are

sushirific! JK I miss Marie. Greg I love

you, you are the best! To everyone else,

have a nice life! : )

<3 <3 <3

Rachel Gordon
780 Chestnut St. 02468

August 14. 1986

"You'll have bad times but they'll always

wake you up to the good stuff you werent

paying attention to"-GoodWillHunting

Mandy-you made me laugh like no other

im gonna miss youM+R=coolVewed-girl

you rock my world i love you.we'll always

have Hull Shafty Nugget Carver Grendel

iloveyougirls never forget the shower

room+squash Mom Dad Matt Bren Tony

thanx for supporting me when I needed it

most "Always leave them laughing when

you say goodbye" -MotherGoose

Adam Greenstein

191 Waban Ave. 02468

July 27. 1986

"Earth. Wind, Water. Fire. Heart with

all our powers combined, we can save

the world". -Captain Planet

Scudmissle, J+S Franktanks. and all you

other planeteers who have made these

years great ones, here's to you.

Robert James Gordon

16Shuman Cir. 02459

May 9. 1986

We didn't start the fire, it was always

burning since the world's been turning. We
didn't start the fire, no we didn't light it

but we tried to fight it. -Billy Joel.

Its been real. M+D-couldnt have asked for

more from u. u really are the best. Love u.

M+M- Thanks for looking out for me, u

made me who I am. The Fellas- WORD.
Stay the same, for serious. Good luck

everyone, youre all special to me. "I ain't

worryin' and I ain't scurryin'. I'm havin'

a good time." PEACEIMOUTAHERE

Yana Grishkan

14 Wetherell Rd. 02464

December 17. 1986

Dion Grant

21 Rolland St. 02461

April 1. 1986

IT'S OVER!! I'd like to thank "the

associates" for the many sessions and zoot

roots through out my four years at South.

Without you I'd probably be in Istanbul

selling rocks at an airport. Kurtis your love

for fat chicks will always be a mystery to

me. Thanks for making South one big joke

to laugh about. Sam and Joe Frank keep

SPED-ing the system. Thanks for the "2nd

home". Word, I graduated...

Leah Grodin

63 Rosalie Rd. 02459

April 9. 1986

Thank you to all my family and friends

for all of your love and support. I'm sure

that I'll never remember all of the facts,

dates, and equations that I've learned here,

but I'm just as sure that I w ill never forget

all of the people who I've met. You all hav e

made me who I am so I will never say

goodbye since I will carry you with me

always. Thank you for the memories.
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Alexander "Sasha" Grosman
44 White Ave. 02459

January 3, 1986

I want to thank my family, friends, and

teachers. You all made High School

enjoyable and interesting. I'll always

remember the late nights and early

mornings, and the best feeling of all:

leaving this place forever!

Pouneh Haghayeghi

1 1 Beethoven Ave. 02468

March 23, 1986

Yeah '04 we made it! Thanks to all, but

mostly to the best friends ever- S.C S.B.

J .B . M .M . F.B . => the erewMom and dad

thanks for all your love. Semira ur the best

sister ever! "I miss the grinded concrete

Where we sat past 8 or 9, And slowly

finish laughing in the glow of our

headlights, I've given a lot of thought to

the nights we use to have. The days have

come and gone. Our lives went by so

fast!"-BCR

Sari Haime
147 Andrew St. 02461

July 26, 1986

Do not go where the path may lead, go

instead where there is no path and leave a

trail. -Ralph Waldo Emerson

Gracias a todos los que me ayudaron en

este camino. No lo hubiera podido hacer

sin ustedes. Me van a hacer mucha falta.

Jonathan Heilman

135 Adams Ave. 02465

June 2, 1986

"This above all; to thine own-self be true."

Thanks to everyone who has helped me
become who I am. Newtones, you rock!

Those names on the train tracks will

always be there. Love you guys. 4some's

awesome too. Keep on singing. Always

follow your dreams. New York. Who
would've thought that a little black stage

would be my world?

Elizabeth Heilman

61 Great Meadow Rd. 02459

November 13, 1986

Thanks to all my friends, teachers, and

my family for their support and kindnes

I wouldn't be who I am without these

people. This has been an unforgettable foui

years, and I wish everyone the best of luck.

Special thanks to the Girls' Wrestling Team

and M.O.

Gretchen Hergrueter

52 Erie Ave. 02461

February 10, 1986

Dad. Mom. Anja. and Gus: thank you for

your support and encouragement. I love

you very much to my friends, thank you

all so much for everything you have

done.Your friendship means the world tc

me.

"Yesterdays only a memory, and tomorrow

is never what its supposed to be." - Bob

Dylan

ml *
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Theresa Michelle Hare

21 MountfortRd. 02461

May 13. 1986

To my family, you are my life. Dad. thanks

for everything. Goody, always my favorite

sister. Sammy, my video game hero.

Mom&Timmy, thanks for being my better

half. I love you all . RS , sail fast cutie. LH,

you are my soul mate. To all that made a

difference, thanks. To everyone. good luck.

"A journey of a thousand miles begins

with a single step."

-Confucius

Ronit Hershkovits

21 Nardone Rd. 02459

October 18. 1986

Time grabs u by da wrist directs t|

where2go so make da best of this test am

don't ask y; it's not a question but a lessott

learned in time . AB AFAN AY DS JB Ml

MM NE Ol OK SF SH SH & TP, you guj

rock! Thank u Yuls & Sarah E, 4 alway

being by my side. Thank u Pazit. 4 beinjj

my 1st and best friend. But most of allj

thank you Mom & Dad, for making all

this possible.
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Joshua D. Hirshfeld

36 Oak Terr. 02461

November 14. 1986

"She was like a garden of eden

and I was like a motorfly."

-Max Babington and the Family Four

Christin Ho
51 Troy Ln. 02468

June 3, 1986

Where there's a will, there's a way! Thank

you, everyone who has touched my life

these past years, especially my family and

teachers! To my best friends: you are the

most amazing people ever! Best wishes

to everyone in your futures. Good luck!

Angelina Hodges

77Athelstane Rd. 02459

January 15, 1984

Laura Robin Hoffman

91 Littlefield Rd. 02459

July 21, 1986

"Life may not be the party we hoped for,

but while we're here, we should dance"

Props to my JLDC peeps! To my family

and friends: thanks for your support:

NS+DM:Jewish love for life! Katezerz:

whether it's been Bermuda or

auctioneering, it's been great! J+K:so much

history so little space, love ya, jkl exp for

life! "In my life, I've loved them all"-

Beatles

Alexander Honnet

19 Harrison St. 02461

January, 22, 1986

"1 regard science fiction as the entry drug into

the psychedelic world. If by nine, ten, eleven or

twelve, you're reading science fiction, then

you're probably lost to normality." -Terence

McKenna
Love to Mom.Dad.Floryn.and my Friends who
made this whole thing a "learning experience"

"And it's the ocean (lowing in our veins

Oh .That it's the salt that's in our tears

Oh. Cause we could have come so very far

Oh . In at least as many years

Take the highway through the Great Divide" -

Phish

Kenneth Keiji Hoshino

689 Saw Mill Brook Pky 02459

August 5, 1986

I love you Mom and Dad. for everything

you have done for me over the years. Dan

and Sarah, you're the best siblings I could

ask for. To the Porch Crew, my band. bex.

and all the friends who have made a

difference in my life, I humbly thank you

from the bottom of my heart. No regrets.

"If you have to go. don't say goodbye.

I will follow you. and see you on the

other side." -Smashing Pumpkins

Max Howrie

57 Canterbury Rd. 02461

August 22. 1986

Gareth Hughes

42 St. Mary's St. 02462

April 16. 1986

"The Master saidYu. shall I tell you what

knowledge is? When you know a thing, to

know that you know it, and when you do

not know a thing, to recognize that you do

not know it. That is knowledge."

-Confucius

And now for something completely

different if (school == (year/2) &&
college == true) return slump( ): while

(summer) { vegetate(TV. LAN. sleep):

String UT = "CTF IG Facing Worlds";

}Got Bawls?
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Min-Yeong Paul Huh
74 Clark St. 02450

October 3. 1984

"Go boy's volleyball!! Don't forget the

legend of Doulble P! ! Huh??"

I hope to hear from you soon.

Have a nice day!!

Jesse Husid

186 Oliver Rd. 02468

April 7. 1986

Just think of the tragedy of teaching children

not 2 doubt -Clarence Darrow

Thanks 2 the teachers that cared, u know who

u r. M.D+Z luv u, thanks 4 setting me straight.

Thanks to my boys 4 never getting 2 serious

CD EP AH JS ZC GS AF MS BAGW NS RG
DB and my ladies 4 putting up w/ me J P MB
LG JE AC MK
JW thanks 4 always being talkative...

NS Football 4 Life, Tell 'em!

1st they ignore u. then they laugh at u. then

they fight u, then u win. - Gandhi

O'DOYLE RULES

Benjamin Yoav Jabbawy
17 Countryside Rd. 02459

January 30. 1986

Ahh. High School. Some of us will be

captains of industry .Others will study

medicine, law and public service.Four of

us-and I'm not going to say who - will go

on to magnificent careers in the porn

industry, it's just statistical fact!

JABBAWYs.especially MJ+NJ;You are

my heart and soul.To all my CHUMS; It

was the best of times.The worst of times

but we made it together so lets never

forget.

Bijan G. Jahedi

210 Brookline St. 02459

April 23. 1986

"Praise be to God, the Beneficent Kind,

the Creator of the universe, who hath raised

the heavens without pillars, and spread out

the earth as a bed; and blessing and peace

be on the lord of apostles, our lord and our

master Mohammad, and his Family;

blessing and peace, enduring and constant,

unto the day of judgement." -The
Thousand and One Nights

Katherine "Katya" A. Jarrell

11 Hyde St. 02461

October 4. 1986

"If there was no change, there would be

no butterflies." Thanx so much 2 my fam

4 ur support. 2 my teachers+coaches

@NS:Thank u 4 ur guidance. But most

important: Love 2 all my friends! Swim
girls: Keep makin luv! LG: Breakin out!

AR: u'U be in my heart always...

RS:Sunshine+kisses4ever princess!

EC:We've had great times over the years!

You're like a sister. Good Luck '04! We're

movin on! And remember: If u cant duct

it...

MinHyung Ji

73 Truman Rd. 02459

Febuary 27. 1985

"If you can imagine it.

You can achieve it.

If you can dream it.

You can become it."

-William Arthur Ward

Arielle Jackson

74 Longfellow Rd. 02462

November 16, 1986

Our moments of inspiration are not lost though

we have no particular poem to show for them;

for those experiences have left an indelible

impression, and we are ever and anon

reminded of them. -Thoreau

The choices we make dictate the life we lead.

Eric, we made all the right choices Thankyou

for everything.

To my friends, thanks for your patience love

and laughter.

Together forever until the end of time. Until

the curtain closes it's vou and I.

Justin Jiang

49 Westminster Rd. 02459

September 24. 1986



Laura Kalin

293 Hartman Rd. 02459

August 16, 1986

South has given me the best of friends. Ri,

Yianish. Gils, Inna. Liz H.. I love you all

tons! Thank you to Coach K. and all my
volleyball girls for four amazing seasons

of volleyball ("oh baby!"), especially to

my setter. Dana. I will miss you all, but

"there is no distance too far between

friends, for friendship gives wings to the

heart." (Kathy Benudiz)

Matthew Kaplan

99 Bald Pate Hill Rd. 02459

March 4, 1986

To my boys. GA, BM, MD. AD, SV bad

boys for life, the point, 24. caps, beirut

always remembered. Glory bff. CM, AF.

JS,GW PARTY ON. To the girls ily to the

teachers who supported me, thanks to

mom+dad. thanks for being there for me I

love you. Sk+Mk best bros in the world

ily. Together we stand but divided we fall.

Class of '04.

Michael Katsevman

172 Elliot St. 02464

May 5. 1987
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Ana Katz

42 Juniper Lane 02459

October 26, 1986

"Don't be dismayed by goodbyes. A
farewell is necessary before you can meet

again. Meeting again after moments or

lifetimes is certain for those who are

friends." FS KR DR AL KS EL VY, Dont

forget the good times. ZooT nites Cabby,

Ruit, Look! Diversity, Palace, Books on

Tape, Suma03,MJ04,The Moo, JB Dance,

Dana-Forbidden. Hubcap. BK Birfday,

Dinosaur, and more. Mommy, Ily with all

my heart. Good luck '04, May all of your

dreams come true.

Alexandra Elizabeth Kay
62 Olde Field Rd. 02459

March 3, 1986

"Not everything that can be counted

counts, and not everything that counts, can

be counted."

-Einstein.

To my friends: thanks for everything, I

couldn't have done it without you. I love

you, good luck next year! Mom & Dad

thanks for your love and support I can't

thank you enough.

Megan Elizabeth Kennedy
90 Clark St. 02459

May 5. 1986

"It's like that book I read in the 9th grade

that said "tis a far far better thing doing

stuff for other people'."- Clueless/"Not

everything that can be counted counts and

not everything that counts can be

counted.'VTo all my wonderful friends-u

know who u are .that ILY somuch&ril miss

u! lax five-love u guys.D Jvl JSI A.S, P you

were all there in ur own way and I

thankyou for that./'T go to the river to

soothe my mind&ponderover the crazy

days of my life-just sit and watch the river

flow"-NM/'04 its been fun!

Lisa Beth Kessel

44 Cross Hill Rd. 02459

March 13, 1986

"It's not the destination but the

journey that matters."

M+D- thnx for putting up w\ me.Lu\ u.

Mich-ur the best big sis in the world.

My friends-u never fail to make me smile.

Class of '04- thnx for the memories,

"The future belongs to those who believe

in the beauty of their dreams."

-Eleanor Roosevelt.

Julie Kessler

244 Dorset Rd. 02468

April 10, 1986

"It is essential to learn to enjoy life. It really

doesn't make sense to go through the

motions of existence if one does not

appreciate as much of it as possible." Mom.
Dad. Drew- Thank you for all of your love

and support. Love you. Em- I'm going to

miss you. best friends, ily. SL. NR. LG.

LR. TR. MB- good weeks make up for

bad weekends, together we've had the

greatest times, "the most wasted of all days

is one without laughter."
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Eleonora (EUy) Khait

64Beecher PI. 02459

June 5, 1986

"Live each season as it passes;breathe

Ihe air.drink Ihe drink.laste the fruit, and

resign yourself to the influences of each." -

Thoreau

.

Maya, Becky & Sabrina we've been thru

more than anyone can imagine, and have

stuck together through it all-you are real, & I

love you all . Ryan thanks for sticking through

it all, now i know the difference from gold &
brass; nothing compares to you— I love you.

To class of 2004: focus on the road ahead of

you, but enjoy the ride. Cheers!

Andrew Robert Kitto

356 Woodward St. 02461

Febuary 11. 1986

"Giddiup"

Gevond Khlgatian

253 Winchester St. 02461

November 24, 1986

Charles "Alex" Kocher

250 Hartman Rd. 02459

Febuary 15. 1986

"She had manhands."

-Seinfeld

Alycia Anne Kiley

6 Columbus St. 02461

June 20, 1986

Anna Lynn Kreimendahl

14 Larchmont Ave. 02468

December 25, 1986

Hey all those crazy penguins thanks 4

being such great friends. Let's stay "a

bridge over troubled water" even as we go

into college. Kalani U are so cool still.

Let's all be lead penguins out in the w orld.

Jennifer Y. Kim
22 Circuit Ave. 02461

March 29, 1986

"All Who Wonder Are Not Lost"

- J.R.R.Tolkien

Wow, I can't believe that it's already the

end of Senior year. We've worked so hard

for this. To my friends, thanks for making

high school bearable; nothing could be

worse than repeating high school again.

See you guys soon. I'd also like to thank

all the awesome teachers who made the

four years at South worthwhile. Thanks a

bunch!

Jenny Krichevsky

93Wiswall Rd. 02459

August 12, 1986

Farber & S, 1 love you more than I have

space to say it in. To the NSGWT- you girls

were the best part of highschool, stay

beautiful & funny always. "41 club fo life,

foo"-the yellow dart. To M&D. love

MM&NE. always cooler than ice cold-

stay sweet. To Harry P., my heart is yours,

do what you will with it.

"In a flood, you'll build an ark and

sail us to the moon."



Amy Kriensky

200 Hartman Rd. 02459

August 18, 1986

"I used to think that anyone doing

anything weird was weird, now I know

that it is the people that call others

weird that are weird." -Paul McCartney

ECP + MO "you know me and yet you

still love me" thanks are not enough!

"if you're not confused, you're not

paying attention" -Oscar Wilde

good luck 2004!

Molly Rose Krotick

62 Circuit Ave. 02461

October 26, 1986

"And the best thing you've ever done for

me is to help me take my life less seriously

it's only life after all" -indigo girls

mom dad + jesse- thanks for everything, I

love u guys. To all my friends- u r all

incredible people and I couldn't imagine

my life with out any of you. Thanks for all

the wonderful times and amazing

memories, I love you all. "Truly good

friends are hard to find, harder to leave and

impossible to forget"

Jessica Lam
364 Winchester St. 02461

Febuary 11. 1986

"if somel pisses you off, just remember it

takes 42 muscles to frown but only 4 to

extend your arm and b!+c4sl@p that

mO+h3rf***3r across the face." don't let

anyone get you down, thanx MoM & da

family for EVERYthing & br-boi for being

a buttmunch. 0_0 wonton yummy to the

guys! [nn] for Always being there. 0_o
we're all finally through wit high school!

Thanx everyone for make'n the time fly.

Good luck class of '04! -keep 'N touch-

Nicole Jaime Landa

28 Dorothy Rd. 02459

April 1, 1986

"If it is meant to be it will happen."

Mom & Dad- thanks for the love and

support; Rachel- keep on workin- ILU

To my friends- you guys are the best! vball,

JP. # 1 1 ( LT) , tennis , newtones , chorus- rock

altos (and the boot)-all my love! Mrs.K-

thanks for everything SS-my soulmate and

best friend, ILU always and forever.

Everyone else, you know who you are,

thanks for the memories! Good luck '04!

Jillian Mae Langer

68 Rowena Rd. 02459

July 2. 1986

"Don't it always seem to go, that you

don't know what you got 'til its gone."

Thanks to everyone who has had an impact

on my life over the years M+D, M, J-

thanks for all the support and advice-I love

you.Shelly-always a smiling face down
the street. LM-ur love is always felt K+L-

3 musketeers forever "one should dance

cuz the soul dances" I love you all. ..and

thanks.

Stephanie Lapidus

141 Countryside Rd. 02459

May I, 1986

"At the end of every hard earned day

people find some reason to believe"

- Bruce Springsteen

M&D ~ thanks for always believing in me
I love you: Nicki~my guide & inspiration

forever w/me ily: To my Friends- "May
our road to the future be lit w/ a

smile+paved w/ laughter" Best of luck '04

Anna Laski

154 Oliver Rd. 02468

July 6, 1986

"A journey of a thousand miles begins

with a single step." -Confucius

thnx mum, dad, sarah & AF for all of your

support, to all my friends- thnx 4 being

there 4 me. I hope I've done the same. MC
6 EC- u grls r the best, weve made it thru

7 yrs so far, let's see how long we can go.

MO & LW- its been fun! JP RC & SC-

wont ever 4get les*etoiles. Congrats and

good luck to everyone!

Amanda C. Lau

196 Quinobequin Rd. 02468

May 31, 1986

Mom .DadAl+Aly-Thnx4 evrythng. Luv u!

Jessi-bst cuz.bst bud. Main chicas-FS

CB RGAK SW K.R- keep dancn+partyn hrd

ILV'Sumwher dwn the line we'll b2gethr

again" Fi-so mny yrs .so mny menirys.2my

boys-Thnx4the crzy times Joey-Thnx4bn u.

Dont 4get me. '03-Miss u all.Cheer babes

thruout the yrs-ILY! Cheer.Step

Sqad+IceHocky 4evr-DFENSE! Evryl-

Thnx 4the bst 4yrs evr "And I'll take w/me

the memories 2b my sunshine after the rain-

Its so hard 2say gdbye 2ystrday"
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Deborah Laufer

79 DedhamSt. 02461

April 2. 1986

"So...

be your name Buxbaum or Bixby or Bray

or Mordeeai Ali Van Allen O'Shea

You're off to Great Places!

Today is your day

!

Your mountain is waiting

So. ..get on your way!" -Dr. Suess

So what's left to say but up up and away!

Jordan Lee

48 Sheldon Rd. 02459

February 23. 1986

"We've come a long long way together

Through the hard times and the good. I

have to celebrate you baby, I have to praise

you like I should."+Thnx always:MaMa,

BaBa, Newton. Jan +and my
boyz:TJMaXX, 2AM cru. BtG. WC
+infamous gatorade.D-DDR: no regrets +1

"Got Rice?", damn straight! "When I fall

down. You pick me up when 1 am dry, You

fill my cup"+ (God + Seatbelts) = life, g/l

'04 think: WWJD (what would Jordan do?)

Jonah Leshin

207 Woodcliff Rd. 02461

October 19, 1986

"Believe nothing, no matter where you

read it, or who said it, no matter if 1

have said it, unless it agrees with your

own reason and your own common
sense." -Buddha.

Thank you to everyone who has given me
something that agrees with my reason and

common sense.

Magoba Lelia

162 Lowell Ave. 02460

October 15, 1986

Yeaaa! I am finally there. 1 would like to

thank all those who have supported me and

have been there each step of the way. ie.

my family especially my mother, teachers,

friends, "A, C. C. V, J , S" etc. And to ya'll

who love me, I love ya too. 1

#

Artem Lepilov

368 Elliot St. 02464

September 16, 1986

Andrew Levin

71 Andrew St. 02461

August 18. 1985

M + D "Your love and support have helped

me more than you can imagine. Thanks

for everything. J "I couldn't have asked

for a better brother. You're the 1st one I

know I can come to. My boys. It's been

great. We've done it all and I'll remember

these yrs 4ever. MS I couldn't have done

any of this w/out you. IIY. "Don't give

up, don't ever give up." Jimmy V. Good
luck '04.

Ross Benjamin Levine

50 Burdean Rd. 02459

June 20. 1986

Thank you mom and dad for all of your

love and support. Thanks Justin for being

the best little brother. To my friends and

the class of '04: Thanks for helping to make

me the person I am today. To the soccer

team: Thanks for all the memories. "I shall

miss this thing when it all rolls by" -DMB.
Good Luck class of 2004.

Mor Levy

20 Jules Terr. 02459

March 23, 1986

"Just keep your mind open and suck in the

experience and if it hurts, you know what-

it's probably worth it. You hope & you

dream, but you never believe that

something is going to happen to you, not

like it does in the movies & when it

actually does, you expect it to feel

different, more visceral, more real. I was

waitins for it to hit me."



Samuel Levy

175 Woodward St. 02461

April 28, 1986

Is it real or am I dreaming,

hard to believe an end to it

Bags packed on a plane

and only tomorrow leads our way.

What's the use in worrying,

we'll make the best of what's around

And rest high above the clouds

with no restrictions

Having a better time

than most can dream of.

* Special thanks *

Mom. Dad. Becky. Emily, and Friends

Amanda Michelle Lewis

33 Longwell Rd. 02462

July 8, 1986

"We all take different paths in life

but no matter where we go.we'll take

pieces of each other everywhere."

Amigos:Thanks SO much 4ALWAYS
making me laugh. South was a blast for

me only b/c you made it one. Rach-we

don't look alike but ppl confuse us. The

mark of true bffs. M+D:I love u. J:Ur

amazing broMm way too lucky. Class '04:

Ur going to b hard to say Goodbye to.

"Don't cry b/c its over, Smile b/c it

happened" Good Luck!

Samantha Maye Lewis

19 Carlton Rd. 02468

July 30, 1986

"Among those whom I like or admire,

I can find no common denominator, but

among those whom I love, I can; all of

them make me laugh." M+D-thank you

for all the love and always being there in

me.i love u.Jess-good luck babies, ill miss

you so much. ily. NR, JK, LG, TR, LR,

MB , CB , HD- my crew. Good weeks made

up for bad weekends.you girls are my
life.we had each other and we had our

moms... ive loved these days. Keep truckin

'04. Its been real

Tai-Liang "Terry" Lin

51 Donna Rd. 02459

July 19, 1986

"Good luck '04, our time in high school

is no more."

Klina Litvak

250 Hammond Pond Pky 02467

August 2, 1986

"You can complain because roses

have thorns, or you can rejoice

because thorns have roses."

"A memory lasts forever,

never does it die;

true f riends stay together

and never say goodbye."

Thanx mom & dad 4 ur love & support

AK.KSJvIA & of course ES(vuvu)

thanx 4 always being there

I don't know w hat I'd do w/o U guyz

Jonathan Liu

56 Indian Ridge Rd. 02459

January 3, 1986

It's been a wild four years!

Thanks to everyone, I'm a bit wiser and a

bit smarter. I went from Oldies 103 to Kiss

108. And I've learned to appreciate life.

So, never forget to laugh sometimes,

because a day without laughter is a day

wasted. See you all in a few.

Stefanie Madden
47 Colella Rd. 02459

December 21, 1986

Gili Malinsky

18 Jane Rd. 02459

January 23. 1986

It's hard to think of how to sum up four

years. Thank you to my friends, for being

awesome and fun and incredible people to

know and love. Thank you to my teachers,

for being patient and inspiring. Thank you

to anyone who has made my high school

experience what it was. I've had a good

four years here and know I will look back

on them fondlv.
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Michael Mannar
218 Beethoven Ave. 02468

October 5, 1986

All my life, just one moment in time."

Ross Mascho
27 Waldorf Rd. 02461

May 2. 1986

We did this for who
The ones who were true. .

.

Supportin the dreams that I'm living.

In this game of life,

We gonna play ball.

Us against them,

We gonna lay them all.

We will not be the losers.

We won't leave 'til our job is done.

We will not be the losers.

Sorry but we're not the ones.

Avery McCarthy

715 Boylston St. 02461

June 4, 1986

Foursome fun, French connection

buddies and Four Chicken McNuggets.

Casey McCarthy

194 Winchester St. 02464

December 15, 1986

mom + dad thnks 4 puttin up w/ me sean

ry great bros my boys rm, ks ,af, db, sjf,

gr, cn, etc. it aint over yet. lee i luv u and i

always will, we may not always have each

other but u wil always have my heart i'll

never forget u.

Divad McCoy
22 Weybosset St. 02 126

August 30, 1986

"The journey of a thousand miles

begins with a single step."

1 would like to thank God 1st, my mother

and father, my 3 sisters, all 5 nieces, all

100 of known and unknown cuzs. TO all I

know and care for, good luck on wateva

you decided to dom and the best is still on.

Just 3 more years.

Matthew McDermott
1445 Beacon St. 02468

January 6. 1986

"so we park these cars in our parents'

garage to listen to the lullaby of carbon

monoxide: war all the time in the shadow

of the New York skyline, we grew up too

fast now we're falling like the ashes of

American flags"

-Thursday

Schanise McKenzie

40 Barrie St. 02 125

November 11, 1985

Free @ last thank god almighty I am Free

@ last. To all my dogs who kept it

re al.bunmi,jess, Easy,ashia.Court.

\ i nny .akilah Jan ay ,alexia,lauren .

melodey.lorna.peidis If 1 4 got u. ur in my
heart, to all the teachers who encouraged

me thank u! All those who r and were my
enemies dat did harm thanks 4 paying me
attention. I'm out !!!!!

Gregg Meinstein

1 1 Westgate Rd. 02459

March 3, 1985
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Gabriel "Gabi" Merlin

169 Woodcliff Rd. 02461

March 20, 1986

Thanks to my parents, Noah (keep it real

brother), my friends. NSXC.the McChesneys.

my teachers, shgeshim. Anna's, Mighty 's.

fantasy football, Asashoryu, Dave Goldblum,

and goat boy for making high school the best

it could be. "Baby we were born to run" -The

Boss. "You're gonna have to go through hell,

worse than any nightmare you've ever

dreamed. But when it's over, I know you'll be

the one standing. You know what you have

to do. Do it." -Duke(Rocky IV)

Emily Loren Mitchell

83 Countryside Rd. 02459

October 21, 1986

"There was never any more inception

than there is now, Nor any more youth or

age than there is now, And will never be

any more perfection than there is now,

Nor any more heaven or hell than there

is now." -Walt Whitman

Stephanie Joy Meyer

50 Halcyon Rd. 02459

May 31, 1986

Thanks Mom & Dad for always loving

and standing by me. C & C. I love you

both so much, you're the best brothers

I could ever want. To my friends, thanks

for the laughs and memories! "Follow

your wishes, become your dreams,

cherish your memories." Good Luck '04!

Liana Mitman
27 Bow Rd. 02459

January 4, 1986

"Learn as if you were going to live

forever. Live as if you were going to die

tomorrow."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Jon, and Papa for

lending an ear, guiding me, and giving me
all the support and love in the world. To

all my friends-you know who you are by

all the giggles, chats, and fun we've

shared along the way. From Bowen to

South, we've all proved how awesome we

really are. Thnx to everyone at NSHS who
have always taught me the importance of

hard work. I'll miss everybody! Good luck

'04!!

Elizabeth Lynne Miller

15 Buff Cir. 02459

August 28, 1986

"I always knew I'd look back on the times

I cried and laugh, but I never thought I'd

look back on the times I laughed and cry

TRICOS4LIFE! Mom and Dad, you got

me through it, thanks! Nayzie - PCBLD!
"We're captive on a carousel of time, we
can't return we can only look behind from

where we came and go round and round

and round in the circle game."

Good Luck 2004!

Jonathan Miller

1 1 Drew Rd. 02467

August 29, 1986

Mom. Dad thanks for everything, at

least I know I'll turn out ok.

"...and I love that dirty water."

Boston you're my home! GO SOX!

Good Luck 2004

Benjamin Moody
360 Quinobequin Rd. 02468

April 13. 1986
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Ryan Moore
101 Nehoiden Rd. 02468

September 16. 1986

"Roads go ever ever on/ Under cloud and

under star/ Yet feet that wandering have

gone/ Turn at last to home afar."

-Tolkien

To everyone I have know n through this

experience, especially to the Irish, you

have affected me in some way and 1 thank

you for that.

To my family, because they have saved

me from many a mistake (and pushed me
into a few as well).

To Elly. who has been w ith me through it

all, and still doesn't find me revolting. I

love you.
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Maryam Moulai

166 Pond Brook Rd. 02467

January 26, 1986

Ramin Movafaghi

344D Boylston St. 02459

January 24, 1986

I'd like to thank my family and friends for

all their support throughout my life.

Especially a big thanks to my gf. Melissa,

for understanding my crazy passion for

CARS. Hopefully I'll see some of you in

the future, especially my Russian

peeps. And for the record, I live my life a

1/4 a mile at a time.

Brandon Myles Muroff

69 Ober Rd. 02459

April 20, 1986

Thank you Mom & Dad for helping me
through this. 1 couldn't have done it

without you. Zach & Whitney, greatest bro

& sis ever. "An old wise man once said to

me, that when you die, if you've got five

real friends, then you've had a great life."

Geordy, Matt, Andrew, Mike. Steve. It's

been fun.

Joshua Nakazawa

110 Dedham St. 02461

June 12, 1986
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Philip Nguyen

166 Wiswall Rd. 02459

February 19, 1986

"In the End, we will remember not

the words of our enemies,

but the silence of our friends."

- Martin Luther King Jr.

I gotta thank my family.teachers.friends.

and the Big Guy upstairs. Without you

all, it would have been hell. The Spot -

We survived and it's over. JL. JP. KA.
DM.TD.JC.and every 1 else, we made

it! Live long and prosper Class of 2004!,

Peace.

Brittany Lynn Novack

46 Juniper Lane 02459

November 2, 1986

Thanks M, D&N for always being there

for me. Ur endless love & support is

what keeps me going. T&B- ur not only

an amazing sis and bro, your my BFs.

To my girls- "I love you not only for

who you are but for who I am when I'm

with you. Perhaps that is what being a

friend is after all." Thanks for all of the

laughs and memories, and for making

the past few years worth while. ILY!

Class of '04. best of luck!

Benjamin Ives Offenberg

2 1 1 Greenwood St. 02459

September 22. 1986

Mom, Dad and Nick thank you so much|

for always believing in me and for being

by my side the whole way. ..To my
friends - SE, SC. GW, JS. RG, AH.
MHSB. SL. BZ. LM I love all of you.

you're the best friends I could ever ask

for...From the Big Apple to Beantown

and now to some destiny unbound, my
journey continues...

"Let your soul and spirit fly into the

mystic, cause when that fog horn blows

you know I will be coming home."

-Van Morrison

David Ostrowsky

737 Chestnut St. 02468

January 19, 1986

The ball is round. The game lasts '

minutes. That's a fact. Every thing else

pure theory.

-Sepp Herberger. German soccer coach
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Madeleine Lee Outman
583 Chestnut St. 02468

September 23, 1986

"Always do the thing you think you

cannot do."

Thanks to my family, Todd, MC, EC +

AL for helping me get where I am today-

I owe you more than I can say.

Hellmanator, special thanks and much
love. Girls, remember to always be

fighters, and that track saves!

Kmily Paret

10 Maplewood Ave. 02459

December 14, 1986

"Closing time. Every new beginning

comes from some other beginning's end"

1 couldn't ask for more - I love you Mom
Dad and Ben I'd do anything for you. All

my friends I'm so lucky - I love you guys

for making me happy. XC girls. Good
luck 04 "your mountain is waiting so get

on your way"

Jolander "Jollie" Owhoso
18Timson Path 02459

May 15, 1986

First & foremost: Mom. Dad & the fam

thnx 4 keepin my head up. I luv u all thnx

4 everything ."True friends r like diamonds:

precious & rare. False friends r like

leaves:found evrywhre." BB & SW u guys

have been there 4 me through so much.

Thanx 4 the advice, love & support! 2

everyone else you know who u r, thnx 4

all the laughs. I've made sum lifelong

frnds.Shout out to '04 boys.All the peeps

I forgot u know I love ya'll. PEACE OUT
'04

Jonathan Pastuszek

112 Walnut Hill Rd. 02461

June 17, 1986

Kristi Panduku

7 Ossipee Rd. 02464

August 12, 1985

"To my surprise, and my daylight

I saw sun rise, I saw sunlight

I am nothing, in the dark

The clouds burst to show a daylight

the sun shines, on this star of mine

and I realise, couldn't live without

Oooooo couldn't part without, it

On a hill top. on a sky rise

Like a first born, child

At a full tilt, and at full flight

You see darkness, in the daylight

Slowly breaking through the daylight"

i:

Jessica Pealer

120 Quinobequin Rd. 02462

November 21. 1986

The Road goes ever on and on

Down from the door where it began.

Now far ahead the road has gone,

And I must follow, if I can,

Pursuing it with eager feet.

Until it joins some larger way

Where many paths and errands meet.

And wither then? I cannot say.

-J.R.R.Tolkien

Jon Parad

36 Tirrell Cres. 02467

March 1, 1986

"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop

and look around once in awhile, you could

miss it." - Ferris Bueller.

Thanks to my parents for always being

there for me. To my favorite brother Drew,

our room is now empty, let's move in the

poker table! And to my sisters Michelle

and Jen: What can I say, you're the best!

To all my friends: It's been a great 4 years.

Good luck class of '04!

Lillian Peck

59 Court St. 02460

November 10. 1986

Wow, another chapter in my life is ending.

The memories play over + o\ er like a film.

Mom. Dad. Yeanie + Kev, thanx for alw ays

being there for me. South has been a fun

ride. Thanx to all my peoples, u know who

u r. As for teachers, thanx for all your help.

I guess it's time for Lil' Peck 2 B out.

Good luck class of 04'. Holla!
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Jamie Lauren Penn

85 Sevland Rd. 02459

Febuary 6, 1986

"We all take different paths in life,

but no matter where we go, we take a little

of each other everywhere."

To my girls- JE, LG, MB, AC- Wherever

our paths may lead, we'll always be

together. Our memories will last a lifetime.

Ben-you hold my heart. You never fail to

make me smile, ily. M + D-you are my
inspiration. Truly the best parents anyone

could ask for. Melis + Tray- more than

sisters; my best friends. I love u. Good luck

class '04.

Mark Perlman-Price

99 Erie Ave. 02461

November 26, 1985

18 years gone by and its been

memorable.Thanx to my friends who made

it that way.Mom+Dad-Thanx foreveything

you've done for me over the years.Aaron-

You taught me so much, I couldn't have

made it through school without you.

Special thanx to the '01 Patriots and '03

Red Sox who helped make those first

months of school more interesting. "I'd

love to go back to when we played as kids

but things changed, and that's the way it

is." -Tupac

Jeremy Joshua Phillips

81 Ridge Ave. 02459

January 28, 1986

"I went to the woods because I wished to

live deliberately, to front only the essential

facts of life, and see if I could not learn

what it had to teach, and not. when I came

to die, discover that I had not lived. ..I

wanted to live deep and suck out all the

marrow of life, to live so sturdily and

Spartan-like as to put to rout all that was

not life, to cut a broad swath and shave

close, to drive life into a corner..."

Arlen Plotkin

907 Chestnut St. 02468

September 4. 1986

I hope no one asks me to show them the

ropes; I have no idea where they are,

maybe I could pull some strings and find

out. - George Carlin

There is a similarity of vision in creation

between Music and Architecture. Only the

nature of the materials differ.

- Frank Lloyd Wright

Emily Polivy

120 Gordon Rd. 02468

April 30, 1986

To my family; Mom, Daddy. Dan. Adam,

Elana, you were always there 4 me with

love and support and I am so grateful.

"There are some good things in life, that

fall not away with the rest. And, of all best

things upon earth. I hold that a faithful

friend is the best."(Lytton)To my girls MB
EMC JL LG LF.thanks for always being

there and for all the good times, 1 couldn't

have done it without you,ily. Red sox,

Maybe in my lifetime. Cowboy up!

Thomas Pomeroy

28 Charlemont St. 02461

April 25, 1986

Alexia Porter

7 Hereward Rd. 02459

July 22, 1985

"Victory goes to the player who makes the

next-to-last mistake."

First I would like to thank God 4 helping

me end 1 chapter in my life. To my family

thank u 4 always being there even in the

worst of times. To the most important

person in my life.Terrance u are a blessing

2 me, everything that I do from here is 4

your baby & remember mommy always

loves u. To my girl Nita thank u for keepin

it real may we get old and raise those boys

2 men 2gether love u man. To 2004 it's

finally over!

Daniel Stephen Poster

166 Winchester St. 02461

September 9. 1986

"The credit belongs to the man who is

in the arena, whose face is marred by

sweat and blood; who strives valiantly;

who errs and comes short again and again,

who knows the great enthusiasms and

devotions; who at best, know s the triumph
i

of high achievement and who, at worst,

fails while daring greatly, so that his place

will never be with those cold and timid
j

souls who know neither victory norj

defeat." - T. Roosevelt



Evan Press

1463 Beacon St. 02468

April 11. 1986

Good luck to Everyone

"Now we're gonna relax just like

everybody should."

-the Grateful Dead

Maya Prokupets

1 2 Marvin Lane 02459

August 10. 1986

"Destiny is not a matter of chance;

it's a matter of choice.

It is not a thing to be waited for:

it is a thing to be achieved." WJB
Elly-Becky-Sabnna-we have been through

it all. I love you with all my heart.

Dont forget who you are.

Class of '04 you have all made an impact

on my life.

Good luck! Stay positive!

Don't forget this place and the people you

have met.

"Wake Up and Live" -Bob Marley

CHEERS!

Julia Puretz

28 Halcyon Rd. 02459

July 5, 1986

"Life & death, energy & peace, if I stopped

today it was still worth it. Even the terrible

mistakes that I have made & would have

unmade if I could. The pains that have

burned me & scarred my soul. It was worth

it for having been allowed to walk where

I've walked Which was to Hell on Earth,

Heaven on Earth, back again, into, under,

far in between, through it, in it & above" -

Gia - 4 vala & baby J

Lisa Radding

11 Elinor Rd. 02461

December 27. 1986

up, up, and away!

Over the vault and through the bars.

I know who are super stars!

"Time is not measured by clocks,

but by moments."

Sara Elizabeth Radin

266 Greenwood St. 02459

August 22, 1986

"Today I finally overcame,

tryin
1

to fit the world inside a picture

frame.

Maybe I will tell you all about it when

I'm in the mood to lose my way"

-John Mayer

Thank you to my family and friends, you

all mean more to me then you will ever

know. I love you.

Nathan Randall

80 Ridge Road East 02468

May 17, 1986

Here's to friends new and old. the porch

and its crew, concerts and summertime,

tailgating festivals, surfing on the cape,

hammocks in Maine, loyalty, pina coladas.

soccer and Hank, skiing at Blue Hills.

China and daring to adventure, my family,

the Jeep, the goldfish and chocolate chips

never found in my room, the music we

played and the songs we heard, the stories

we shared and the unforgettable times we

had. Ganbei.

Alex Rabkin

39 High St. 02461

October 23. 1985

Hell yeah, we did it! Thanks to everyone

who helped along the way. you know who

you are and will always be remembered.

Special thanks to my friends and family

with their constant love and support. The

journey was hard, yet there were good

times which well never be forgotten.

11:11, let's keep on wishing. Good Luck

Class of 2004!

Elizabeth Rapoport

254 Arnold Rd. 02459

Febuary 28, 1986

Thank you for the music.
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Polina Raygorodskaya

51 Parker Terr. 02459

August 26, 1986

"Dream what u want to dream; go w here u want

to go; be what u want to be, becuz u have only I

life and 1 chance to do all the things u want to

do." Wow, cant believe we have made it thru 4

years here already. Mom, thank you for always

being there for me. Dad. Dave. George and my
baby Jasmine, 1 <3 u all. Leigh, thank u for

opening up my eyes. Becuz of u I am stronger

and wiser. 1 luv u. Allie, Chardonnay, "V-Dog,

thats MY leg!"... ahh the memories. "Je me
souviens". To all the people that were there for

me, u know who u are! Good luck to u and

remember, life is what u make it!

Kristina Reed

43 Carl St. 02461

September 22, 1986

"Draw a crazy picture .Write a nutty

poem.

Sing a mumble-gumble song, Whistle

through your comb.

Do a loony-goony dance 'Cross the

kitchen floor.

Put something silly in the world That

ain't been there before."

M & D thanks so much for everything to

all my friends

Thank you for being there '04 Good luck

with the years to come.

Mila Ressin

11 Frances St. 02461

October 28, 1986

What can i say, these have been the most

memorable and amazing four years of my life!

With the help of my close friendsj3MVS 4 EVER

!

(i love you girls for life), I was able to rediscover

myself. If it wasnt for my parent ( mama and papa

thank you) and you guys. I dont think i would have

been able to make it through these four years.The

Freaky Greek from Rozi ( Girl, there aim much to

say and you know exactly who you are and how

much you mean to me). I.O.Y you girls mean the

world to me. you always knew just how to put a

smile on my face.f ILY) Without every one of you.

my high school years wouldnt have been the same!

College, get ready for the Class of 2004 NSHS

Tanya Rosbash

665 Grove St. 02462

March 2, 1986

M&D-at every game+more, u were always

there for me-I luv u both with all my
heart. P-my best friend+sis. CB-so many

memories- luv u always. Good weeks

make up for bad weekends, haha-ill be

missin u girls-thanx for all the smiles -ILY-

LR. SL, JK, NR. LG. Magic-my sisters

forever. Soccer and BBall girls—couldn't

have made it without u-Best times of my
life! "The future belongs to those who

believe in the beauty of their dreams."

E.Roosevelt.

Dana Rosenberg

27 Burdean Rd. 02459

September 15, 1986

Mom, Dad & Rony- Your endless love,

support and guidance has brought me
success in all my endeavors. Thanks for

being my inspiration. To my friends: "to

laugh often & love much-that is to have

succeeded" KR ,AK , FS ,AR , BB , JG- you

guys taught me to let loose & have fun;

the good times will never be forgotten . So.

"go confidently in the direction of your

dreams, live the life you've imagined and

forever cherish the memories.

Edward Michael Ross

974 Dedham St. 02459

July 14, 1986

Thanks to my family, my friends, and

everyone else who helped me during high

school. You gave me an enjoyable four

years.

Liza Rothschild

35 Fenwick Rd. 02468

April 17, 1986

"The question is not do I remember,

but rather how could I ever forget."

M&D. Bee & Zach-thanks for evrythng.

ILY! Jon-ur the bro I never wanted, but !

always had. NR-sisters separated by

woods. 1 luv u both! Angier crew-

SL JMR.TRJKXG JvlD remember- "Good

weeks make up for bad wknds" ILY4ever !

Soccer girls-its been a great ride 2 the top,

keep it up nxt yr. "Only make moves if ur

heart is in it & live the phrase the sky's the
j

limit" -B.I.G

Naomi Rotstein

45 Fenwick Rd. 02468

March 31. 1986

"Close ur eyes & click ur heels can u

believe how good this feels?" -rhep

M + A thnx 4 ur enstant luv + supprt Wrds

cant xpress~u made me who Iam-ILY- El-

U've trly showd me the way. 1 cldn't hve

done this w/o u— ily. My girls-

SL,JK.LR,MB.LG,TR.CB-my spport

system thnx 4 alwys being there ily &
nneber- gd wkdys mke up 4 bad wkends

LR-a tru sis separated by woods-ily

And so todav my world smiles, ur hand

in mine, we'll w alk the miles-LZ
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Evgeni Sachakov

33 Saco St. 02459

November 4. 1986

"He did not know that it was already

behind him. somewhere back in that vast

obscurity beyond the city, where the dark

fields of the republic rolled on under the

night. Gatsby believed in the green light,

the orgastic future that year by year recedes

before us. It eluded us then, but that's no

matter. Tomorrow we will run faster,

stretch out our arms farther... And one fine

morning. ..So we beat on. boats against the

current, borne back ceaselessly into the

past."

4

Evan Schaefer

7.3 Fuller St. 02468

December 29, 1985

"You called me strong, you called me weak

But still your secrets I will keep

You took for granted all the times I

Never let you down."

My friends and family: thanks for a great

four years.

Nicole Liza Sachs

1 1 Young Path 02459

July 12, 1986

"We all need somebody to lean on" -Al

Green

Thanks to my friends & family, mom, dad,

Aly thank you all for being here for me to

leanon through the good times and the bad.

Grandma I miss you so much, your smile,

heart, and your touch. Thank you Mrs.

Schnell. Mrs Segal and all the teachers who
have guided me & inspired me so much.

"Life is like a box of chocolates, you never

know what you're gonna get." -Forrest

Gump

Kurtis Scheer

23 Endicott Rd. 02461

Febuary 7. 1986

"I wanna be sedated."

-Joey Ramone

Cameron Snow Samuelson

185 Winslow Rd. 02468

March 28, 1986

Thanks fam for your tireless support

throughout these hectic years. Thanks to

all my pals in the 41 gang (NSGWT)
You've all helped me more than I can say

Thanks for always keeping the party going

!

Never let the BBs & Gerbils of the world

get you down-dress up as them for

halloween instead We've experienced the

ultimate (and I think you know what I

mean) Good luck & I love you all! Hope

to see ya'll in 41 years!

Jonathan Brett Scherr

41 Chatham Rd. 02461

November 11, 1986

Jon Scherr - /jo-n sh-ar/ /; (1985), 1: A
name that replaces any two-syllable noun

(as in: Jon Scherr, you don 't have to turn

on the red light.), adj. 1: Relating to Jon

Scherr. 2: Humourously inappropriate (as

in: That comment was so Jon Scherr of

you), vt. I: To tell someone that you

climbed Mt. McKinley (as in: You didn't

have to Jon Scherr the Newton Tab).

Thanks mom and dad for giving me my
name.

Max Sanders

118Allerton Rd. 02461

December 15, 1985

"I can't live the button down life like you.

I want it all! The terrifying lows, the

dizzying highs . the creamy middles ! Sure

,

I might offend a few of the blue-noses with

my cocky stride + musty odor, oh I'll never

be the darling of the so-called City Fathers

who cluck their tongues stroke their

beards, and talk about 'What is to be done

with this Homer?"'-My yellow idol Homer

Jay Simpson

The Crew! FB, BS, LF, BJ 7.30.03

Tsiporah Schindler

31 Williams St. 02464

June 5. 1986
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Mike Schreiber

28 Grayson Lane 02462

June 7. 1986

"The day after tomorrow is the third

day of the rest of your life."

-George Carlin

Thanks to my mom and dad and my bro

for these 4 years and thanks

especially to all my friends for all

the great times we've had.

"The sea was red and the sky was

grey, wondered how tomorrow could

ever follow today."

-Led Zeppelin, Going To California

Daniel Scudder

106 Upland Ave. 02461

January 16, 1986

I made it through Newton South. I don't

know if its been fun or not so fun. but

whatever. Sabrina - continue to boogie on

reggae woman...and don't forget it. Good
luck to all. Hizzle crew -you folks know

the dizzle. Joketellers club 2001... and

everyone else is #1 . So whatever you do,

take care of your shoes. To be continued...

Daniel Shani

48 Bonnybrook Rd. 02468

September 6, 1986

"keep on truckin'"

Ava Shapiro

99 High St. 02464

December 1, 1986

"Dance as if no one's watching. Sing as

if no one can hear, Love as if you've

never been hurt. Live as though heaven

is here on earth."

Padres - live, love, enjoy - you've taught

me how, thank U+ love u. Sam+Cali-you

two are my blood, my strength, my life.

Matt - bro forever! "True friends are those

who know you, and still love you." Love

to all who make me complete. Each of you

are a piece of me.

Faina Shapiro

59 Saco St. 02464

August 17, 1985

"Some people come into our lives and

quickly go, while others leave footprints

on our hearts." Thanks to my parents for

their support, love and guidence, and to

my friends for the laughs and experiances

i'll never forget. ILY KR, AL, and AK.

James Sherman

181 Windsor Rd. 02468

March 5, 1986

"Got not time for spreading roots, the time

has come to be gone. And though our

health we drank a thousand times, it's time

to ramble on." - Zeppelin

Thank you mom and dad for keeping me
in line, thanks Adam for giving me
someone to look up to. and thanks to all

my friends for making a mess of my
basement every weekend. 2004.

Michael Joseph Siagel

53 Littlefield Rd. 02459

May 28, 1986

No, I will not say it

kavla Silverman

91 Osbourne Path 02459

Febuary 26, 1986

"You'll never remember the tests you

failed, but you'll always remember the

person you were with the night you decided

not to study."

The last four years have been

unforgettable. To all my friends, high

school wouldn't have been the same

without you. Ak. El, Ra. Sg and Sk you

guys are the best, i'll never forget the

memories ily. Mom. Dad, Julie and Drew, I

couldn't have done it w o you. thanx for

always being there and believing in me.

This is the start of a new beginning, have

fun and good luck 04'
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Rebecca Michelle Silverman

223 Baldpate Hill Rd. 02459

October 14. 1986

I miss you Mom- you are my heartbeat and

my inspiration. Thanks Dad for your

unconditional love and support. You have

made me the person I am today. To Robbie

and Liza- thanks for setting the stakes high

and offering me guidance. Thank you to

all my friends who kept me smiling and

gave me great memories. Good luck to the

class of '04- keep dreaming and embrace

the world. "Shoot for the moon. Even if

you miss, you will fall among the stars."

Anna Rose Silverstein

213 Jackson St. 02459

March 10. 1986

"What did you expect?" he murmured.

"Time passes."

"That's how it goes." Ursula said,

"but not so much."

- Gabriel Garcia Marquez

Tamara Sobers

67 Tampa St. 02126

September 1 . 1986

"I roll wit da punches so I survive/

bobnweave move my ft fr side2side/ 1m

back stronger than evr surprise surprise/

They try2take me out da game but ['s

alive" JZ "SomePeopleHate" Thnx2 my
fam fo puttin up wit me+all my
friendsC^our hrm spot+teachs whove bee

n there 4 me u all know who u r bballcrew

just continue2do u and trust u will go far

its been real its been hard but I cant

complain cuz I'm gone Peace out Big Up
da Pan and Bim

Natasha Sokol

216 WinslowRd. 02468

September 22. 1986

"There are more things on heaven and

earth than are dreamt of in your

philosophy." Hamlet act I. Scene V.

All my gratitude to my lovely girls on the

wrestling team for all their support over

these past 41 years. If all else fails, dear

girls, join the circus. Mom. Dad. Isaac and

Luna- 1 love you. Good luck in your next

4 years with high school.

"Que la terre est petite a qui la

voit des cieux." -Jacques Delille

'

—-. rifj

Regina Sloutsky

157 Spiers Rd. 02459

April 13, 1986

"It is not in the stars to hold our destiny,

but in ourselves" -Shakespeare

M+P you're phenomenal, spasibo!

Lanie-how do people make it thru life

without a sister? ILY "The human race

has one really effective weapon, and that

is laughter" -Mark Twain.

Theresa-sail fast cutie, life is no fun

without the lemons and the limes.

"Without change, there would be no

butterflies." Good luck class of 2004,

hakuna matata!!!

Alyssa Solomon

20 Rotherwood Rd. 02459

July 11. 1986

Thanx mom, dad, JS, GS, + AS.

Thanx to my friends for all the good times

and for always being there for me. I ft'

guys. "Good friends are hard to find,

harder to leave, and impossible to feget."

Congrats '04 we did it!! + Good luck.

Never forget; "The moments pass so

quickly, but the memories last forever."

Kirill Rani Slutsky

65 Elgin St. 02459

November 11, 1986

Madeleine Armide Ellis Starkey

157 Dickerman Rd. 02461

August 7, 1986

Tunis out not where you are but who ure

with that matters.much luv 2 peeps w me

no matter where we end up. mumma.
daddy, nat. miles etc: luv u all, merci for

putting up with me.and ever has it been

that love knows not its own depth until

the hour or seperation:to all embrace what

you have.mitchelfwhats mine is yours.its

been crazy,chicas+chicos:too many w ords

for it all ily.and) :uve kept me going thru

it all i luv u.o how things have changed...
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Michael F. Stehle

25 Ridge Rd. 02468

June 14, 1986

"The difference between a successful

person and others is not a lack of strength,

not a lack of knowledge, but rather a lack

of will."Thank U Mom and Dad for

pushing me to be the best and for

everything else.Matt + Ben thank you so

much, I would not have made it without

you-you're the best.To all my boys and to

everyone else who made these past 4 years

the best I'll never forget u. NSHS
bball+lax. Remember the good times and

never forget 04

Gabriel Sterne

269 Brookline St. 02459

September 25, 1986

In the words of Ferris Bueller:

"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop

and look around once in a while, you could

miss it"

To the boys: Thanks for the good

times- keep on truckin'.

To the girls: Many more times to come.

Thank you to my family for pushing

me through the toughest parts.

And most importantly remember:

"Whatever you do. take care of your

shoes." And the beat goes on...

Noah Strangio

76 Miller Rd. 02459

Febuary 3, 1986

mom, dad, kate, I couldn't have done it

without you guys. ..especially you kate. To

all my friends, thanks for the times, I'll

never forget all the great s* it we did. kc ty

for everything.

"You don't understand! I could've had

class. I could've been a contender. I

could've been somebody, instead of a bum,

which is what I am. Let's face it It was

you, Newton South."

Bryne Strating

15 Oak Vale Rd. 02468

December 22, 1985

"Leaves are falling all around,

it's time I was on my way.

Thanks to you, I'm much obliged

for such a pleasant stay.

But now it's time for me to go.

The autumn moon lights my way.

Now I smell the rain, with it pain,

and it's heading my way.

Sometimes I grow so tired,

but I know I've got one

thing I got to do..."

Allen Su

346 Hartman Rd. 02459

September 1, 1986

"All I have to say is: that took way too

long. We've all worked hard for this

moment, enjoy it. The best years of our

lives are to come, enjoy those even more.

To the crew, thanks for being there even

when I wasn't. You guys are great, don't

change . To everyone else, it has been a hell

of a time."

Jeffrey "Big Daddy" Sutelman

130 Upland Rd. 02468

January 10. 1986

"Well, all I'm saying is that I want to look

back and say that I did it the best I could

while I was stuck in this place. Had as

much fun as I could while I was stuck in

this place. Played as hard as I could while

I was stuck in this place. Dogged as many

girls as I could while I was stuck in this

place."

—Don Dawson

Thanks Mom, Dad and Dan for helping

me along the way.

Kevin Sutton

10 Harlow St. 02121

November 21. 1985

To all that smiled in my face but talked

behind me back F. Much luv to my M.O.B.

gagstas Jew. Blak-Rob. Redd. Scoot,

Bugz. Wizzo, JoeyOCrack, mal. 1st lady

To my doobie madd LOVE, Much Luv to

Nook-Nook. Uncle Trent, cuz Jimaya to

g-ma and g-pa Smith much luv g-ma

Taylor. The Franklins, D-Bo, To all my
white boyz at skoo peace love & hair

grease

Ted Svvartz

42 Cynthia Rd. 02459

August 22, 1987

I love Hiram. Thanks to all my friends,

teachers, and Mr. Neuman. it was a fun

four years.
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Daniel Szolovits

219 Lincoln St. 02459

June 8, 1986

"Brevity is the soul of wit."

-William Shakespeare's "Hamlet"

"Vehn ist das Numstruck git ein

Slotermeyer? Jah. Beirnhund das Oder

de Flipperwalt gesput."

-Monty Python's "Flying Circus"

"The truly wise man knows he can never

be truly wise."

-Daniel Szolovits' "Death of Socrates"

Jensen Telfort

90 Crehore Dr. 02462

June 23. 1986

Andrew Takahashi

21 Rockledge Rd. 02461

May 23. 1985

"OH NO!!! I forgot to send in my senior

quote!!!"

Jessica Teplow

26 Seviand Rd. 02459

January 5, 1986

"There are two things to aim at in life: first,

to get what you want; and. after that,

second to enjoy it. Only the wisest of

mankind achieve the second."

- Logan Pearsall Smith

Jed Talvacchia

302 Cypress St. 02459

March 8, 1986

"We forward in this generation.

Triumphantly"- Dad and Ruth, all my
respect and love. Always lead the way,

Matt. You're my big man, Mark. To the

porch crew. Lets drink from the cup, share

some luck, and go ahead laugh it up...

When I'm lost you find me, Leora. It's

been a great journey, with great friends,

and with great promise, but, I'm only this

far-And only tomorrow leads my way."

Vered Tomlak

126 Annawan Rd. 02468

January 6, 1986

"Well here we are at a journeys end

And what is a journey? Is it just distanced

traveled? Time spent? No its what happens

on the way. It's the things that shape you."

Thank you to all my family and friends

who have helped make these last four years

at South memorable. I love you all!

Congratulations to the class of 2004 and

good luck in the years ahead.

Ka Lok Tang

44B Crescent St. 02465

March 5, 1986

Maya Tsukernik

1577 Centre St. 02461

May 9, 1986

"I never let my schooling interfere with

my education" -Mark Twain

Thank you to all the people who make up

this school, the caring and dedication

you've offered me has been exceptional

To my friends, you kept me sane and

made life fantabulous. Thanks to my
grandparents and brother for their love and

support. Mom and Pop-Thank you.
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Alexander Tun

48 Bernard St. 02461

May 20, 1986

Abigail Tutor

188 Allen Ave. 02468

March 17, 1986

'in longing you close your eyes,

wonder you open them."

but in

David Urman
90 Shady Hill Rd. 02461

August 13, 1986

Marton Varady

16 Walnut Hill Rd. 02459

June 6, 1986

"You have a chance to really shine now.

Well patience was never one of your true

virtues. Stop trying to control everything,

what do you have to prove? So why am I

waiting, this time that I'm wasting, if that's

what you mean. How will this be? When
all is said and done, will I know where I'm

from? Remember me." -Trapt

NSXC! 2004

. ;
.-v

IPm

Lilia Vargas

32 Goddard St. 02461

October 3, 1986

im gunna miss my girls! kd, kt, tg, hd. nf,

jo. .you guys are crazy and ily! high skool

just wouldnt have been the same without

u guys! ily ms!thnx for making me a better

person, nscx girls xc!:) yoo girls rock!

Steven Vasserman

5 Donna Rd. 02459

September 1. 1986

"Life consists not in holding good

cards but in playing those you hold well."

Mom&Dad-We all have been through a

rough ride, thank u both 4 being there 4

me thruout the years. I love u both. Somel

told me if I follow all the rules I'll miss all

the fun. Ilana-thanx 4 all the advice u've

given me. I love you. GA. MK, AD, BM,
MS-bros 4 eva. G-keep me rackin da cash.

CMM-I love U with all my heart, thank u

4 everything. We did it fellas. 04' 4 life

Yuliya Vigdorchik

UBroadlawn Dr. 02467

August 21, 1986

Even though this is our last year of high

school . don't let it be our last year together!

To all my friends and everyone one whose

ever been there for me I love you all and

good luck!!!"

Devin Waldman
62 Windsor Rd. 02468

September 25. 1986

To the NSGWT-you girls are amazing!

I couldnt have survived 4 years w/o you

guys! Never forget what we've learned

from each other.41Club41ife! My bros-

you've helped me more than you'll ever

know! I love you both more than life. My
parents-Thank you 4 everything. Im a

lucky kid. I<3NR!

"So here I am it's in my hands,

and I II savor every moment of this.

So here 1 am alive at last, and I'll

savor everv moment of this"-The Used
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Peter Walton

736 Chestnut St. 02468

July 7, 1986

What did the zero say to the eight?

Nice belt.

Tony Wang
34 Hammond Pond Pkway 02467

April 13, 1986

Patience is not an excuse for

procrastination.

Lindsey Jaye Weber
61 Dedham St. 02461

April 6. 1986

Maybe it's his first time around

He doesn't speak the language

He holds no currency

He is a foreign man

He is surrounded by the sound

The sound

Cattle in the marketplace

Scatterlings and orphanages

He looks around, around

He sees angels in the architecture

Spinning in infinity

He says Amen! and Hallelujah!

V

Joseph Weinograd

20 Dorothy Rd. 02459

November 15,2985

"You only live once, but if you do it

right, once is good enough." Mom. Dad.

Abe, and Charlie- Thank you for all of the

support you have given me over the years.

Couldn't have made it without you all. To

my girls and all my boyz- Thanks for the

good times & memories. Amanda- You're

the best. Be good. I won't forget you. And
to my girl Rachel-I'll always love you.

"Such a long, long time to be gone,

and such a short time to be there"

Rebecca Weinstein

45Hartman Rd. 02459

November 21. 1986

"Hold fast to dreams, for ifdreams die. Life

is a broken-winged bird that cannot fly.

Hold fast to dreams, for when dreams go.

Life is a barren field, frozen with snow."

Thanks to everyone who made these years

amazing. We did it! Good luck class of '04!

Adam B. Weisman

38Bowdoin St. 02461

March 10, 1986

To be what we are. and to become what

we are capable of becoming, is the only

end of life. —Robert Louis Stevenson

Eternal thanks to family and friends for

helping me become what I am capable of

becoming, and for four unforgettable years-

- its only the beginning. Keep in touch

always.

Jeffrey Wehrwein

21 Ithaca Cir. 02462

May 20, 1986

"Blessed is the man, who having nothing

to say, abstains from giving wordy

evidence of the fact."

- Georae Eliot

Jennifer Westbrook

25 Cheney St. 02464

September 28. 1986

"Our memories of yesterday will last a

lifetime: we'll take the best, forget the

rest and someday we'll find these are the

best of times."

thanks mom .dadJJW.HW.+ DW. To all my
friends thanks for being there.

TR1COS4LIFE!! -LM.LR

NSHS Gymn- Best of luck in future years!

thanks for all the great times girls.

Good luck 04'!! We made it!!!
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Jonathan Wilcon

1422 Center St. 02459

February 18, 1986

"1 firmly believe that any man's finest hour,

the greatest fulfillment of all that he holds

dear, is the moment when he has worked

his heart out in a good cause and lies

exhausted on the field of battle-victorious."

-Vince Lombardi. Thnk u 2 all who have

made me who I am 2day-teachers &
coaches, & especially Mom, Dad, &
James-thnx for everything. 2my friends

stay in touch & thnx for the good times.

Lion Football '03 -3Beats... GO RED
SOX

Syreeta Williams

16 Constitution Rd. 02126

January 24, 1986

1st I have 2 thank God 4 gettin me thru

this. Mom-ur my universe. Thanks 4

everything. Carol-best aunt ever. Mama-u
kept me goin. Luv u guys. True frnds r nvr

apart, maybe in distance, but not in hrt.

Mandi-the best friend one could ask for. I

love u more than life. Chrissy-ur always

there KIT Jollz-Many good times! ACL-
muah! All my girls I 4got + my 04 boys-

ily more than words can say. Good luck,

this is only the beginning....

Gabriel Wilson

44 Carver Rd. 02461

November 7, 1985

Everything is unique, nothing happens

more then once in a lifetime. The physical

pleasure which a certain women gave you

at a certain moment, the exquisite dish

which you ate on a certain day-you will

never meet ever again. Nothing is repeated

and everything is unparalleled.

-The Goncourt Brothers

Thanks to all my boys ,the fun starts now!

Mom, Dad and Ad i love you thanks

for everything . Peace!!!

Michael Winter

46 Homestead St. 02468

May 14, 1986

"We make a living by what we get, but we

make a life by what we give." -Winston

Churchill

Mom&Dad-Thanks for everything.

Rachel&Ben- you've given me inspiration

and motivation to succeed.

"Experience is one thing you can't get for

nothing."-Oscar Wilde

To all my friends: So many worthwhile

memories, never forget. "This above all;

to thine own self be true ."-Shakespeare

"The mountains are calling and 1 must

go."-John Muir

Lauren Wintersteiner

22 Irvington St. 02468

August 27. 1986

I can't believe I made it all the four years

here! I want to thank my family with their

support and not giving up on me. My
friends- MaggieAnnaJulielbrazilian brat),

my dominican chicas ,SM , CP£C JvlO. JW
for all those fun times together. All the

crazy times at Clubs and Parties I wont

forget! To my teachers through my four

years here. And my BooBoo! Voce e muy
importante en mi vida y corazon. Eu amo
voce Douglas!! thnks everyone luv ya

Michael Evan Wishnow

56 Upland Rd. 02468

May 4, 1986

Janice Yinvee Wong
1 1 McCarthy Rd. 02459

April 28, 1986

Thanks mom and dad for the support.

1

finally make it! Special thz to all my
friends.YOU guys give me an incredible

memories @ south. I love u all.YinYue

keeps up goodworking school.Jennifer,

u r my best friend ever.U always know

my thinking. MaggieJ won't forget u. U
do have talent on choosing clothes. Lion

Roars people r nice n sweet!

!

AA Keep In

touch with all. Wish u guys have best of

luck and take care. IM: Yin428hellokitty

Jonathan Wong
32 Kenneth St. 02461

September 5, 1986
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Patricia Wong
1111 Chestnut St. 02464

December 12, 1986

"There is nothing either good or bad, but

thinking makes it so." Dyzee- all these

years we've been like sisters. No. Bros lol.

Lark- do you remember 7th grade? Here

we are now. Mom, dad, Joyce you've

supported me without even knowing it.

Weiwei. Bunnicula,T.C.-I'll miss u guys,

be good! Vix. Chris, Scottie. thru it all ur

still with me. To all my friends and

teachers- thank you; I've finally learned

the meaning of this quote.

Stephen W. Wong
132 Brookline St. 02467

May 15. 1985

Taking it one step at a time.

Thank you Mom. Dad. Brian. Daniel

and friends

Paul Pitman

130A Boylston St. 02467

4

Daniel Robert Woodward
58 Paulson Rd. 02468

May 19, 1986

Thank you. Mom, Dad and Jeff. You

guys have always been there for me, and I

love you. Moomoo - you are everything

to me and I love you forever, kravichka!

James Wright-Chase

47 McLellan St. 021 21

January 2, 1986

I've finally made it: it has been a short 4

years but it has been great. I want to thank

my parents for supporting me though the

years. Shout outs to my Metco peeps,

not to mention my peeps out in Newton.

Good luck to you all. 1 Love!

Jennifer Wu
8 Hartman Rd. 02459

March 16. 1986

Dr. Seuss wrote: Oh the places you'll

Go! You have the brains in you head.

You have brains in your head. You have

feet in you shoes. You can steer yourself

in any direction you choose. Thank you to

my teachers, my friends and my family for

these past years. They were fun. And of

course, goodluck to the class of 2004,

wherever we go!

Yian Xiao

81 Longfellow Rd. 02462

November 2, 1986

"The grand essentials of happiness

are: something to do, something to love,

and something to hope for." -Allan

Chalmers.

To my teachers and classmates who
challenge my mind and expand my
boundaries, to my friends who stand by me

in laughter and tears .to Mom and Dad who

love and encourage me to pursue my
wildest dreams; thank you for giving me

all the essentials. You have brought me the

greatest joy imaginable. I love you.

Tian Xie

16 Roosevelt Rd. 02459

September 24. 1986

A closed mind is like a closed book, just

a block of wood.

Luckv Numbers: 3. 17.31.45.67
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Vala Yankovski

221 Wiswall Rd. 02459

June 4. 1986

"Courage is not the absence of fear but

rather thejudgment that something is more

important than fear." -A. Redmoon.

As we go out into the world, may we be

courageous, but also remember that if U
obey all the rules U miss all the fun.

Thanks 2 every 1 who made these last 4

years fun! J P. DT. & AE: I wouldn't have

survived a single day without youYou're

in my heart, now & forever.

Andrew Yee

6 Bontempo Rd. 02459

July 30. 1986

Quotes that sum up my time at NSHS:
"Be who you are and say what you feel

because those who mind dont matter and

those who matter dont mind"

"People only see what they are prepared

to see."

"If you judge people you have no time to

love them."

"Looking back, I have this to regret, that

too often when I loved I did not say so."

"Sometimes you do something, and you

get screwed. Sometimes its the things

you don't do, that get you get screwed."

Andrew Zeitler

61 Wendell Rd. 02459

December 30, 1985

DON'T WAIT FOR YOUR
SHIP TO COME IN-

GO OUTAND HAIL A CAB

.

PEOPLE SHOULD NOT BE
JUDGED BY THEIR RESULTS
BUT BY THEIR INTENTIONS.

Michael Anthony White

29 Aberdeen St. 02461

Alexander Yellen

56 Evelyn Rd. 02468

November 19, 1985

Jami-Lee LeFevre

43 Linden St. 02464

Feburary 26, 1986

I'm outa here!! "don't look @ it, just sit

on it"-NB, "4:20 foreva, I got u, ur my
girl,"-HU, and to the squirrel who wants a

nut, luv u forever TA & family couldn't of

done with w/out you!! SM.MIJK.AU&
whoever I forgot, see ya in the future, love

ya 2004.

Jamie Zaitchik-Meldon

12 Rokeby Rd. 02468

July 4, 1985

"By the third season I was completely

wasted all the time. I... I lost all control of

my bodily functions. They had to cut the

crap out of my fur before each taping. But,

uh... would I do it all again?"

-Alf, on E! Truly Hollywood Story on

Family Guy episode

"Any time y'all wanna see me again,

rewind this track right here, close your eyes

and picture me rollin"

-2Pac

Adam Freed

62 Miller Rd. 02469

July 16. 1986
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Robert Andrew Holtz

8 StonyBrae Rd. 02461

October 8, 1986

Michael Balabanov

67 Beaconwood Rd. 02460

James Robert Bryant

63 Hamlet St. 02459

Vinith Das Chemmalil

61 Pennsylvania Ave.

02464

Victor Chervinsky

89 Stanley Rd. 02468

Vanessa Davidson

42 Palmer Rd. 02468

Bryan Cooper Davis

99 Sheridan Rd. 02465

Leonid Fabrikant

40 Harwich Rd. 02467

Samuel Benjamin Kaitz

10 Gale Rd. 02462

Alexander Reece Lazarus

11 19 Walnut St. 02461

Gregory Dylan Lee

172 Carlton Rd. 02468

David Muradov
2281 F Washington St.

02462

Christopher George
Neofotistos

400A Langley St. 02459

Jonathan Oppenheim
383 Langley Rd. 02459

Christina Peidis

21 Redwood Rd. 02459

Noah Charles Slosberg

Needham St. 02461

Noah Charles Slosberg

Needham St. 02461

Alexander Smirnof

1 1 Thurston Rd. 02464

David Richard Sokolove

132 Hagan Rd. 02459

David Clarke Tang

2088 Washington St. 02462

Wing Chung Tang

2088 Washington St. 02462

Bryan Xu
58 Margaret Rd.

Jeffrey Walter Mondell

11 Pine Grove Ave. 02462

Ralph Samuel Fiorentino

67 Hamlet St. 02459

Stephen Walter Foster

303B Winchester Pk. 02461

Zhi Hao Gao
Grove St. 02466

Gregory William Giglio

390 Woodward St. 02468

Robert Thomas Holz

119 Wayne Rd. 02459

Inga Ranceva
126 Harwich Rd. 02467

Emily RiCharde

1400 Walnut St. 02461

Max Rosenberg

37 Alexander Rd. 02461

Elizabeth Alexandra

Rossolimo

69 Devonshire Rd. 02468

Tamar Shulsinger

22 Silver Birch Rd. 02468

1
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Growing up in the Early '90s
Looking back on our lives, its hard to remember our

distant childhoods. But who couldforget...

-> Their first crush on Zack Morris or Kelly Kapowski?
-> Spending their afternoons watching "Blossom"

-> Going to the store to buy different colored socks like

"Punky Brewster"
-> Rapping like Will Smith on "The Fresh Prince of Bel

Air"

-> Wishing you were part of the Tanner Family in "Full

House"
-> Staying up late to watch "SNICK."

Music was a big part of our lives, we couldn't stop humming...

-> Alanis Morrisette's "Ironic"

-> Nirvana's "Smells like Teen Spirit"

-> Green Day's "Longview"

-> Ace of Base's "The Sign"

-> Real McCoy, La Bouche, Amber, Le Click (Maya's Ultimate Dance

Mix 1993)

Going to the theaters to see...

-> Alicia Silverstone in Clueless

-> The singing, striking, dancing boys in Newsies
-> Andrew Keegan in Camp Nowhere
-> The ever-so-popular The Babysitters Club

Wasting your childhood days playing with...

-> Super Nintendo (STREET FIGHTER II)

-> Power Rangers
-> Eating Fruit Roll-Ups

-> Reading Goosebumps
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Em "Poodle",

Congratulations!

We're very

proud of you. We
love you.

Mom, Daddy,

Dan, Adam <&

Elana

Dear Luke:

Congratulations! May
the road you walk

always be coloful and

may it lead you to

where you dream to

We love you.

Dad, Mom, Corey,

Lexi and Sunny
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Em-

Bestfriends is a title, but ourfriendship

is so much more. I admire your kindness

and your compassion, and most of all your

ability to make me laugh. You're my comic

relief! Thanks for always being there with

a smile on yourface and a chocolate frappe

in hand. I couldn 't have done it without you.

I love you.

<EmiCy andMe^a
',(

You andme

Have a better time

than most can dream

"

-(DM®

Mek-
There aren't words to describe how
your love, support, humor, and kindness

have helped me over the years. We've stuck

together through good times and bad, and

I know we'll always be circle and square

forever. I love you.

Dear Lauren,
Congratulations

!

We are all proud ofyou
and LOVE YOU very

much!

Love,

Mom, Dad, John
Grandma + Jazzy,

Vicky + Cleo

Jacquelyn,

We are so proud of you. As you continue to fulfill

your dreams, may the path you choose to take be

as joyful, compassionate, understanding, rewarding,

and entertaining, as you have been to all of us these

past 17 years.

We love you three million dollars,

Dad, Mom, and Jimmy

Congratulations to you and the class of 2004
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Sam,
We loved you then,

We love you now,

We'll love you forever,

We are so proud of you.

Mom, Dad, Jess

From First Meet
to NSHS

Gymnastics Co-

Captain

Congratulations

Lisa!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Amy

"I've had the time ofmy life... and I owe it all to you." -Dirty Dancing

+ Emily Leora + Meka Emily
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Your Infectious smile and sparkling

eyes have captured the hearts of everyone

around you.

Through determination, courage,

perseverance, and loyalty you will make
tremendous strides in life.

You light up our lives with enthusiasm,

sweetness and energy. We wish that your

future be filled with as much happiness as

you have given us.

With pride and love always,

Mom, Dad, David, Kenny, Boomer, and Tyler

RS. Shut off your lights
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We are soproud ofyou -your courage, strength, commitment
and all thatyou have accomplished. You have brought us such

incrediblejoyand we hope thatyour future is filled with as

much happiness asyou have brought to us. Remember to

always listen toyourheart andfollowyour dreams. Remember
thatyou are always loved so verymuch.

Congratulations toyou and the entire class of2004!

With all our love,

Mom, Dad, Samantha & Chloe
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May Our Friendship Last Forever

May our Friendship last forever;

May I sail upon your sea.

May we go through life together;

May there always be a "we."

May I be your endless sky;

May you breathe my gentle air

May you never wonder why
Each time you look for me, I'm

there.

May we be for each a smile

Like the warm, life-giving sun;

Yet when we're in pain awhile,

May our suffering be one.

May we share our special

days,

The happiness of one for two;

And if we must go separate

ways,

Let my love remain with you.

Rachel - We're so proud of you!!

You light up our lives and the world

around you.

With love - Mom, Dad, Brendan ('91),

Anthony, and Matt ('94)

w<

I,"
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Julie

There once was a little girl who amazed us with wisdom beyond her years, unconditional

kindness and a witty sense of humor. She has grown into a beautiful young woman inside

and out. We know that you will continue to positively impact all of the people you
encounter. We are so proud of you and wish for a flourishing future in every way.

May all of your dreams come truell

Congratulations to you and the entire class of 2004!

With our hearts full of love and pride.

Mom, Drew and Emily

Amanda -

We're so proud

of you. You've

always set high

goals for

yourself, and

look at what you've

accomplished!

We love you,

Mom, Dad,

Alyssa & Alex

'You're just the sweetest sweetheart..."

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Kat + Sophie
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Comfort, Convenience, Expert Car

With regular care, you can keep your smile looking great

your whole life. Comfortably. Affordably.

Call to schedule your FREE introductory exam
and to begin a lifetime of smiling.

f

We offer state-of-the-art-care; restorations, root canals, crowns,

implants, whitening, and the newest and best equipment

James L Nager, dmd John H. Lapidus, dmd

New Patients Welcome

Cunical Instructors: Harvard, BU

Fre Introductory Exam

Evening, Saturday Hours

Celebrating Our 25th Year

J( I

1 Belmont Dental

Cosmetic

Whitening

Special

ZojOJTt
as seen In "Extreme

Makeovers"

Take home trays only $199

In office Zoom $299

Zoom with take home trays $469

Expiration: 1/1/2005

Group

617-484-2431 57 Concord Avenue, Belmont, MA 02478
www.belmontdentalcom

®

May all your

sweet dreams

come true!

Love,

Dad, Robbie, and Liza

Ruth,

No words can come close to describing

how proud we all are of you.

Congratulations on a job extremely well

done! You are a remarkable woman who
has repeatedly displayed her courage,

strength, and determination.

Who loves ya babe!?!

Love,

DMJGMVLDJMDR
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AyA & MOLLY
1986 - forever

We Love You
Jeremy!

Congratulations on
your high school

graduation!

Love,

Momma, Poppers,

Zeke & Adam

Jillian,

Keep smiling now & forever!

Congratulations to the you and the

class of 2004

Love,

Mom, Dad, Michael & Jane
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Andy,

Your kindness and

warmth are reflected in

your wonderful smile.

May your life be as

radiant as your smile.

Live life to the

fullest...We are very

proud of you!

Love,

Mom
Dad
and Jeff

Congratulations to Stefanie

and the class of 2004!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Mids

Rebecca & Stephanie

/a li ue friend is hard to find, ~_
difficult to leave, and impossible

to forget."
V
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Michael,

As Lewis Carroll said,

"Be who you are, said the

Duchess to Alice, 'or, if

you would lit it put more

simply, never try to be

what you might have been

or could have been other

than what you should

have been.'"

We love you for aways

being who you are &
more,

Dad, Rachel, Ben &
Sophie

friend is

who one

walks in

when others

walk out*

Katie,

You're moving on

but never out of

our hearts!

With all our love

and support

Congratulations

to you and your

classmates

Love forever,

Mom, Dad, Kerry,

Eddie + Christopher



To our dear ,
special Amy,

We're so proud of you

You always keep us smiling

Stay true to yourself

Congratulations to the Class of 2004!

Love,

Mom, Janie, Grandma and Papa

Lisus and Lapisus

"I'd rather have bad times with you

then good times with someone else"

the ones who know whoyou

Understand whereyou We been

Accept whoyou 've become

And still inviteyou togrow„.

Friends For Lift (S.C.A. lot!)
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Congratulations Meka!

Life is a journey not a

destination. Let truth and

j|.
compassion guide you and love and

happiness be your light along the

way.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Jeremy and Ari

To my dearest

granddaughter:

Chris is one of 16

grandchildren. I love

them all but there are 3

out of 16 whom I have a

tight bond with and

you're 1 of them. You'll

always be my baby.

You're spoiled and

selfish but I love you
very much and I have

learned to see your

faults. My mother had

hand in spoiling you so

did Grandma
Cummings

To my Sweet

Chocolate Baby

We're so proud of all

you've accomplished!

Off you go.

The world awaits!

All our love, Mom, Baba,

Nat, Mike and Katan

1
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You are incredible! You brighten each day with

your smile and your exuberance - you are a total

joy to be around- You know who you are and you

like who you are. We have loved watching you

grow. Just thinking of you makes us smile. You

truly do light up our lives, with pride and love.

Mom and Pad

Marissa,

Congratulations on your

Gunsmithing Certificate!

Love, Scott

RJs,

The Story of Us - chicken smoothie.

Love, Amelia

Your relationship with Nana
was a very treasured one. Her

honesty, wisdom, strength, love

and compassion for others has

taught you life lessons.

Cherish them always.
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~ "Come to the edge, " he said.

They said, "We are afraid.
"

"Come to the edge, " he said.

They came. He pushed them...

and theyflew.-

Congratulations Megan!
We are so proud of you

and your

accomplishments. Stay

happy & full of life so you

can continue to follow

your passions. We'll miss

you and we love you!

Love from.

Mom, Dad, Nora, Patrick,

Aine, Sasha, and Zoe

S .

Casey,

You are the most special

daughter we could have ever

wished for. We're so proud

ofyou, all that you've

accomplished, and the

person you've become.

May your life be filled with

as much love and joy as

you've given us.

Congratulations,

Mom and Dad
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Dear Jaclyn,

If there's anything that you want,

If there's anything I can do,

Just call on me and I'll send it along

With love from me to you.

From me, to you.

Just call on me and I'll send it along

With love from me to you.

Love, Samantha

^be&ieU Kaitfa,

<%qa ieaenteen qecM, qowi isniie haA Ivwflsttened auA Uvei. l^ou have (fiuen uA

Utck
f04f and weaAe da o&uf pA&ud ifou and all

We l&ue ifou.

Mom, 3>ad and GUui

GlaM a( 2004!
Matf qaun livei he piled witk UafupineM, and fui/upede
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Ver - Saving the best for last.

Heart, strength, compassion,

institution and humor.

We love you,

Mom and Dadad

Keith,

Congratulations!

Love, Mom, Dad
and Joe
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Congratulations Jesse!

At every stage, you've always had style!

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow.

The important thing is not to stop questioning/'

... and always come home to the island!

Love Always,

Mom, Dad & Zach
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Long talks at D'n D's-Six Flags-Joey loves the

navigation-Chem final ~"l'd do it"~Amanda's

boss-Chocolate boobs~"You'd look 500 hot in a

Northface"~Prom bet... -Amanda's weekend
stories~"We have to go clubbing !"~Long F

Blocks free. ..What to do... -"Joey, why didn't

you pick up?...Ohh...ew."~College pep talks

for Amanda*Bathroom Buddies at Nate's-Joe

has to approve of my guys-Replacement gf~

Rachel's forearm... Sick I'Spooky World*"Joey,

I'm keeping your pants. I look hotter in them"-
"PMS-ing much ?" (/ hate it when you're right-

Teaching Amanda how to drive stick-

"Joey! You're finally legal!"-

i never thought that I would find

a friend so great and a friend so kind

I look up to you in every way
Cause I learn something from you everyday.

I know the real you that is deep down inside

and in you, I will always confide

It doesn't matter what you do or say
because i ll be your friend anyway.

Thanks for being the friend that you are

you're my best friend, an angel by far.

Whenever it seems like I'm never there,

Remember, I love you and I'll always care
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Zac,

We are so proud of you and all of

your accomplishments. We know
you will succeed at whatever you do
and may all your dreams com true.

Love,

Dad, Mom and Andy

Natasha!

Onward, and you deserve

resounding congratulations for

all of it, brightest of spirits.

Your intergrity and courage

have been Hogwartian in

magnitude.

"Your imagination is your preview

of life's coming attractions.

"

(A. Einstein)

> ^^^^^^Ifl^fl

m VWe love you so,

Madre and Padre
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Hey, Benny-Bop!

You are sunshine and pure joy

Our fine force of nature

And now the world is yours

Be true to your heart, sweet

Ben

And go for your dreams!

Boundless love,

Mom, Dad, Dylan & Lauren

Sara -

We've been in awe of you since

you were small. We are proud of

you and know that you are ready

to take on the challenges and

opportunities of your college

years.

We love you with all our hearts!

Mom, Dad, Daniel & Will
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Liana,,

We have watched you grow into a
very special daughter/ sister, Si friend.

You are beautiful both inside & out.

We admire your strength of character/

as well as your determintion &
dedication in all that you do. We love
you very much & are so proud of
you.
hugs and kisses,

Mom, Dad, )on/ Papa, Si Nana

-CONGRATS class of 1004!!~

Loving

Intelligent

Accomplished

Nothing but

Amazing

D E

Last, but not least!

Ryan Moore
Keep making people happy.

Love, Mom, Dad, Mike, Megan,

and Colleen
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To Sean ~

You light up our world.

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Rebecca, Amy &
Sally
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NUMS,
YOUR EYES SPARKLE
YOUR SMILE SHINES
AND YOUR BEAUTIFUL
SPIRIT LIGHTS
UP A ROOM.

FOLLOW YOUR
AMAZING INSTINCTS
TAKE RISKS
REACH FOR THE SKY
IN CASE YOU MISS
NO WORRIES
YOU'LL STILL BE
AMONG THE STARS.

WE LOVE you
ENORMOUSLY
AND ARE PROUD OF YOU
EVERY SINGLE DAY.

LOVE YOU
EM, AB, EL AND JERZ.

Naomi,

You finally made it,

and as your brother I

could not possibly

be more proud. As
your best friend, I

wish you all the luck in

the world.

I have no doubt that

you will continue to

shine like the

brightest star

whatever your

environment may be.

Remember that I will

always be there for

you. You are the

greatest, and I love

you so very much.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Elliot

Danielle,

It's corny, we know,
|

But we love you to pieces!

Congratulations!

You're the best!

All our love,

Mom, Dad and Jeremy
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Sarah

May your hands always be busy,

May your feet always be swift.

May you have a strong foundation,

When the winds of changes shift.

-- Bob Dylan

Enjoy every sandwich.
- Warren Zevon

We love you
Mom, Dad, and Ben

Our shiDiDg you hws
worked %o hsfd, mid we $re ^ery

proud of you. Let the riv^r flow

9Dd fceep reschtog for the %t
iml

Love, J~feppiDess, md laceess

Koto, tted, & lis
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It was meant to be...Neighbors on Fenwick Road and now friends

for life. Your friendship was sealed from the first day you met
and has grown, developed and blossomed ever since. Mexico,

skiing, holidays, Washington D.C., Cape Cod, snowmen, slip and
slide, broken bones, broken hearts, joy, love, laughter. The two of

you define "Best Friends." Keep hugging. We know you'll always

be there for each other.

All our love...The moms, dads, Elliot, Becca and Zach

Wherever you go -

whatever you do - how
fortunate they will be to

know you. We feel

blessed every day. All

our love,

Mom and Dad,

Alex, Kim and Grace
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Lizzie,

We are amazed by the way you see

up ahead and chart your own way to

get there.

Keep following the path you choose

for yourself with confidence,

determination, enjoyment and

compassion.

We love you and are so proud of

youl

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jenny and Zoe

Amanda:
Congratulations! We are very

proud of you, for what you have

accomplished and for the warm
and caring person you have

become.

May all your dreams come true.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Andrea and Amelia
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And Then There Were Five
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Jamie. Jaclyn. Nara. Ally and Lisa

is right 1 hope you had the time of your life So take the photographs and still frames in your mind Hang it on a shelf in good health and good time Tattoos of
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Liza and Jonathan,

Both to parents who are best friends,

You've treated each other like siblings since

birth. You've truly been a dynamic duo -

playing games, changing roles, dressing up

and dressing down, someone leading, the

other following, always there even when
sometimes far away.

We've thrilled and cheered as you've

reached new 'heights' and achieved great

'goals'.

May you be friends forever!

All our love always,

The Moms, Dads, Michael, Becca and Zach
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We gave you roots to grow, and wings to fly.

Now soar as high as your dreams allow.

Remember that we will always be here for you.

Love always, Morn, Dad, and Joshua
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Liza,

You were bald and blue-eyed as a baby -

our very own Tweety-Bird.

Always doing things your own way -

sneakers that never matched, hats of all

sizes and shapes, banging on your drums,

scoring goals on the run.

But always with a gentle touch, a smile,

making people laugh and feel at ease.

Now you're on the threshold of the future

blond and wide-eyed and as eager

for the challenge as ever.

We are so very proud of you, and

we love you so-o-o-o-o-o much!

Mom, Dad, Becca and Zack
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MAYA ELLY BECKY' SABRINA
Two .shots ofRussia, one dose ofFrench Canada, and a hit ofChina,

Mixed together in the halls ofOak Hill andformed the PJM.
Maya, Elly. Becky and Sabrina were their names.

And having a good time was their game
Freshman year then friendship grew strong.

James' basement and the little white closet all night long.

Schedules revolved around feasts at Johnny's'

After nights filled with "dancing" at parties.

High school boys entered their world.

New yeans at Maya's, what a whirl.

Sophomore year without a car.

Would lead to peeing in the streets tinder stars

Derek, for them, would always get,

their gateway to late nights, their friend Priviet.

And who could forget those treacherous days.

Where Plaster fun lime's fumes put them in a daze.

EIry's surprise party gone to waste.
j

Becky fell down the stairs and broke Use place

Their friendship took trips both up and down
We met Mickey and traveled through Prague, that wonderful town

Kaplan courses, tutors, real SAT's
Would help them get into colleges, but without any ease.

The parties continued but not as much
The craze of driving made 21 and McDonalds their crutch.

To make up lor the sad life in Newton.

Concerts and the semi made nights real tun.

Italy, Beli/.e, Cingular aud IT.

The 30 hour drive caused quite a fit

Senior year had finally come.

The apps to college, the errands to run.

A trip to the tropics to ease some stress.

And the big night of prom, each one chose the perfect dress.

Though their paths tire going astray.

They promised their friendship would always stay.

And now to end the final stage.

They all say. "Cheers to the page!'"

L
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(9ux dewiest (lily

IJmi axe the madt amazing, dauahtex, afate* and

pdend. We ate to ptaud of you, fax ail that you

have, done, and alt that id ta came. May youx life

Be filled with the jay that you have, given ut.

We lave you . . . Mam, Dad and Michael
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Matt,

With your energetic personality, sense of

humor, compassion and determination you

bring joy and laughter to our lives.

Whatever your future brings, remember
you'll always have our love and support, and

may all your dreams come true.

We are so proud of you,

Mom, Dad, Scott, Mike + Rocky
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"My future starts when I wake
up every morning. Everyday I

find something creative to do
with my life."

Miles Davis

Gabe, we love you and we are

so proud of you.

Mom, Dad, and Adam

YONI --

Have no fear as you go forth.

"Our doubts are traitors,

and make us lose the good

We are so proud of all your

achievements.

we oft might win, With much love,

by fearing to attempt"
Shakespeare, Measure for Measure, I.v

Abba, Imma, and Hannah

Saba and Savta,

Grandma and Grandpa

(and Mikey, too)



You're the latest in a long line of graduates from NSH school;

2 sisters, 2 parents, 6 aunts, 6 uncles & and cousin...that's pretty cool!

We can't believe that 17 years have gone so fast.

Of our daughters to graduate you are the last.

Your sisters both graduated & left you behind;

But of out 3 daughters you are one of a kind.

You're intuitive, funny and just great to be around...

You're optimistic, laid back & relaxed with two feet on the ground.

In everything you do, you always make us proud...

In everything to come, you'll stand out in the crowd.

Congratulations, Mom, Dad, Steph & Ca!!

Carlin, Amanda, andRachel

Halloween '03 kickass! ~ Carlin-that's so superfluous! Zooty dance ~ FOOD ~ All nighter before work - Howie -

Amanda the designated driver... ~ Greggles' stories ~ Kat ~ Sober night...HA! ~ Rachel's dance - How u get so

fly? ~ Falling asleep at the wheel ~ Rolando ~ The plan ~ "Lets go dancing!" ~ Amanda's guy stories ~ We love

Marie!

Ourfriendship is golden
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Dear Molly Rose,

Still, the sweetest flower that

grows.

Your life adventure continues

Keep your inner joy - your

humor - your connection to

others. It will take you
everywhere you want to go.

We are proud of you.

With much love,

Mom, Dad + Jesse
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Congratulations Bryan!

myMm
We're so proud of you. We wish you success and happiness in all

you do. May all your dreams come true!

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Alex and Hilary

L eonardo Martin Dosoretz

E xcellent student

N uts about soccer, his drums, and 311

N ice, friendly, fun

Y ou've gotta love him! !

!

Lenny, we are so proud of you and everything that you have

accomplished. You have grown into such a kind, intellent and

caring young man. We are confident that you will be successful

in everything that you do and we wish you the best of luck in

college. Te queremos muchisimo!!!

Love,

All of us
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Mark,

Nascar man, Red Sox and Patriots fan

What's the news with Dave Matthews?

As Padres coach, you were the most!

Lions Roar Sports Editor

Trombone and Jazz Band
We're your biggest fans

To finish this blurb

As son and brother you're superb!

We love you

Mom, Dad and Aaron

L illian;

/ n the life you bring

L aughter and happiness is all we need

P leased to see how you've grown as a person, for

E veryday you light up the world

C ongratulations to you; we are very proud,

K nowing you will one day become very successful.

Love Always, Mom. Dad. Yeanie & Kevin
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^AfCEO

Climb High

Climb Far

Your goal the sky

Your aim the star.

We're so proud of you

and we love you,

Mama, Papa, and Julia

Jauta.

tyou 'te the bebt!! 9/i/e ,fce bo ptoud ofyou.!!

(fiappinebb always, £ony*atulationb toyou

and the. clabb of2004.

cWith love., cftom, J)adt and (finite
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Congratulations Danielle and Lindsay

And the class of 2004!

On to your next adventures...

Love, Beth & Ed, Bunny & David

248
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Noah

You are one of a kind...smart,

funny, talented, loud, adorable

and so much more.

Congratulations!

We Love You,

Mom, Dad & Kate

CONGRATULATIONS
MARA ONANOTHER

GRADUATION!

We are so very proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad & Matt

w
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A piiend is one who knows us, but Loves us anyway...

.... and hemg soaiebody doesn'T make you

anybody, anyway.

Thank you.
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The JKL Experience.,

the REAL best friends!!!

Bugaboo



There once was a beautiful child, with shiny hair, the color ofa ra\>en, and large brown

soulful eyes.

She loved to read, write and take photos, observing all and embracing much.

She grew into a beautifulyoung woman, with a quiet zestfor life and an independent

nature, whofollowed her own heart and began to pave her own path.

You have blessed us with your sensitivity, understanding, intelligence, beauty and
respect.

You are ready tofly.

Your belief in yourselfwill see you through the challenges on the horizons ahead.

Em, you're clearfor take-off, it's your turn to Soar!

Love, Mom, Dad & Jenna
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DEAR JONATHAN,
As you continue your journey and

adventure through life, choose

your destinations well but do not

hurry there. Wander the back

roads and remember the true

worth of your travels does not lie

solely in the voyage, but who you

become along the way.

We are so proud of who you are.

Keep pursuing your dreams and

passions.

Love, Mom, Dad, Michael &Teya
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To Lindsay -

Dancer,

Singer,

Actress,

Writer,

Joke Teller,

Defender of

the

Downtrodden,

Stage

Manager,

Designer,

Dog Lover,

Great Friend,

Chef,

Big Sister,

Wonderful

Daughter...

We Love You and Are So Proud of You,

Mom, Dad, Amanda & Max

Wow! #ig& school i§ over for yoa!

Yoa were

t&ere from t&e

beginning, always

by my Side. W«'\8 been

in Some strange places,

bat n° matter wftere we

we were, we always &ad

§o muc& fan toget&er.

WBo's going to Keep

m« in line next year?

Hopefully I will,

tlian* to yoa.

GOOD LUCK

IN College!

IlY

Yoar fa\orite co§.

Dear Avi,

For 17 years, you have illuminated our lives

with your warm smile, humor, imagination, and

wisdom. We love to see your joy, "while your

guitar gently plays." Your sunny spirit,

kindness, playfulness, and creativity have

been an inspiration to us all.

May you enjoy loving relationships and good

health in a peaceful world. May you pursue

what is meaningful to you with courage,

conviction and an open heart. And... "let there

be songs... to fill the air."

We love you so much,

Mom, Dad, Jenny, Jonah
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Congratulations, Peter!

We love your humor, your creative

spirit, and your generosity with

others. Continue to be yourself, and

we know you will be happy.

Love,

Dad, Mom, Laura, Jeff, and Maggie
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Congratulations Michael! Congratulations Lindsey!

You fill everyday wth love and We Love you!

laughter. We are so proud of you. Mom, Dad, and David

We love you,

Mom, Dad, and Emily
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When you start on your journey to Ithaca,

then pray that the road is long,

full of adventure, full of knowledge.

Do not fear the Lestrygonians

and the Cyclops and the angry Poseidon.

You will never meet such as these on your path,

if your thoughts remain lofty, if a fine

emotion touches your body and your spirit.

You will never meet the Lestrygonians,

the Cyclopes and the fierce Poseidon,

if you do not carry them within your soul,

if your soul does not raise them up before you.

Then pray that the road is long.

That the summer mornings are many,

that you will enter ports seen for the first time

with such pleasure, with such joy!

Stop at Phoenician markets,

and purchase fine merchandise,

mother-of-pearl and corals, amber and ebony,

and pleasurable perfumes of all kinds,

buy as many pleasurable perfumes as you can;

visit hosts of Egyptian cities,

to learn and learn from those who have

knowledge.

Always keep Ithaca fixed in your mind.

To arrive there is your ultimate goal.

But do not hurry the voyage at all.

It is better to let it last for long years;

and even to anchor at the isle when you are old,

rich with all that you have gained on the way,

not expecting that Ithaca will offer you riches.

Ithaca has given you the beautiful voyage.

Without her you would never have taken the

road.

But she has nothing more to give you.

And if you find her poor, Ithaca has not

defrauded you.

With the great wisdom you have gained, with so

much experience

you must sure have understood by then what

Ithacas mean.
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Snnhio the Bloke Mother of God The Elitist Young Judaea

41! nshs 69!

GIRLS WRESTLING TEAM

iwggbowter Rasputin waz here * Code Napoleon * Sex and Violence * Computer Joe * Don't Shatter
*

Cheese Sandwich Palooza * You taste like a burger, I don't like you anymore * the TKC fanelub
*

GIABs * Vou guys, we spent like fiiiive hours or those *
I can smell those fajitas from way

over here * Why get the point! * She was like sooo unpopular * Exthculhe me * My Life
*

Vou don't need to shut up * That is soo hufflepuff * 80's dance parties * Whateva, I do what

I want *
It's a revelaaation * The thaaater district! - This is the ghetto-est stop on the T - My dad

gets off here every day! *
I got jimmies * Would you rather eat a maggot-filled pie or go to school

completely naked? nekkid! * Are you mocking my way of life, June yah!? * IT'S OVER!

Lit Jeez W".am Bam The Material Girl The Liz
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Hey Little Brother

Don't you think it's time to go
So we closed our eyes

And said good-bye

To Gypsy Angel Row
Felt so right

Together we moved like

Spirits in the night.

Congratulations

Mom, Dad,

&
Elyssa
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Dear brand<m

You have fiLLed our Lives With

joy and made us pn?ud t<? be your

family. Continue to strive to be

the best you can be, with the

certainty that We Will L?Ve you

forever. You are our shining star!

L^Ve Always,

K/|<?m, Pad, Zach and W/hitney
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Julia,

May allyour

days be filled

with as much

love andjoy

asyou have

given us.

May allyour

dreams come

true.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Michael and David

"And one day, when we reminisce

Through the tears, we'll smile when

We recall we had it all.

"

Emily,

Congratulations!

We are so

proud of you.

All our love,

Mom, Dad and
David

Robbie,

We are so proud of what you have accomplished, and

all with good humor.

Keep laughing, keep striving for your best, and all

good things will follow.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Mark ('98), and Michael ('00)

Adam Weisman,

All on your own and most importantly with a

constant hunger for knowledge. May it

continue indefinitely, and always know how

proud of you we are and how very much we

Love you.

Your Loving Family
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Lisa + Matt,

Cousins and best

friends forever. We
know you will be

there for each other

wherever your

future takes you.

We love you!
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Congratulations, Ross ! !

!

1 % years went by SO quickly, filled with wonderful moments and memories:

hundreds of soccer games Nutmeg, W, Mocha, £ Jazz

cows, Tigger, tacos, the Holy Grail Simpsons, Seinfeld, £ CSI

Love, Morttj ^ad, & %ira

|fA£
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Mayor David B . Cohen

Congratulations Sammy!
We Love You.

Love Steph A CA!

Blerty Blerty Blerty

Kristina!

I wishforyour happiness and success in

your life asyou have given me. You

make me very proud! How lucky I am

to haveyou as my daughter.

I Love You!

Mom
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Sou. ov\e \nv\ o

vrw.dc, -vyxt r\<^5, different-,

vjou. we^e,vv\6 ovAe who

Hoc one Hirng I coui<^

coah h cm. above, en i Sara, Megan, 6r&fcVv€W,-Ja«ef
(
Bh-Ha^

Kyle Brodie at 2

Yowr winsome smile has

always expressed your joy

in life -- and your great

heart. These and your

creative gifts will serve

you well on whichever life

path you choose. We love

you!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Ethan
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Max,

We are so proud of

you and all of your

accomplishments!
You have always

been your own
person, which we

admire and respect.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Katie &
Maggie

» "The best is yet to

come and babe,

won't it be fine?"

Old Blue Eyes

"It is our choices that show what we truly are... far more

than our abilities..."

To our Mandy:

We've watched you grow from...

Our "Curious Georgette" and our "little Miss

Oops"...

To the amazing person you are today...

And smiling all the way...

We are so proud of you!

All our love,

Mom, Dad and Jeremy



fEmtfy + %atya
We've swum through it all

Co- Captain 03-04.!!

Bertucri's -Caramel Apples

Bananas - King Richard's Fair

Food/Cooking and ofcourse eating

Running through the rain - Scott!

The Danny Tongue thing

Sexy dresses - "Make Love"

the sober ones - Saimny- Graham

Making the Video - MEE!

"You don't know me!"

Dream come true,

Anna Laski

Couldn't be prouder!

Dad, Mom, Sarah, Aunt Fran,

Grandma
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Congratulations,

Jeffrey.

You're on your way.

Love from,

Mom, Dad,

Paul + Scott

Dear Tanya:

Go ahead and fly!

You have been ready for

sometime and waiting "forever!"

Thanks for all the joy you

give us. We are so lucky that

you are ours.

Love,

Dad, Mom, and Paula
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Dear Mayachka

Congratulations!

We are so proud of

your

accomplishments and

your eagerness to

succeed* We wish for

you to always be

strong, and to achieve

all your goals. Keep

on shining

everywhere you go

and in everything you

do*

Love,

Mama, Papa,

Evelina, and your

Grandparents.

w mcx-v vAfowft snape our \ivi%;
i

o £ +
4- <S «>

peopvt- come
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Dear Gareth

Congratulations to you and the

class of2004!

You make us very proud.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Megan, Orlando and

Merlyn.

yje are very proud

of you and

love you very much?

Love Mom, Dad 4-

"Rachel

NiCOle-
May you find the

wisdom, truth, and

perseverance to pursue

your dreams in a life of

health, happiness and

peace.
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Andrew,

We love you and we are so proud

of you! You will go far in life

with your intelligence, warm
heart, and perseverence. Lots

of love and congratulations.

Mom, Paul, Will, Crane, Iko and

Yolly

Dear Adam,

May you continue to stretch. The

future is yours!

With love and pride,

Mom, Dad, Emily ('98) +

Danny ('01)
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Pouneh,

We are so proud of
^ ; you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Semira

& Chewbaca

Ezra,

We Wish you a smooth takeoff and a soaring

flight into the future. We're cheering for you,

With Love,

Mom, Dad, Harrison,

and all the rest of the family.
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Autographs
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Autographs


























